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Determination 

REPORT TO THE PRESIOE~T 

. ON INVESTIGATION NO. TA-201-~3 

CERTAIN CANNED TUNA FISH 

UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COl'T1lSSION 
August 15, 1984 

On the basis of the information developed in the course of investigation 

No. TA-201-53, the Commission has determined !/ that tuna fish in airtight 

cont~iners, pre~red or preserved in any manner, not in oil, provided for in 

' items 112.30 and 112.3~ of the Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS). 

and tuna fish in airtight containers, prepared or preserved in any manner, in 

oil, provided for in TSUS item 112.90, are 'not being imported into the United 

States in such increas~d quantities as to be a substantial cause of serious 

injury, or the threat thereof, to the domestic industry producing articles 

like or directly competitive with the imported articles . 

. Background 

·The Commission instituted the present investigation, No. TA-201-53, 

fo.llowing the receipt, on February 15; 1984, of a petition for import relief 

. filed on behalf of the United.States Tuna Foundation;· C.H.B. Foods, Inc.; the 

American Tuna Boat Association; the United Industrial Workers, AFL-CIO; the 

Fishermen's Union of Ame~ica, AFL-CIO; and the Fishermen's Union ILWU, No. 

33. The investigation was instituted pursuant to section 201(b) of the Trade 

Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2251(b)) in order to determine whether the above 

described tuna fish are being imported into the United States in such 

1/ Chairwoman Paula Stern determined that imports of the subject canned tuna 
fi;h are being imported into the United States in su.cn increased quantities as 
to be a substantial cause of serious injury to the domestic industry producing 
articles like or directly competitive with the imported articles. 
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increased quantities as to be a substantial c.ause of, serious injury, or the 

threat thereof, to the domestic industry producing articles like or di redly 

competitive with the imported articles. 

Notice of the institution of the Commission's investigation and of the 

public hearing to be held i~ connection therewit~ was given by posting copies 

of the notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. lnterna~ional Trade 

Commission, Washington, D.C., and by publishing the notice in the Federal 

Register of March 7, 1984 (49 F.R. 8501). The hearing was h~ld in Washing~on, 
•. ~' 

D.C. on June 5, 1984, and all persons who requested the opportunity were 

permitted to appear in person or t~rough counsel. Th~ Commission's 

determination in this investigation was made in an open ~'Gov~rnment in the 

Sunshine" meeting h~ld on July 25, 1984. 

This report is b~ing furnished to the President in accordance with 

section 201(d)(l) of the Trade Act. The information in the re,por·t··was : 

obtained from field.work and interviews by members ·of the Commission's staff, 

and from information obtained from other Fede·ral agencies, responses· to 

Commission· questionneiites, information presented at the public hearing, briefs 

submitted by interest.e~ parties, the Commission's files, and other sources. 
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VIEWS OF COMMISSIONERS ALFRED E. ECKES, 
SEELEY G. LODWICK, AND DAVID 8. ROHR*~ 

We determine that canned tuna fish 11 is not being imported.fnto the 

United States in such increased quantities as to be a substantial cause of 

serious injury, or the threat thereof, to the domestic canned tuna industry. 

Having found that the requirements of section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974 'f/ 

are not satisfied, we have made a negative determination and do not recommend 

to the President that import relief ·be provided. 

Section 201 of the Trade Act requires that each of three conditions be 

satisfied if we are to make an affirmative determination-

(1) imports are increasing, either in actual terms or relative to 
domestic production; 

(2) the domestic industry is seriously injured or threatened with 
serious injury; and 

(3) the increased imports are a substantial cause of the serious 
injury or threat thereof to the domestic industry. 

In the present case, we find that imports are inc.reasing arid that the 

domestic industry is facing economic difficulties, if not suffering serious 

injury. However, we find that the third condition, the causation condition, 

is not satisfied and therefore have made a negative determination. 

* Vice Chairman Susan W. Liebeler joins in the section of these views 
relating to the definition of the domestic industry. Because she determined 
in the negative on the basis of a finding of no ~erious -injury or threat 
(rather than a finding of a lack of sufficient causal l~nk between increased 
imports and injury), Vice Chairman Liebeler has addressed the issues of 
increased imports and injury in separate views which follow. 

11 Specifically, tuna fish in airtight containers, prepared or preserved in 
any manner, not in oil, provided for in items 112.30 and 112.34 of the Tariff 
Schedules of the United States {TSUS), and tuna fish in airtight containers, 
prepared or preserved in any manner, in oil, provided for in TSUS item 112.90. 
ll 19 u.s.c. 2251. 
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In our views below, we first describe what we consider to be the domestic 

industry. We then discuss th.e information relevant to the three statutory 

criteria and explain why we have cone lt~ded that the causation criterion is not 

:sati sfi~d. 

Domestic i~dustry 

~.ec~ion 201 define.s the d.omestic industry in terms of producers of "an 

article like or directly coll)petitive with the imported article." ]/ "Like" 

.articles are defined in the legislative history as "those which are 

substantially identical in inherent or intrinsic characteristics (i.e., 

materials from which made, appearance, quality, texture, etc.)." "Directly 

competitive" articles are those "which, although not substantially identical 

in their inherent or intrinsic characteristics, are substantially equivalent 

··for commercial purposes, that is, are adapted to the same uses and are 

essentially interchangeable therefor. 11 .~/ .. The term "directly competitive" is 

alsQ defined in secfion 601(5) of the Trade Act, which provides that articles 

ma~ be directly competitive with each other at an earlier or later stage of 

processing. 

' In determining what domestic faci(ities constitute the domestic industry, 

the Commission traditi~nally has f6llowed a product-line approach, finding the 

domestic industry to consist of the dome~tic facili~ies producing an article 

· like the imported article or, in the absence of a like domestic article, the 

dome~tic fa~i~itl~s .prod~cing ~directly competitive article. When the 

differences between like and dire~tly competitive articles are unclear or when 

11 Section 20l(b)(l). , 
ii Report of the Senate Committee on Fjnance on the Trade Reform Act of 

1974, S. Rept. No. 1298, 93d Cong., 2d Sess., 122 (1974). 
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the like and directly competitive articles are closely related and produced in 

the same plants by the same workers using the same basic equipment, the 

Commission has generally considered the industry to consist of the do~estic 

facilities producing articles like and directly competitive with the imported 

article(s). In cases involving a multiple number of distinct articles, the 

Commission· will often find that there is more than one domestic industry and 

will weigh the impact of the appropriate imports against the ap~ropriate 

domestic facilities. 

In view of Congress' directive that the Commission be concerned ~ith the 

domestic productive resources (e.g., employees, physical facilities, and 

c;apital) involved in the production of a product, ?./ the Commissi~n has 

traditionally considered the industry to include all the facilities involved 

in the productionof a product. When several.stages were involved in the 

production of an article, it considered the. industry to include the facilities 

involved in the various stages to be part.of the·industry. §/ It is 

?.I Report of the House Committee on Ways and Means on the Trade Reform Act 
of 1973, H. Rept. No. 93-571, 93d Cong., 1st Sess., at .46. 

~/ See, for example, the views of Commissioners Eckes, Lodwick, and Rohr in 
Unwrought Copper: Report to the President Qn Inve~tigation·No. TA-201-51 
_._·_. _., USITC Pu.blication 1549, July 1984, at 7-·8, in which the industry was 
found to be "like a pyramid" and to include not only the facilities directly 
producing blister and refined copper like the imported blister and refined 
copper the subject of the in~estigation, but also the facilities producing 
copper ores and concentrates from which the blister and refined copper was 
produced. 

But compare Mushrooms: Report to the President on Investigation No. 
TA-201-43 ... , USITC Publication 1089, August 1980, where the Commission 
found separate industries producing fresh and canned mushrooms. In that case 
the Commissioners and/or the Commission report noted, among other things, that 
more than 50 percent of mushrooms grown were so1d directly to the fresh market 
(as opposed to processors), that different varieties of mushrooms were grown 
for the fresh market and for the processor market, and that some canners grew 
part of the mushrooms required for their canning operations. Report at A-4, 
A-8, A-24. Thus, in the mushroom case, ~he growers were not, for the most 
part, supplying the processors with raw materials but were instead selling the 
majority of their output in the fresh market. 
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especially important that this be done when the firms performing the final 

manufacturing operations account for only a relatively small part of the 

productive resources involved in the production of the article. Thus, while 

one segment of the industry may not be injured, the part of the industry 

accounting for the major part of the resources may be injured and the industry 

as a whole may be injured. ZI 

In the present case, we must address two issues. First, we must 

determine what domestic article or articles are like or directly competitive 

with the imported articles. Second, we must determine what domestic 

facilities are producing the like or directly competitive article. 

The imported articles that are the subject of this investigation include 

canned tuna packed in oil and canned tuna not packed in oil (i.e., packed in 

water). We conclude that the domestic article which is like or directly 

competitive with the imported articles is canned tuna, whether packed in oil, 

water, or any other medium. No one argued that tuna packed in oil and tuna 

packed in water were produced by different industries, although they are 

• covered by different tariff items and are dutiable at substantially different 

rates. We conclude that they are the product of one industry. All major 

processors produce and market both tuna in oil and tuna in water. Both 

products are made from the same types of fish. The only difference between 

the two is the packing ~olution. ~/ While tuna packe~ in water has grown in 

popularity in recent years because it is lower in calories than tuna packed in 

71 In most cases, we do not even need to address. this issue because the 
fi;ms and workers producing the. final product account for the major part, 
perhaps 75 percent or more·, of the value added to the product. It is an issue 
in the present case, however, because raw fish account for about two-thirds of 
the value of the firal product. 
~/Report, at A-1, A-3. 
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oil, both pro~ucts are marketed in the same way, are price related, appear 

together on store shelves, and are used for the same purposes by consumers. 

We have identified two basic groups of domestic productive resources 

involved in the production of canned tuna--.. the boats arid fishermen which are 

involved in catching tuna, and the processing facilities and workers employed 

in the canning of tuna. The U.S.-based· tuna boats (most of which are purse 

seiners) sell virtually all of their catch to domestic processors. Further-

more, domestic processors own or have a financial interest in about 70 of the 

125 boats in the domestic tuna boat fleet. 21 We therefore conclude that both 

groups of resources are part of the domestic industry. We note that this 

conclusion was supported by the petitioners. 10/ 

Finally, it should be noted that the industry in this case is unique in 

that i~ is the first in a section 201 case in which the majority of the 

industry's productive resources (57 percent of canning capacity) are located 

outside the 50 states. In 1983, ***percent of canning capacity was located 

in Puerto Rico, *** percent in American Samo~, and 43 percent in the 50 states 

(mostly in California) . .!_!/ Prior to an amendment of the section 201 

definition of industry by the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act in 1983, 

the facilities which could be included in the industry were those located in 

th~ 50 States and Puerto Rico (that is, facilities located within the U.S. 

customs territory). _lg/ 

21 Submission received June 18, 1984, from petitioners in response to 
Commissioner questions at the public hearing. 

10/ Petitioners' prehearing brief, at 4-5. 
!ll Report, at A-33. 
12/ See section 214(f) of Pub. L. 98-67, 97 Stat. 393. (1983) and note 

following 19 U.S.C. 2251. 
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Increased impor~~ 

The first of the three statut9ry .criteria which must be satisfied is that 

imports are. increasing. The increase can be "either actual or relative to 

domestic production". !ll Thus, impoi--ts could ,be declining in actual terms, 

. but if domestic production was declining at a faster rate, imports would be 

increasing relative to domestic prod~~tion. 

Imports of canned tu.na are. increasing in both ac.tual.and relative terms . 

. Imports increased steadily during the period.1979-83 and by 1983.were 122 . . . . . . . . 

million pounds, more than double the l.evelof 54 million pounds in 1979 . .!.Y 

Imports declined in January-March 1.984 t;o 34 million pounds from 39 million 
. ~' 

pounds in January-March .1983. 15/ 

Imports of canned tuna also increased relati~e ~o domestic production . 
. ' 

The ratio of imports to production i~creased steadily from 8.8 percent in 1979 

to 19.5 percent in 1983. The ratio was 20.5_perc~nt .in January-March. 1984, 

soll)ewhat lower than the ratio of _27.3_percent in January·-March 1983, but still 
• ... 

above all the annual ratios for the year.s 1979-83. ,16/ .. ··.·· ,· . . . ... -

In 1983, over 98 percent of the.imported canned tuna was packed in . . , .. • . . ' . ~ . 

water. Imports of canned ,tyna. pa~k~d in water. accounted .for the entire 

increase in imports durin~ 1979~83. 17/ In r.ecent years, U.S. tuna 

processors, including two of the petitioners, have .been s~gnificant importers 

of canned tuna, and our information indicates that several domestic processors 

will continue to import in the near future. !..!!./ 

!ll Section 201(b)(2)(C). 
.!.Y Report, at A-22. 
15/ Id. 
16/ Report, at A_:.25. 
JJ_/ Report, at A-21. 
lil Report, at A-13-16, A-24. 
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In summary, we conclude that the facts of this case satisfy the first 

statutory requirement: Imports are increasing. 

Serious injury or threat thereof 

The second criterion requires a finding that the domestic industry is 

suffering "serious injury, or the threat thereof". These terms are not 

ex.pres sly defined in the statute, but the statute instead directs that we 

consider certain-economic factors in determining whether the industry is 

seriously injured or threatened with serious injury. 

The statute directs the Commission to take into account all economic 

factors which it considers relevant, including (but not limited to)-

with respect to serious injury, the signi'ficant idling of productive 
facilities in the industry, the inability of a significant number of 
firms to operate at a reasonable level of profit, and significant 
unemployment or underemployment within the industry; 

... with respect to threat of serious injury, a decline in sales, 
a higher and growing inventory, and a downward trend in production, 
profits, wages, or employment (or increasing underemployment) in the 
domestic industry concerned .... 19/ 

In determining whether the industry is injured, we examined the condition 

of both the fishing and processing operations of the industry. we· found the 

fishing operations to be in considerably worse economic condition than the 

processing operations and that the industry as a whole is facing economic 

difficulties, if not serious injury, largely on the basis of the condition of 

the fishing operations. 

Processor operations.-Domestic production of canned tuna varied during 

the period 1979-83, but ended the period at a higher level than it was at the 

_!21 Section 201(b)(2). 
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beginning of the period. Production totalled 617 million pounds in 1979, 

peaked at 649 million pounds in 1981, declined sharply to 5~9 million pounds 

in 1982, and then increased to 626 million pounds in 1983. 20/ Production 

totalled 166 million pounds in January-41arch 1984, well above the 143 million 

pound level of January-March 1993. 21/ 

Canning capacity fluctuated during the period, rising from 899 million 

pounds in 1979 to a peak of 990 million pounds in 1991 and declining to 994 

million pounds in 1982 and 864 million pounds in 1983. 22/ However, capacity 

. in January-March 1984 was 221 million pounds, about 5 percent higher than the 

level of 212 million pounds in January-March 1983 and at an annualized level 

almost equal to that of 1979. 23/ The sharp decline in capacity since 1991 

occurred largely as a result of the closing of two plants in C~lifornia. 

However, capacity is increasing in American Samoa and will increase further 

when a major plant expansion now underway is completed in_the near 

future. 24/ Industry.sources indicate that the shift to American Samoa is due 

to its proximity to the western Pacific t~na.fisheries (whe~e catches in the 

last few years have been considerably higher than catches in other .are.as), 

lower wage costs, and certain tax incentives. 25/ 

Capacity utilization in the canneries fluctuated during the period but 

was at its highest level in 1983 and early 1984. Part of this fluctuation was 

due to the timing of the openings and closings of several plants. Capacity 

20/ Report, at A-29. All data in this section, unless otherwise noted, are 
derived from information furnished in response to Commission questionnaires. 

21/ Report, at A-30. 
·22/ Report, at A-29. 
23/ Report, at A-30. 
24/ Report, at A-32. 
25/ Report, at A-32; and hearing transcript, at 201. 
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utilization declined from 69.5 percent in 1979 to 57.8 percent in 1982, but 

increased to 72.4 percent in 1983 and 75.2 percent in January'-M~rch 1984 (as 

compared with 67.5 percent in January-March 1983). 26/ Plant capacity 

utilization has been running at a much higher level in Puerto Rico and 

American Samoa than in California in recent years. 27/ In the first 5 months 

of 1984, some plants in Puerto Rico and American Samoa were reportedly running 

at more than 100 percent of capacity. 28/ 

Yearend inventories of canned tuna we~e at their lowest levels of the 

period at the conclusion of 1983. Inventories increased from"191 million 

pounds at yearend 1979 to an unusually high level of 246 million pounds at 

yearend 1981. Inventories declined to 199 million pounds at yearend 1982 _ 

following a sharp decline in production that year, and declined further to 180 

million pounds at yearend 1983. 29/ 

Employment of production and related workers in the production of canned 

tuna increased from 14,668 workers in 1979 to 14,906 in 1980 and then declined 

gradually during the period to 13,397 workers in 1983, the lowest level of the 

5-year period. However, the number of hours worked was at its second highest 

level of the period in 1983 and exceeded the level of 1980 when the workforce 

was the highest in the 5-year period. 30/ During the period of investigation, 

there was a definite shift in employment and processing operations from the 

States, particularly from California, to Puerto Rico and American Samoa, where 

wages are considerably lower. Employment in the States declined from 7021 . 

26/ Report, at A-29-30. 
27/ Report, at A-33. 
28/ Report,_at A-32. 
29/ Report, at A-46. 
30/ Report, at A-48. 
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.w9rkers in 1980, the peak employment.year in the period, to 4745 workers in 

1983, but it increased from 5925 to.6126 workers in Puerto Rico and from*** 

to*** workers in American Samoa betw~en 1980and 1983. 1!/ Thus, while there 

was a. significant decline in cannery jobs in the States, and pa~ticularly in 

.Galifornia, there was not-a significant decline in jobs for cannery workers as 

a whole .. 

On an overall basis processors operated'at a profit in all years during 

tbe period 1979-1983. The ratio of operating income to net sales declined 

from 7.2 percent in 1979 and 198G to-0:2 percent in· 1982, and then increased 

t~. 2.l percent in 1983: However, the performance of 'individual firms varied 

considerably. At least one fi_rm and as many as four operated at a loss in 4 
' .: 

of. the. 5 years. In 1983, two of six reporting firms operated at a loss. 32/ 

Fishing operations.~Landings of raw tuna by boats in the U.S. fleet 

(ncreased irregularly during 1979-83 and were at their highest level in 1983. 

Land.ings totalled 508 million pounds (round weight) in 1979 and declined 

slowl.y b~t steadily to 473 millt"on pounds (round weight) in 1982 and then 

increased sharply to 586 mill ion pounds (round weight) in 1983. 33/ 

According to the petitioners, the number of boats in the domestic tuna 

fleet declined during the period 1979-83, but U.S. fleet capacity increased. 

" The number of boats in the fleet decreased irregularly from 129 in 1979 to 125 

·in 1983. 34/ However, during the period 1979-83, 25 new. purse seiners were 

buiit a~J added to the domestic fleet, and during the period 1981-83 an 

1!/ Report, at A-49. 
32/ Report, at A-55. 
33/ Report, at A-42. 
34/ Submission from the American Tuna 0oat Association received April 4, 

1984 (hereinafter referred to as submission from the American Tuna Boat 
Association). 
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.additional 15 vessels were transferred to the fleet from other fishing 

operations. 35/ Because the new boats added to the fleet tended to be larger 

than the boats replaced, fleet capacity increased from 114,000 tons in 1979 to 

127,000 tons in 1983. 36/ While it was not feasible to calculate capacity 

utilization rates for boats as was done in the case of tuna processors, 37/ 

there are indications that about 30 boats were idled at the end of 1983. 38/ 

The purse seine fleet experienced a loss (before depreciation) in all 

years during the 1979-83 period except 1980. Income (before depreciation) 

declined irregularly from a $3.7 million loss in 1979 to a $41 million loss in 

1982. In l983, the purse seine fleet's loss (before depreciation) was $14 

million. 39/ These heavy losses were suffered by both independent boat owners 

and tuna processors who own or have a financial interest in boats. The 

largest processors, who have the greatest interest in boats, are now engaged 

in efforts to divest themselves of their boats. They have written off boats 

and have established divestiture reserves, and these actions have adversely 

affected their financial performance. 40/ 

Meaningful data on employment on the boats were not available. The crews 

on the U.S. fleet are comprised largely of foreign workers, and frequently 

35/ Report, at A-19. 
36/ Submission from the American Tuna Boat Association. 
37/ Capacity utilization rates for tuna boats would be arbitrary at best. 

They would have to be based on the number of trips a boat was likely to make 
in a year, and that number in turn would depend on the distance a boat would 
have to go to find tuna and the length of time it would take to fill the 
boat's hold. Since tuna migrate and in recent years have shifted from the 
eastern Pacific to the western Pacific as a result of weather patterns and 
water temperature, the number of trips which could be taken and the time per 
trip would have varied· from year to year. Thus, it would have been difficult 
to.find a meaningful trend in such rates. 

38/ Report, at A-92. 
39/ Report, at A-63. 
40/ Report, at A-92. 
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only a small part of the crew (e.g., the captain and his officers) are U.S. 

nationals. 

Summary.--While the processing operations appear to be marginally 

profitable, the fleet is operating at a loss. Thus, we conclude that the 

industry is experiencing considerable economic difficulties, if not serious 

injury. 

Imports are not a substantial cause of serious injury or threat 

Having found that imports have increased and that the domestic industry 

is facing economic difficulties if not suffering serious injury, we.must 

determine whether the increased imports are a substantial cause of such 

injury. For reasons set forth below, we have concluded that they are not. 41/ 

The term "substahtial cause" is defined in the statute as "a cause which 

is important and not less than any other cause. 11 42/ This means that the· 

increase in imports must be both an important cause of serious injury or 

threat and must be a cause equal to or greater than any other cause. In 

addition, the statute directs the Commission, in deciding whether increased 

imports are a substantial cause of injury, to take into account all economic 

41/ Commissioners Eckes and Rohr note that section 201 provides that the 
Commission can recommend the provision of adjustment assistance to firms and 
workers in the event it makes an affirmative determination. However, they 
also note that there is no evidence that Congress intended that either firms 
or workers were to be precluded from seeking or obtaining such assistance on 
their own in the event the Commission made a negative determination under 
section 201, as it has done in this case. The standards for granting such 
assistance and the issues which are relevant are different from those under 
section 201. The conclusion that increasing imports are not a substantial 
cause of serious injury to the industry as a whole should not give rise to the 
iriference that individual firms or gro~ps of workers would be ineligible for 
adjustment assistance. 

42/ Section 20l(b)(4). / 
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factors which it considers relevant, including, but not limited to~ 

. an increase in imports (either actual.or relative to domestic 
production) and a decline in the proportion of the domestic market 
supplied by domestic producers. 43/ 

In determining whether increased imports are a substantial cause of 

injury, we believe that section 201 clearly provides that we are to isolate, 

to the extent practicable, each of the economic factors relevant to the 

question of serious injury and to compare each of them with the factor of 

increased imports. We are not to aggregate the various other economic factors 

. and then compare them with the factor of increased imports. 44/ However, this 

does not mean that a given factor or cause will not have multipl~ effect~. It 

oftentimes will. Thus, we must also be careful to distinguish between factors 

which are causes of injury and the effects of such factors. 

As stated above in these views, imports of canned tuna have increased in 

both actual terms and relative to domestic production. Imports also increased 

their share of the domestic market. The ratio of imports to consumption 

doubled during the period 1979-83 from 7.9 percent in 1979 to 16.2 percent in 

43/ Section 201{b){3)(C). 
44/ We believe that Congress envisioned that there would be a multiple 

number of economic factors causing injury in most cases. Hence, Congress used 
the plural "factors". The Senate Committee on Finance also envisioned that 
there could be a multiple number of factors causing injury. In its report on 
the bill which became the Trade Act, the Committee stated that the Commission 
would have to assure itself that imports were a substantial cause of injury 
"and not just one of a multitude of equal causes" and that there could be "a 
variety of other causes" (other than increased imports).affecting an industry, 
including "changes in technology or in consumer tastes, domestic competition 
from substitute products, plant obsolescence, or poor management." See Trade 
Reform Act of 1974: Report of the Committee on Finance ... , S. Rept. No. 
93-1298, 93d Cong., 2d Sess., at 120-21. Similar views concerning our 
obligation to isolate causes were expressed in the dissenting views of 
Commissioners Moore and Bedell in Certain Motor Vehicles and Certain Chassis 
and Bodies Therefor: Report to the President on Investigation No. TA-201-44 
_. _._.,. USITC Publication 1110, December 1980, at 172-73. 
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. 1983. 45/ However, in January-March 1984 this ratio declined slightly to 15.9 

percent as compared with 17.6 percent in January-March 1979. 46/ 

The petitioners argued that increased imports were both an impor"tant 

cause of serious injury and a more important cause than any other cause. 47/ 

Importers, on t.he other hand, argued that even if imports were an important 

cause of injury, other causes were clearly more important. Importers cited at 

least four causes of injury which they considered ·to be more important than 

. ··-increased imports-.-( 1) the large increase in raw fish prices between 1979 and 

1981; (2) the cost to processors of··carrying high inventories in 1981 and 

1982; (3) the shift in consumer preference to tuna packed in water; and (4) 

the shift in fishing grounds to the western Pacific. 48/ 

We find two causes of injury to. be mor.e important than increased 

imports. First, the. industry, particularly the fleet, over expanded in the 

1970' s and early 1980' s. 49/ Second, the principal fishing grounds for tuna 

shifted in the 1980's from th~ eastern to the western Pacific following a 

temporary warming of eastern Paci fie waters ·(the "El Nino" effect). Each of 

these causes had a number of adverse effects on the industry. 

45/ Report, at A-67. Import penetration reached similar levels in the early 
1960is. See hearing transcript,.at 251; and appendix A to posthearing brief 

. Tuna Canners Assa. of the Philippines and ·Government of the Republic of the 
Philippines. 

·· 46/ ~eport, at A-67. 
47/ Hearing transcript, at 52-53. 
48/ Transcript of hearing, at 201--02. 
49/ This case parallels to a degree another fishing industry case in which 

the Commission found that "a too-rapid expansion of the fishing fleet" was the 
most important cause of difficulties which certain West Coast fishermen were 
experiencing. See the views of the Commission in Certain Fish: Report to the 
President on Investigation No. TA-201-41 ... , USITC Publication 1028, 
January 1980, at 10. 
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Over-expansion of the industry included substantial increases in both 

fishing and processing capacity. Decisions to' expand the indust;y appear to 

have been· made in a period when there was a shortage of 'animal protein foods 

:and tuna consumption was rising.· For example, the U.S. per capita consumption 

of tuna rose from 2.4 pounds annually'to 3.1 pounds between 1971 and 1974. 50/ 

Tuna processors began investing in boats in.the mid-1970's to achieve the 

cost savings of vertical integ~ation and assure an aaequate supply 'of 

fish. 51/. With the help of this processor.financing, the U.S. tuna fleet 

expanded from 118 boats with anaggregate capadty of 56,000 tons in 1970 to 

, 125 boats with a capacity of 127,000 tons by 1983. 52/ As noted earlfer, 25 

·new purse seiners were added to the u·:s. fleet between 1979 and 1983 alone, 

and 15 boats were transferred from other fishing operations. 53/ The new 

additions' had considerably nibre capacity than older tuna boats. 54/ They also 

were very expensive and were largely financed with.variable rate mortgages. 55/ 

As part of the general expansion and modernization of the tuna industry, 
.. 

processing capacity al~o was increa~ed. U.S. 'production capacity increased by 

14.3 percent between 1979 and 1981. 56/. 

Financing the added capacity, particularly the new boats, proved v·ery 

expensive during years of soaring interest rates. 57/ Investigation data show 

50/ Report, at A-86. 
51/ Id. 
52/ Submission of the American Tuna Boat Association. 
53/ Report, at A-19, A-86. At the·same time, a number of smaller boats were 

retired. 
54/ Report, at A-63. 
55/ Report, at A-66, A-92. 
56/ Report, at A-33. 
57/ Report, at A-92. 
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that boat owners' interest costs more than tripled bet.ween 1979 and 1982 

before declining somewhat in 1983. 58/ 

To meet these costs, as well as increased operating costs for the super 

purse seiners, the fleet negotiated higher prices.· for raw tuna. The largest 

increase in prices occurred in 1980 when the fleet negotiated a 26 percent 

price increase. 59/ Processors passed.these costs along to their customers, 

and eventually consumers resisted the price: increases. 60/ Substitute protein 

sources were available and per capita cqnsumption of canned tuna fell from 3.2 

. pounds in 1979 to 2. 7 pounds in .1982. 61/ Processor inventories of canned 

tuna increased about 29 percent between 1979 and 1981. 62/ To reduce these 

inventories, processors reduced their production in 1982 from the peak 1981 

level of 649 mi Ilion pounds to 569 mi'llion pounds. 63/ In reducing their 

production, processors also reduced their purchases. of raw .fish, further 

exacerbating the pro~lems being experienced by the fleet. 64/ 

There were abund~nt supplies of raw fish in 1982, as the western Pacific 

fishing grounds proved, productive .. 65/ Many. of the older tuna boats the purse 

seiners had replaced were sold to foreign fishermen and their catch added to 

the world supply. 66/ ·In the face of decreased demand for an increased 

supply, raw tuna pri~es fell. 67/ The U.S. fleet was devastated by the gap 

58/ Report, at A-64: 
59/ Report, at A-87. 
60/ Id. 
61/ Report, at A-68. 
62/ Report, at A-47. 
63/ Report, at A-29, A-32. 
64/ Report, at A-87-91. 

. 65/ Report, at A-87-92. 
" 66/ Report, at A-92. 

67/ Report, at A-73, A-92. 
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between costs and revenues. 68/ The processors paid higher-than-world prices 

for raw tuna to the U.S. fleet for a time, apparently to protect their 

investment. 69/ Thus, the operating results of processors reflect some of the 

difficulties of boat operators. 

The tuna industry clearly had grown too much too soon and the 

consequences were painful. A contraction began in 1982. Processing plants 

were closed and fishing boats were idled or sold. 70/ As capacity was 

adjusted to be more in line with demand, the profit picture for the processors 

·began to improve slightly. 71/ Even losses for the fleet diminished somewhat 

in 1983, though they were still substantial. 72/ 

The second more important cause of injury~the shifting of the fishing 

grounds~also affected both boat operators and processors. It forced much of 

the California-based fleet to fish in the western Pacific .. 73/ Landings by 

the U.S. fleet from the western Pacific increased from 14,000 short tons in 

1980 to 170,000 short tons in 1983, while landings of tuna from the eastern 

Pacific declined from 224,000 short tons in 1980 to 115,000 short tons in 

1983. 74/ The shift resulted in high costs for fuel and increased 

transhipment costs (if a boat operator chose to save fuel by not returning to 

California after reaching capacity). Transhipment fees incurred by purse 

seiner boat owners increased from $53,000 in 1979 to $7.4 million in 1983. 75/ 

68/ Report, at A-66. 
69/ Report, at A-92. 
70/ Report, at A-32, A-66, A-92. 
71/ Report, at A-53. 
72/ Report, at A-64. 
73/ Report, at A-87-92. 
74/ Report, at A-87. 
75/ Report, at A-64. 
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The shift in the fishing grounds also gave a competitive advantage to the 

foreign processors and fishing vessels based near the grounds. 76/ To counter 

this, U.S. processors decided to expand facilities in American Samoa and close 

pl.ants in California, including the most modern plant in the industry. 77/ 

Shifting operations may prove profitable in the long run, but it is expensive 

in the short run. 

Since we find two causes of injury to the.domestic industry that are more 

important causes than ihcreased imports, increased imports cannot be a 

"substantial" cause. In fact, there is some question as to whether increased 
' 

imports are even an important. case of injury. Imports increased almost 40 

percent between 1982 and 1983. However, the financial performance of the 

industry improved in 1983 as compared to 1982. .Even after the 1983 import 

increase, import penetration was only about 16.percent of consumption. 

Domestic production rose on an overall basis during the period of 

investigation, and domestic consumption rose by more than enough to absorb the 

increase in imports. This relationship of imports to consumption held true 

even i~ 1983 when imports increased substantially. Between 1982 and 1983, 

imports rose about 35 million pounds, but demand increased more than 68 

mi 11 ion pounds. 

Conclusion 

In view of the above, we have concluded that canned tuna fish is not 

being imported into the United States in such increased quantities as to be a 

76/ Report, at A-87. 
77/ Report, at A-30, A-32. 
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substantial cauie of serious injury, or the threat thereof, to the domestic 

industry producing articles like or directly competitive with the imported 

articles. 
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VIEWS OF VICE CHAIRMAN LIEBELER 

A. INTRODUCTION 

I have joined with Cormnissioners F.ckes, U:>dwick and Rohr in defining 

the domestic industry and the imported product covered by this 

investigation. The domestic industry includes the domestic tuna fleet 

· and processors of raw tuna. The imported product is canned tuna. I 

concur with the Cormnission majority in determining that the increased 

importation of canned tuna is not a substantial cause of serious injury 

or threat of serious injury to the domestic industry. Since my analysis 

of increased imports, injury and causation differs from that of the 

majority, I offer my separate views. 

B. THE PURroSE OF S:OCTION 201 

Competition among producers of goods and services is generally 

regarded as beneficial to society. Our economy is premised on the notion 

that competition, both domestic and fore:gn, will increase efficiency and 

enhance consumer welfare. '!his country and other nations have 

experimented with import barriers and retaliatory tariffs. · There is 

general agreement among policy makers and co111t1entators that those 

measures have been counterproductive. '!he purpose of the General 

Agreements on Tariffs and Trade {G1\TI') is to move .th~ world ~oward a 

state of free trade. 

Congress took special care in designing the import relief laws. It 

fashioned a series of statutes to protect domestic industries from 

"unfair" trade practices where. there has been· a wrongful or· unfair 
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practice by competitors, irnporters qr_ foreign countries. ]/ There are 

also statutes which provide import relief from fairly traded_goods--even 

though there has been no wrongful act or unfair practice. Y 

~ause Congress was.aware. that the United States is better off 

under a system of free trade than otherwise, it made it much easier to 

obtain relief .under the unfair trad~ laws. A comparison of .the rising 

imports, and injury provisions of these laws makes it clear that those 

~ealing with fair traqe_pr~ctic~s are far ~re stringent. 11 
.. '!his investigation is under a fair trade statute, Section 201. 

Under this statute, :Petitioners need not allege any wrongdoing on the 
.... ' . 

part of any.importers, foreign produc~rs, or foreign governments. 

Rather, they merely must allege -that a domestic industry is being .. 

]/ The following statutes require the finding of an unfair trade 
practice as a condition for import.relief: sections .303 and 705 of the 
Tariff.Act of 1930, 19 u.s.c. §§ 1303 and 167ld (1982) (subsidy); section 
7~5 of the Tariff Act of 1930, 19 U.S .• C. § -1673d (1982) (dumping); 
section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, 19 U.S.C. 1337 (1982) (unfair 
competition other than dumping or -subsidies). 

y These statutes include Section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974, 19 
u.s.c. § 2251 (1982) (escape clause) and Section 406 ·of the Trade Act of 
1974, 19 u.s.c. § 2436 (1982) (market disruption). 

11 The "fair" trade statutes ,require -rising imports. Section 406 
reqi.lires rapidly increasing imports, either absolutely or relatively. 
Section 201 requires that articles be .ilrported in increased quantities. 
There is no similar requirement that imports be increasing under the 
unfair trade laws. Also, a high~r injury standard is found in the fair 
trade statutes. Section 201 requires serious injury or threat of serious 
injury to a domestic industry. For Title VII subsidy and dumping cases, 
oniy material injury, or threat of material injury to, or material 
retardation of the establishment of, a domestic industry must be· 
established. For unfair irnport practice cases under Section 337, the 
injury standard is the effect.or tendency to.destroy or substantially 
injure a domestic industry, the prevention of the establishment of such 
an industry, or the restraint or ~nopolization of trade and corranerce in 
the United States. Section 406, which does not require unfair trade, 
only requires a finding of material injury or threat thereof. This lower 
standard is attributable to the fact that these imports are from 
Cormnunist countries. 
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..... 
Providers of labor and capital ate always threatened with losses 

generated by inc·reased cornpeti tion. Whether· the comped tion is foreign 

or domestic affects· neither the nature of the loss suffered by the 

domestic producers, hor the nationai interest in protecting them • 

. Therefore, I conclude that it was not Congress' inte~t in· enacting this 

statute to protect the economic well being of these providers of labor 

and capital.• The.purpose of Section 201 is to proteC:t.industries, not 

indiviaua1·persons or firms. It is inplicit l.n'our trade :Policy that 
. , 

American industries not be driven out of existence by foreign competition 

without the President having an opf>ortunity to delay or prevent this loss 

by erecting a trade barrier.· 

C. INCRFA5ED lMPORTS 

I concur' with the maj'ori'ty' s finding of increased inports~ 'i do so 

because canned tuna is being imported ln increased quantities. I do not 

agree w.lth their construction of the statute that.the increased inports 

requirement is satisfied if inports are increasing relative to domestic 

production • .2,1 

_!I See Views of Vice Chairman Susan Liebeler.in Carbon and Certain 
Alloy Steel Products: RefX?rt to the President. on Investigation No. 
TA-201-51, USI'IC Publication 1553 (July 1984) (Carbon and Certain Alloy 
Steel Products) at 132, 134-37; and Views of Vice Olairrnan Susan Liebeler 
in Unwrought ·eopper: RefX?rt to the President on Inv.estigation No. 
TA-201-52, USI'IC Publication 1549 (July 1984) (Unwrought Copper) at 54, 
56-59 • 

.2,l·For.a full discussion of this issue, see Views of Vice Olairrrian 
Liebeler in Carbon and Certain Alloy Steel Products, supra note 4, at 
132-34 and in Unwrought CopP€r, supra note 4, at 54-55. 
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D. IWURY 

The focus of my inquiry is whether the domestic tuna industry is in 

danger of disai;::pearing or suffering major shrinkage. Th~s industry 

consists of tw distinct segments: fishing and processing. Although 

there is some vertical integration in the industry and some tuna 

companies (processors) own fishing boats, this phenomena is neither 

universal nor necessarily conmercially advantageous. Each of these two 

parts of the production process entail the use of very different 

resources and, therefore, could be enjoying different financial 

experiences. 

Section 20l(b) (2) (A) lists a number of factors which the Cormnission 

should consider as evidence of injury. These include: "s~gnificant 

idling of productive facilities in the industry, the inability of a 

significant nwnber of firms to operate at a reasonable level of prof it, 

and significant un~loyment or underemployment within the 

industry •••• " '!'he factors which the Commission must consider as 

evidence of threat of serious injury are spelled out in subsection 

20l(b) (2) (B) and include "a decline in sales, a higher and growing 

inventory, a downward trend in production, profits, wages, or enployment 

(or increasing underenployment) in the domestic industry • n 

Frequently these factors correlate with one another and indicate that an 

industry is in decline. In the instant case, however, the various 

measures of industry performance give conflicting evidence of the tuna 

industry's health. 

The U.S •. tuna fleet consists primarily of the purse seine fleet, 

~hich catches 97 percent of the tuna landed by U.S. flag vessels. The 

purse seine fleet has varied from of 103 to 140 vessels over the past 20 
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years. From 1974 to 1984 the fleet declined from 136 vessels to 125. At 

the same time, capacity increased from 210 million }X>unds to 254 million 

}X>unds. The tuna industry has been engaged in continued upgrading of the 

fleet, entailing the purchase of newer, bigger, m:>re technologically 

advanced vessels, and the retirement of older vessels. From 1979 to 

1983, 25 new purse seiners were built and added to the fleet. Each of 

those new vessels represented a substantial capital investment of $7-$10 

million. From 1981 to 1983 another 15 vessels were transferred from 

other fishing operations to the purse seine fleet. 

Independent tuna boat operators have lost m:>ney in each of the last 

5 years. The tuna processors are also losing m:>ney on their boat 

operations. Many processors are attempting to divest themselves of their 

boats, indicating that vertical integration did not provide significar:it 

cost savings. 

Losses on operations are often indicative of an industry that is 

about to decline in size. In the case of' the tuna boat industry, this 

conclusion would be unwarranted. 'lbe financial losses from tuna boat 

operations are not indicative of a declining industry using up its 

capital stock and shrinking, but rather the opposite. The tuna industry 

has expanded at a time that, because of adverse climactic and interest 

rate changes, has proven to be inauspicious. It would be anomalous for 

us to find that a growing industry is one that is seriously injured 

merely because the financial data indicates that some participants in 

this industry are suffering losses. 

The perf9rmance of the processing operations presents a very 

different picture. Processors operated profitably in all years during 

the period 1979-1983. Domestic tuna production in 1983 was 626 million 
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pounds, slightly above the 1979 level. Canning capacity has moved in the 

opposite direction, falling from.889 million pounds in 1979 to 860 . : ' 

m~llion pounds in 1983, after having risen to a peak of 990 million 

pounds in 1981. These fluctuations in capacity reflect some significant 

and fundamental changes in the nature of the domestic tuna processing 

industry. 

Tuna processing plants are generally located at ports to facilitate 

the s~edy transfer of the fish to the plants. Canned tuna has a high 

value per unit of weight and size and shipping C9Sts are therefore low as 

a percentage of value. In addition, it is a relatively labor-intensive 

industry. Plants have closed and moved to offshore facilities to be 

closer to the principal fishing grounds and to take advantage of lower 

labor costs. Thus the processing industry located in california has 

declined. If these new locations were on foreign soil, we might have 

s~rong evidence of serious injury. The shift, however, has been 

primarily to '?uerto Rico, and more irrportantly, in recent years to 

American Samoa. Because firms located in American Samoa and Puerto Rico 

are considered part of the domestic industry under Section 201, there has 

been merely a shift of productipn from one domestic location to another. 

What we have observed. over the last 5 years is a restructuring of 

the American tuna industry. This shifting and re~tructuring, though 

entailing some losses to the boat owners and the closing of some domestic 

processing plants, does not betoken major shrinkage or disappearance in 

the U.S. domestic tuna industry. I, therefore, find no serious injury to 

this industry. 

Even if I were to consider the financial plight of the tuna fishing 

and boat operations as evidence of serious injury, I would not find that 
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increased imports were a subst~tial cause of .this injury. Section 201 
. •. 

requires that the Corranission f i~d tq~t increased _imports ar;e a 

substantial cause of serious injury to the domestic inqustry before 

granting relief. Substantial ca~se is ,defined as "a cause· which is 

important and not less than any other: cause."§/· ~!1 an effort to achieve 

some methodological consistency and f~gor, I have attempted to compare 

increased imports with concepts of the Saf!le level c;>f generality. Y An 

adver~e <;=Qange in the fortunes of ~ domest.ic firm or in<;lustry must entail 

a decrease either in the price or;-quant.ity. of the,product which they 

sell, or botq. At this.level of generality, there are only three 

possible causes which could be responsible for such changes. They are 

(.1) a decline in demand, .represented by an inward. ~nd leftward shift of 

the ~emand curve; (2) a.decline in d.ornestic supply, represented by an 

inward and leftward shift.of the:d()JTlestic supply_9urve; and (3) .an 

increase in foreign supply, represented by an outward and rightward shift 

of the foreign supply curve. 

In the case of tuna, there is no evidence of a precipitous shift in 

either the demand curve for tuna or the foreign supply curve. Rather, it 

is clear that the tuna boat operations have experienced both bad luck 

and, with hindsight, poor business judgment in recent years. The result 

has been a sharp rise in the average costs of American producers 

supplying raw tuna to the market, reflected in an inward and leftward 

shift in the domestic supply curve. 

·y 19 u.s.c. § 225l(b) (4) (1982). 
]/ See Views of Vice Chairman Liebeler in Carbon and Certain Alloy 

Steel Products, simra note 4, at 137-42, and in Unwrou_ght Co~r, Slli2_ra 
note 4, at 60-65. 
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The tuna fishing industry anticipated an increased demand for tuna, 

a continued availability of tuna in the eastern Pacific, and the ability 

to finance new fishing boats at lower interest rates. The. increase in 

demand did not continue at the previous rate. Climactic changes forced 

the U.S. fishing fleet to fish in the western Pacific. Interest rates 

soared in the late 1970's and, while they have declined substantially 

since 1981, remain relatively high. The tuna industry, which financed· 

boat purchases with variable rate loans, was forced to pay these rates. 

The combined effect of these adversities was to cause an upward shift of 

the average cost c~rves of firms in the tuna fishing industry. This was 

clearly a far great~r cause of the distress of the firms i11 ':this industry 

than any shift in the i.nport supply curve. Therefore, even if I had 

found that the industry was seriously injured, I would not nave found 

that increased imfx>~ts were a substantial cause within the meaning of 

Section 201. 
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VIEWS OF CHAIRWOMAN PAULA STERN 

Contrary to the majority's conclusion, I find that imports of canned tuna 

are a substantial cause of serious injury to the domestic tuna industry. !I 

This case has presented new difficulties in interpreting both the statute and 

the facts. The appropriate domestic industry includes segments with both 

overlapping and separate interests. The causes of the industry's problems 

have changed during recent years. Additionally, the issue of whether there is 

a cause more important than imports--as opposed to an explanation of how 

imports succeeded--depends on how to treat a sudden natural event and its 

attendant effects. Finally, the weighing process among the alternate causes 

of serious injury has been factually complicated and conceptually difficult. 

The root of all these problematic judgments lies in the fact that this 

industry is characterized by disparate pairs. There are two periods--1979 to 

1982 and 1982 to the present; two events--(1) the explosion of costs in the 

U.S. industry; and (2) the change in fishery location from the Eastern Pacific 

l/ I concur with the majority's finding that the domestic industry consists 
of both the processors of canned tuna and the U.S. tuna fleet, i.e., the U.S. 
flag vessels that supply these processors with the raw fish product. Although 
the economic interests of the two groups clearly are not identical in all 
respects, virtually all of the fish caught by the fleet are purchased by U.S. 
processors, and they, in turn, own or have a significant financial interest in 
a substantial portion of the fleet. 

In addition to the legal point noted by the majority that American Samoa 
and Puerto Rico are deemed to be part of the domestic industry under the Act, 
I note that both of these U.S. possessions are subject to U.S. laws such as 
federal tax laws (although much federal income tax is exempted in favor of 
local taxation) and Social Security. In addition, the tuna packing industry 
constitutes virtually the only industry on American Samoa, which has allowed 
it to develop economic independence from the U.S. government. Transcript of 
Public Hearing (Tr.) at 118. The tuna industry also represents a very 
significant source of employment for Puerto Rico. Tr. at 28-33. 
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to the Western Pacific; and two important causes of injury--(1) increased 

costs related to the investment in additional tuna vessels, many of which were 

financed at variable interest rates and (2) imports that directly benefitted 

from an act of God--the "El Nino" phenomenon .f./--which resulted in 

substantially greater yields of raw fish from a relatively newly harvested 

fishing ground--the Western Pacific. The increased yields from this area have 

simultaneously had an adverse ~mpact on the price that domestic tuna vessels 

can obtain for their raw product, and have bestowed a new and significant 

competitive advantage--large supplies of cheap, raw fish--upon several 

low-labor cost, Southeast Asian processors. 

Evaluating the two causes must be done on the basis of alternate 

hypothetical scenarios which are virtually impossible to quantify precisely. 
) 

However, Congress has cautioned us against a strict mathematical weighing of 

causes. Ky conclusion is that for the most recent period--beginnlng sometime 

iµ 1982~-increasing imports are as important a cause as the cost problem in 

expiaining this industry's undeniable serious injury. This is the first time 

I have ever found imports equal in importance to another cause. Therefore, as 

directed by the statute, I voted affirmatively. 

I. Increased imports 

Although imports have always had some presence in the U.S. market, the 

volumes and market share of imports since 1979 is higher than historical 

.f./ "El Nino" refers to the periodic warming of the waters of the eastern 
Pacific which caused tuna to either migrate to the Western Pacific, or swim so 
deep that they could not be located by tuna vessels. See Report at A-20. 

, 
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. levels throughout the 1970's. In particular, since 1982, imports have 

increased substantially and rapidly in both absolute and relative terms. 

Moreover, the growth in imports' share of the U.S. market has been 

particularly significant in the private label and institutional sales markets. 

Total imports of canned tuna more than doubled during the period, 

increasing from 54 million pounds in 1979 to 122 million pounds in 1983. 11 

As a share of apparent U.S. consumption, imports also increased steadily, from 

. 7.9 percent in 1979 to 10.4 percent in 1981, 12.8 percent in 1982 and 

16.2 percent in 1983. !I In the private label and institutional segments of 

.the market, the trends are even more dramatic. In the private label market, 

impor~s increased steadily from a 2 percent share in 1979 to 14 percent in 

1983. 21 In the institutional sales market, imports again increased steadily 

from 51 percent in 1979 to 66 percent in 1983. !/ 

Furthermore, data on total imports masks, to some extent, the meteoric 

growth of imports since 1982 from low-cost Asian countries, particularly 

Thailand, the Philippines, Malaysia and Indonesia. ll Imports from Thailand, 

the leading and lowest cost exporter of canned tuna, have increased 

exponentially during the period. !/ Furthermore, the evidence on the record 

11 Data for January-Kay 1984 indicate that imports have continued to 
increase, totalling 58,421,000, compared to 58,056,000 in the corresponding 
period of 1983. Department of Commerce Official Statistics. 

!/ Report at A-69. 
21 Id. 
!I Id. The import penetration ratio in the branded label market although 

small, also increased steadily, from 2 percent in 1979 to 6 percent in 1983. 
Id. 
ll Id., Table 5. 
!I Id. 
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indicates that imports from Thailand will continue to increase because of 

contracts to supply a substantial amount of canned tuna to certain domestic 

producers . .2,/ 

II. Condition of the Domestic Industry 

A. Processing Sector 

There are six major domestic processors of canned tuna: star-Kist Foods, 

Inc. (Star-Kist), Van Camp Seafood Division of Ralston Purina Company (Van 

Camp), Bumble Bee Seafoods Division of Castle & Cook Inc., (Bt.tmble Bee), 

C.H.B. Foods-Pan Pacific Fisheries (C.H.B.), Neptune Packing Corp_. (Neptune) 

and Mitsubishi Foods Inc. (Mitsubishi). 10/ Star-Kist's operations are 

international in scope. It has operations in Peru, France, Ghana, Canada and 

Australia. Domesticaily, it has processing plants in California, 11/ Pu~rto 

Rico and American So~oa. Van Camp has processing plants in Puerto Rico and 

American Samoa. It p~rmanently closed its San Diego, California plant on July 

l~ 1984. Bumble Bee ~as processing operations in Puerto Rico and Hawaii. It 

closed its San Diego, California plant in June, 1982. Together, these three 

.2,1 Report at A-15-16. In this case, I consider the imports.accounted for by 
domestic processors ~ndications of injury rather than adjustment. First, 
unlike in other cases in which domestic producers have taken steps to adjust 
to import competition by selectively importing high-cost component parts, or 
by selectively importing completed articles to round out their product lines, 
canned tuna is a simple, largely fungible product that does not lend itself to 
such adjustment measures. Cf., Stainless Steel Table Flatware, Inv. No. 
TA-201-49, USITC Pub. 1536 (June 1984) and Nonrubber Footwear, Inv. No. 
TA-201-50, USITC Pub. No. 1545 (July 1984). Therefore, unlike the facts of 
other cases, in which some domestic producers elected .to adjust to competition 
by becoming selective importers, producers in the tuna industry maintain that 
the current low profit margins for canned tuna and the highly competitive cost 
structure for imported tuna constitute strong economic motivations for them to 
become substantial importers or simply go out of business, ·rather than adopt 
various compromise strategies. See, !...:Jh_, Tr. at 126-127 and 150. 

10/ Unless otherwise indicated, the following analysis of the condition of 
the domestic industry refers to material in the Report at A-28-63. 

11/ Star-Kist announced prior to t~e Commission's hearing that its 
California plant will close permanently in October of this year (absent import 
relief). See Questionnaire response reprinted in Report at A-62. 
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largest companies accounted for most domestic production in 1983. C.H.B. has 

one processing plant located at Terminal Island, California~ Neptune and 

Mitsubishi also have one plant each located in Puerto Rico. 

Domestic production--During the period under investigation, domestic 

producers, in an effort to compete with imports, have· closed plants in their 

highest-cost locations in the state of California and shifted-production to 

lower-cost areas, particularly American Samoa and Puerto Rico. 12/ Canneries 

in the latter areas generally are workirig at near full capacity. Domestic 

producers do not plan to make further investments in new capacity in the 

continental United States. 13F Although some expansion of capacity in 

American Samoa is contemplated, expansion is limited by constraints on 

available land, labor, and water supplies. 14/ 

Domestic production of canDed tuna increased from 617"million'pounds in 

1979 to 649 million pounds in 1981,·but then fell sharply,in-1982 to .569 

million pounds. In 1983, production rebounded to 616 million pounds, and data 

for January-March 1984 also indicate an increase in production over the 

corresponding period of 1983. The shortfall in production that has or will 

.'!. 

12/ In 1983, the average labor rate in California is above $8 an hour, 
compared with slightly below $5 an hour in Puerto Rico, and slightly below $3 
an hour in American Samoa. Report at 51. In contrast, the average wage rate 
in Thailand, the leading exporter, is substantially below $1 an hour. Id. at 
71. The cost of raw fish and labor accounts for approximately 65 percent and 
15 percent, respectively, of the cost of the canned product. Given the low 
per unit profit margins on the canned product, labor costs are a very 
important cost factor. 

13/ See July 17, 1984, letter from petitioners' attorney to Sheila Landers 
at 1. 

·14/ Domestic producers maintain that, due to the current depressed prof it 
margins, absent import relief, such capital investment is not justified. Tr. 
at 126.' One producer, Star-IC.ist, testified that new investment iii Puerto Rico 
would not be justified, either. Tr. at 150. Thus, production shortfalls 
resulting.from reCet\t or scheduled plant closings may well be made.up_ by 
imports of canned tuna. 

f 
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accompany the 1984 closings of plants in California probably will not be fully 

offset by production in the plants located within the continental United 

States, American Samoa or Puerto Rico. Thus, future domestic production will 

probably decline. 

Capacity--Capacity increased in 1980 and 1981 over 1979 due primarily to the 

acquisition in 1980 of a large modern cannery by Bumble Bee, in anticipation 

of expanding sales of light meat tuna. However, in 1982, overall capacity 

again declined as a result of Bumble Bee's closure of this plant after it 

decided to abandon its strategy of increasing market share for light meat 

tuna. In l983, aggregate capacity declined sharply, as Bumble Bee continued 

to contract operations and Van Camp reduced the capacity of its plant in 

Puerto Rico. In the January-Karch 1984 period, capacity increased slightly. 

However, plant closings that occurred or are scheduled to occur in 1984 will 

result in substantially reduced overall capacity at year end. 

Capacity utilization--Capacity utilization ranged between 66 and 70 percent in 

the 1979-81 period. As production dropped in 1982, capacity utilization also 

· dropped to 58 percent. However, with the decline in capacity that occurred in 

1983, capacity utilization increased to 72 percent in 1983 and 75 percent in 

1984. The industry is currently operating at near full capacity in Puerto 

Rico and American Samoa, but at substantially less than optimum capacity 

utilization in California. 

Employment--Aggregate employment increased slightly between 1979 and 1980, but 

then decreased during the next three years by 10 percent, from 14,906 workers 

in 1980 to 13,397 workers in 1983. Hours.worked declined between 1979 and 
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1982. The number of hours· worked recovered somewhat in i.983, but remain lower 

than the 1979 levels·. 15/ In addition, in 1984, 1,200 employees were laid off 

as a result of the closing of Van Camp's San Diego plant. Moreover, 1,200 

additional jobs will be lost as a result of the.scheduled closing of 

Star-Kist's California plant in October of 1984. Thus the number of jobs that 

have already been lost, or will soon be lost is· substantial. 16/ 

Profitability--Net sales increased from 1979 through 1981 but declined 

significantly in 1982 and 1983, despite the fact that shipments in 1983 

increased substantially compared to 1982. The ratio of cost o( goods sold to 

·net sales increased during the 1979-82 period from 82 and 83 percent in 1979 

and 1980, respectively, to 85.1 percent in 1981 and 89.1 percent in 1982. The 

ratio of gross profit margins to net sales declined accordingly, from 17-18 

percent in 1979 and 1980 to 14.9 percent in 1981 and 10.9 percent in 1982. 

The ratio of operating income to net sales also fell from 7.2 in 1979 and 1980 

to 4.9 in 1981, and to 0.2 percent in 1982. 17/ 

15/ A substantial number of jobs in California were lost in 1982-83 due to 
closings or layoffs by Bumble Bee and C.H.B.·. These losses, which are 
reflected in the above--cited annual data, were off~et. to some extent by . 
increases in employment in other locations. 

16/ One unusual aspect of this investigation is that, due to. the shifting of 
production for cost-savings purposes to American Samoa and Puerto Rico, 
aggregate employment data mask the substantial loss of employment suffered by 
workers in California. In making our determination, we must look at aggregate 
.industry-wide data. Nevertheless,.· it should be noted that_, because of the 
enormous geographical distances involved in the 'shifting of the U.S. tuna 
industry from its traditional headquarters in California to far-off insular 
possessions, workers in California have suffered loss of employment 
opportunities that are as permanent, in a practical sense, as if the domestic 
industry had moved overseas. This is relevant to any analysis done for 
purposes of analyzing the appropriateness of providing trade adjustment 
assistance to these employees. 

17/ Report, Table 24. 
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In 1983, fish prices were 20 percent lower than in 1981 and 1982, and 

labor and operating costs declined as well. Accordingly, the ratio of cost of 

goods sold to net sales decreased to 85.5 percent, and the gross profit margin 

increased to 14.5 percent. Thus, despite declining sales revenues per-unit, 

reduced costs allowed processors to recover from barely breaking even in 1982 

to a very modest operating income of 2:s percent in 1983. Thus, looking at 

the processing sector in isolation, there has been a small improvement in 1983. 

In sum, by 1983, U.S. processors had been able to offset declining 

.revenue by cost savings associated with lower raw fish costs, lower labor 

costs resulting from maximizing production in low-labor cost areas, and lower 

operating costs resulting from consolidating operations. Nevertheless, they 

continue to experience substantially lower operating profit ma~~ins than in 

previous years and suQstantially reduced cash flow. 18/ I therefore find that 

the processing sector continues to experience serious injury. 

B. Harvesting Sector 

The U.S. tuna vessel fleet consists of 125 purse seine vessels, which are 

large, mobile, ocean-going ships, and approximately 600 baitboats, which are 

substantially smaller boats which fish mostly off the cost of California. 19/ 

All of these vessels fly the U.S. flag. Thus, they are the only vessels that 

18/ The reduced cash flow comes in large part from boat-related financial 
interests. These interests and the performance of that -portion of the fleet 
in which processors have such interests are considered as part of the 
harvesting sector and analyzed separately below. 

19/ Unless otherwise noted, this discussion refers to material in the Report 
at A-63-66. 
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can land their catch in United States territory. 20/ Conversely, under the 

laws of most foreign governments, U.S. flag vessels generally are not able to 

unload in foreign ports. 21/ For these reasons, U.S. tuna vessels 

traditionally have been closely associated with U.S. tuna processors, 

supplying virtually all of their catch to U.S. processors. 

The purse seine vessels reflect the advent of a more efficient means of 

catching tuna--the purse seine net--which was developed during the 1950s to 

replace the less efficient baiting method. These boats, which can hold large 

quantities of fish in refrigerated bolds, have progressively ·grown in size, 

sophistication and cost over the years. However, given the vagaries of tuna 

harvesting--the migratory nature of the fish, disputes with some countries 

over territorial waters, quotas for certain conservation zones and rules to 

avoid the catching of porpoises--the current purse seine fleet is 

substantially more flexible and economically efficient than the smaller, older 

boats. Today, the purse seiners account for more than 90 percent of the total 

U.S. catch. 

Due largely to shortages of raw tuna experienced in the 1970s, several 

new, larger capacity purse seiners were built and put into operation in the 

late 1970s. Several of these vessels, which cost approximately $10 million 

each, were financed at variable interest rates. 

201 Report at A-11. The exception is American Samoa,.where foreign flag 
vessels may also unload their catch directly. Id. 

21/ However, tuna that is transhipped can be transferred from a tuna vessel 
operating under one flag to larger transport ships, operating under another 
flag. This occurs in places such as American Samoa which allows vessels of 
any flag to land. Although the primary purpose of transhipment is to save 
transportation costs when raw tuna must be shipped over long distances, it 
also allows for a certain amount of shifting of supply between fleets of a 
given flag and processors in other countries. Processors in Thailand, for 
example, have purchased raw fish that is caught by the Japanese in the Western· 
Pacific area, and transhipped to Thailand. Tr. at 240. 
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In the 1980-82 period, as the interest rates soared, the interest expense 

of individual boats and that of the purse seine fleet as a whole climbed 

accordingly. Post oil-shock fuel costs also were significant during this 

period. Thus, the fixed and variable costs of these vessels were 

substantially greater than anticipated. However, the vessels were able to 

pass through most of these costs by obtaining higher fish prices from U.S. 

processors through 1981. Although the fleet as a whole experienced operating 

losses in 1979 and 1981, many vessels enjoyed operating profits during this 

period. 22/ 

However, starting.in 1982, as a result of a "glut" of raw fish resulting 

from increased Western Pacific yields and processors' decreasing requirements, 

the spot market price for raw fish fell sharply. Although most U.S. vessels 

were paid higher prices which were contracted for earlier, increasing interest 

and fuel expenses resulted in a very large aggregate operating loss. 23/ 

In 1983--a year of near unprecedented yields--larger than normal volumes 

of raw fish became available on the spot market, causing the spot market price 

to fall even more. This contributed to the inability of the American Tuna 

Sales Association ("ATSA") to negotiate sufficient contract-price increases 

with U.S. processors, who were concerned about arresting their own declining 

profitability. 24/ In an effort to stave off financial disaster for the 

fleet, processors purchased all the increased volume of fish the fleet 

supplied, and in some cases paid prices somewhat higher than that dictated by 

market conditions. Nevertheless, the U.S. fleet suffered a "double whammy": 

22/ Report, Table 28, and Appendix C, Tables C-1 thru C-7. 
23/ Report, Table 28. 
24/ See Tr. at 190. 
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first, a sudden and dramatic increase in raw fish supply .• and second, the 

unprecedented inability of U.S. processors to pay contract prices that would 

allow the vessels to break even. 

In 1983, fuel and interest expenses decreased significantly, and 

aggregate profitability improved slightly, but the fleet remains in a 

sub.stantially unprofitable position. 25/ The J>roblem is so severe that it has 

affected indiv~dual vessels fi~anced at low fixed interest rates as well. 26/ 

s·everal vessels have gone bankrupt, and many more are tied-up. 

Furthermore, as the U.S. fleet's financial condition has deteriorated, 

several U.S. processors have suffered financial losses or are experiencing 

increasing financial exposure related to their interests in the fleet. The 

processors that oWl'l ·or have majority interests in tuna vessels experienced 

dramatically declining net sales and significant operating loss margins on 

boat operations in both 1982 and 1983. 27/ Thus, they have established 

increasingly large bad debt reserves related to their boat inves~ents. In 

l98J, these reserves totaled more than $21 million. 28/ In addition, they . .-
collectively have a total exposure of more than $100 million in. loan 

guarantees, $58 million in loans and advances and over $1 billion related to 

investments in tuna vessels. 29/ 

Clearly, the harvesting sector of the industry, whether individually or 

processor owned, is also experiencing serious injury .. Therefore, with both 

segments seriously injured, the industry as a whole is seriously injured. 

251 Report, Table 28. 
26/ Tr. at 81-82. 
271 Report, Appendix C, Tables C-2, C-3, C-4, C-5, and C-7. The exact 

figures are confidential. 
28/ Compiled from questionnaire responses. 
29/ Id. 
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Ill. SUbstantial Cause of Serious Injury 

A. Sununary 

The petitioners have argued that imports of canned tuna are clearly the 

primary cause of the industry's problems. The respondents offer a catalogue 

of other causes which they contend are more important causes of injury. 

Specifically, they have cited: (1) a dramatic increase in raw fish prices 

which occurred in 1981 and part of 1982; (2) excessive high-cost inventories 

of both raw fish and canned fish which built up in 1981 and existed through 

1982; (3) a shift in consumer preference from tuna packed in oil to tuna 

packed in water, which given the anomalous tariff structure tbat exists, is 

advantageous to imports; (4) the shift of the·u.s. fleets• traditional fishing· 

ground from the Eastern Pacific to the Western Pacific caused ~y the El Nino 

phenomenon. In addition, there is an additional causal candidate: the 

increased aggregate costs of the U.S. tuna fleet. 

After a careful analysis of this complicated industry and a voluminous 

record, I have found both the petitioners• 8:nd the respondents' arguments to 

be significantly overstated. However, consideration of the interrelated web 

of causal factors reveals that impo.rts of canned tuna are at .least as 

important as any other cause of the injury this industry is experiencing. In 

my mind, the two mos~ important causes of the industry's problems have been 

(1) increased imports of canned tuna substantially explained by the 

accelerated development of the high-yield Western Pacific fishery resulting 

from the "El Nino" phenomenon; and (2) increased vessel costs due to the 
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addition of new super seiners to the fleet, many of which were financed with 

loans having variable interest rates. 30/ 

There is no historical pattern which can be used to separate the effects 

of these economic developments. In the interest of analytical ciarity, I 

shall discuss the recent events in terms of two discrete time periods. This 

will provide the necessary setting for an examination of the two different 

causes of injury to the industry. 

B. The Two Time Periods 

Pre-1982--ln the pre-1982 period, the U.S. fleet fished primarily in the 

Eastern Pacific Conservation Zone, relatively close to the coast of 

California. In 1980, the industry was experiencing increasing demand for the 

canned product. Due in part to the effect of El Nino, recurring shortages of 

fish occurred and fish prices were strong. Processors sought to achieve a 

certain degree of vertical integration to assure supply through owning or 

acquiring financial interests in tuna vessels and outfitting the fleet to move 

to the Western Pacific. The U.S. fleet's bargaining representative, ATSA, was 

able to negotiate satisfactory fish prices based in part upon the relatively 

short supply of fish and in part because the processors were making a 

reasonable return on sales of the canned product. At this time, U.S. 

processors' purchases of foreign raw tuna generally were made at the 0 ATSA0 

price or at a premium above the 0 ATSA0 price. In December of 1980, the 

industry approved a substantial price increase for the raw product. In 1981, 

· 30/ I do not find that any alleged "overexpansion° of the purse seiner fleet 
per~ is an important cause. Even today, when the aggregate capacity of the 
fleet is greatest, if all vessels were operating at full capacity the fleet 
could not supply all of U.S. processors• requirements. Tr. at 187-88. 
Typically, it supplies between 50-60 percent of processors' requirements, with 
the shortfall supplied by imports of raw fish. Tr. at 183-85. 
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the industry passed on the increased raw fish prices to the price of their 

canned tuna. 

Post-1982--In 1982, the U.S. fleet's catch, which reflected the increase yield 

from the Western Pacific, was substantially greater than the catch in previous 

years from only the Eastern Pacific. As the supply of raw fish increased, the 

volume of fish available in the generally "thin" spot market increased 

substantially. Spotmarket pric.es for raw fish fell. In early 1982. sales of 

canned tuna became -sluggish. Processors were faced with excess inventories of 

both canned and raw tµna financed at then high interest rates. To move 

inventory, they curtailed production of the canned product and cut prices. 

Importers also cut prices to levels below those of domestic producers. 31/ 

The decline in revenue which resulted from this cost/price squeeze prompted 

processors to lower costs by opposing any further increase in the cost of raw 

fish. This, together with a nearly unprecedented 1983 catch, exerted 

substantial downward pressure on the price ATSA was able to negotiate for the 

raw fish. The U.S. fleet was not able to obtain fish prices that allowed it 

to cover fixed and/or variable costs. As a result, some have gone into 

bankruptcy and several others are tied up at the dock. Despite decreasing 

fish costs, processors' .financial performance in 1983 remained poor. 

C. The Important Causes of Serious Injury. 

Increasing Imports--The increase in imports is inextricably linked to the El 

Nino phenomenon in several ways. First, it was the shortages created by the 

El Nino phenomenon's effect on the traditional Eastern Pacific fishery--during 

31/ See, ~. Tr. at 266; See generally, Report, Appendix E, Tables E-2, 
E-4, E-5, and E-6, and Memorandum from Director, Office of Economics EC-H-282, 
July 20, 1984, at 1. n.1. 
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a period of strong demand for the canned product--that induced processors 

initially to accept the substantial increases in raw fish costs sought by ATSA 

in late 1980. This high price/cost structure provided a window of opportunity 

for lower-priced, low-cost, imported canned tuna to gain market share. 

Second, El Nino prompted the shifting of much of the U.S. purse seine fleet to 

the Western Pacific and the accelerated harvesting of unexpectedly plentiful 

yields in this fishery. The result was an unanticipated increase in the 

suppiy of fish not already contracted for, i.e., available on the spot 

market. 32/ Given the simultaneous drop in processors' requirements, the spot 

market price tumbled. As a result, very low cost foreign processors in 

Southeast Asian countries (some of which do not have a modern purse seiner 

fleet) were able to expand production considerably by purchasing fish on the 

spot market. 33/ 

Imports of canned tuna, particularly low-cost canned tuna, not only 

.increased substantially in 1982 and 1983, but exerted considerable pressure on 

the ·prices of domestic canned tuna. Although imported canned tuna is 

concentrated in the institutional and private label sectors of the market, 

industry representatives agree that the pricing in these submarkets exerts a 

very strong influence on pricing in the branded label market in which most 

domestic production is concentrated. 34/ Moreover, since certain domestic 

32/ Fish available on the spot market fetch prices higher than contract 
prices when demand is high, and prices substantially lower when demand is 
low. Traditionally, most of the available fish is purchased under contract, 
and the volumes available on the spot market are relatively small. 

33/ During 1982 and 1983, because U.S. vessels were catching more fish in 
the Western Pacific and U.S. processors generally were purchasing all that the 
fleet caught, they purchased less foreign-caught tuna. See Report at A-42. 
This displaced foreign flag catch is what is believed to be largely 
responsible for the increased volume on the spot market. 

34/ The retail price of branded label tuna generally cannot be priced more 
than 10 cents per can above that of private label. See, ~. Tr. at 63. 
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producers have just begun to import low-cost canned tuna under their brand 

label, imports will soon exert direct price depressing or suppressing effects 

in this submarket as well. 

The price data on the record indicate that in the branded label and 

private label markets, imports of canned tuna are priced significantly below 

domestic canned tuna. 35/ Although the price data on sales in the 

institutional market is someWhat problematic, there is substantial evidence in 

the record indicating that domestic processors also have experienced 

.significant price competition from and lost sales to imports of canned tuna in 

this market. 36/ In fact, Star-Kist, the last domestic producer to have any 

significant presence .in the institutional market, discontinued sales in April 

of 1984 due, it claims, to import competition that forced it to sell at a 

loss. 37/ 

The evidence in the record as a Whole supports the claim that 

domestically canne~ tuna is losing market share due to stiff price competition 

from imports. In fact, the effect of price competition posed by the new 

leading exporting countries is dramatically illustrated by the fact that the 

current landed, duty-paidprice of a case of canned tuna from_one of these 

35/ See Report, Tables 36, 37, 38 and 39, Appendix E, Table, E-2 through 
E-5. The price of ·the canned product, both domestic and imported rose and 
fell throughout the period, generally tracking the rise and fall of the price 
of the raw product. However, since 1982, the imported product consistently 
has been priced below the domestic product. Domestic producers lowered price 
to move inventory in 1982. Nevertheless, as the domestic industry argued, and 
a representative of the importers acknowledged, when the domestic producers 
lowered price in 1982, the price of the imported product was lowered even 
further to maintain the "normal" price differential between the imported and 
domestic product. Tr. at 243. 

36/ See Memorandum EC-H-282 at 1, n. 1: "it appears that reported prices 
suffered from statistical discrepancies due to aggregation, but that, for 
equivalent samples of institutional sizes, imports were lower priced;" Tr. at 
243; and petitioners' confidential .supplemental hearing testimony and 
documentation re: lost sales. 

37/ See Tr. at 61.-62. 
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countries is less than the average cost of production for all domestic 

producers. 38/ 

Increased Costs--In 1981, the higher costs of the U.S. tuna fleet were largely 

passed through to the processors, who, in turn, passed them through to the 

price of the canned tuna. However, demand for canned tuna was down slightly 

in 1982 compared to that in previous years. 39/ Thus, by early 1982, U.S. 

processors experienced an increase in inventories of canned tuna and 

inventories of raw tuna, during a period of high financing cost. In order to 

move inventory, processors decreased production and decreased price. The 

combination of lower prices and increased processor costs, when viewed in 

isolation, explain to some extent the declining profitability of domestic 

producers through 1982. Conversely, the reduction of costs effectuated in 

1983 explain to some extent the modest financial recovery made in that year. 

However, this "cost" factor does not explain why 1983 profitability did not 

rebound to a level approaching that of 1979 or 1980, before the "cost" problem 

began. 

Furthermore, the cost problem of the boats cannot be assumed to be a more 

important cause of their problems than imports because, had not the price of 

the canned product remained low, processors would have been able to pay more 

for raw fish. Based upon historical practice, ATSA may then have been able to 

negotiate a higher price for the fish. Therefore, a rather careful attempt 

38/ This price is clearly much less than the costs of production in high 
cost locations, such as California, but also even less than that of some 
producers' low-cost locations. Based upon report at A-98, Economic Consulting 
Services Inc., "Variations in the Cost of Producing Canned Tuna at Domestic 
Tuna Processing Facilities," and other processors' confidential responses. 

39/ There are some indications that had the price of the canned product 
increased too much demand would have fallen. However, the industry's only 
experience was in 1982, when the price not only increased, but increased very 
much, very abruptly. In fact~ the relationship between demand and the price 
of·canned tuna is relatively inelastic. 
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must be made to weigh these two alternate causes to determine if imports are 

in fact a substantial cause, as r.equired by the Act. 

D. Weighing the Causes of Serious Injury 

It is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to separate out the 

interrelated effects of increased costs and foreign competition. The economic 

and statistical analysis offered by both parties and the Conunission's staff 

were not capable of adequately .quantifying both of the alternative causes I 

have found relevant to consider. 40/ Therefore, I have used an essentially 

qualitative approach. One means of conceptualizing the problem is through the 

comparison of two alternate counter-factual scenarios. 41/ Specifically, I 

have hypothesized in Scenario I what would have happened had the expansion of 

the fleet taken place as it did, with one exception: The absence of a glut of 

raw fish resulting from the shift to the Western Pacific fishery. 

Alternatively, I have examined in Scenario II the situation whereby the El 

Nino/glut phenomenon occurred as it did, but the U.S. fleet had not expanded, 

and ·thus did not incur significant interest expenses. Each scenario 

represents the effects of one cause.absent the other. Clearly, the industry 

in either of these scenarios would have performed better than in fact it did 

in the face of both causes operating simultaneously. But to answer the 

question the statute poses regarding substantial cause, one must be able to 

40/ See .. Economic Analysis of Canned Tuna Industry," EC-G-283 (July 24, 
1984) at 3. See generally, .. Tuna Prices .. EC-H-282 (July 20, 1984) at 3; and 
.. Review of Econometric Estimates in Investigation No. TA-201-53 Certain Canned 
Tuna Fish:. EC-H-287 (July 23. 1984). . 

41/ These counterfactual scenarios illustrate the difficulties attendant 
upon any attempt to quantify mathematically the relative weights of 
alternative causes of injury. In fact, each of the parties provided 
regression analyses that staff advised were deficient in certain important 
respects. FUrthermore, the staff's own attempts at various regression 
analyses were inconclusive. 
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_compare the industry's likely performance in each of these two scenarios. If 

Scenario I would have yielded a healthier industry, clearly El Nino and its 

cluster of effects on imports ~as more damaging than the increase in costs. 

An affirmative determination would be mandated. But if scenario II· would have 

produced a better industry performance, the cost .factors under the control of 

the domestic industry should be deemed to have been more damaging than 

imports. A negative determination would be necessary. 

E. Scenario I: Fleet Expands, But No El Nino/Glut 

Under the first scenario, had there been no dramatic increase in yield, 

the U.S. fleet would not have encountered the substantial downward pressure on 

its raw fish prices. Second, and perhaps more important, there would not have 

been the excess supply of raw fish to satisfy the requirements of the low-cost 

Asian processors--particularly those in countries without a significant purse 

seine fleet. These processors would otherwise have been largely limited to 

the fish available in local fisheries. Also, had the raw fis~ price not 

piummetted, the labor cost advantage of these foreign competitors would not 
. . 

have become as critical. Therefore, assuming that the Western Pacific fishery 

had not been developed anywhere near as rapidly as it has, and the near record 

yields not occurred, the U.S. tuna vessels might well have been able to 

generate revenue beyond the break-even point. Thus, the interest-related 

expenses would not be as important as they currently appear .. Furthermore, 

without the price depressing or suppressing effect of increasing imports of 

canned tuna, the processing branch of the industry might have been able to 

absorb the increased costs without as substantial a decline in profitability 

as is currently the case. 
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F. Scenario II: El Nino/Glut, But Ho Fleet Expansion 

Conversely, under the second scenario, had the El Nino· phenomenon 

occurred, but the U.S. fleet not expanded by adding new super seiners, ·many of 

the smaller, older vessels would not have been able to travel to.or fish the 

Western Pacific. Thus, the U.S. fleet would have experienced financial 

difficulties--but for other reasons. It would not have been able to fish much 

in the traditional Eastern Pacific fishery, given the very small yields. 

However, many vessels would not have been able to fish in the Western Pacific, 

. either. Thus, the harvesting sector of.the industry could have been in 

financial straights as bad as---or worse--than it is today. 

From the processors' perspective, any increased catch from the Western 

Pacific (assuming that adequate foreign flag vessel capacity existed) would 

have resulted in a cost savings for raw product over the short term. However, 

absent the participation of the U.S. fleet in harvesting the area, processors 

probably would have continued to experience shortages of supply and higher raw 

fish prices as they ~id in 1979 and 1980. Alternatively, any increased yield 

would have f acilit$ted the marriage of relatively low-priced raw product from 

the Western Pacif i~ ~ith the dramatically lower labor costs of. Southeast Asian 
./ ' 

countries that occurred in 1982 and 1983. This would have resulted in a 

formidable competitive challenge to domestic processors similar to that which 

exists today .• 

In sum, under neither scenario does the industry as a whole emerge as 

clearly better off than under the alternative scenario. Under Scenario I, the 

fleet would have presumably remained profitable due to higher raw fish prices, 

and the processors would have experienced a squeeze on profits. Under 

Scenario II, with the U.S. fleet not having been expanded to include the more 
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modern super seiners, the U.S. tuna fleet as a whole would have suffered 

financially due to its inability to adjust to the shift to the Western Pacific 

fishery. Also, processors would not have been in a clearly better condition. 

Qualitatively, neither cause can be demonstrated to be of greater weight than 

the other; they are clearly of the same order of magnitude in explaining the 

industry's recent poor performance. 42/ 

In this case, it is simple to focus on certain easily quantifiable bits 

of information, yet fail to evaluate the broader context. The 1979-84 period 

. is replete with fast-moving major developments in the tuna industry. To 

consider only the easily quantifiable ones--in this case, the cos.ts (which are 

not related to imports)--reduces us to counting trees without seeing the 

forest. I believe that such a practice runs astray of our basic statutory 

mission. The Commission must rigorously analyze causes, but not place an 

undue reliance on mathematically demonstrating causation. The legislative 

history speaks directly to this point: 

The Committee recognizes that "weighing" causes in a 
dynamic economy is not always poss'ible. It is not intended 
that a mathematical test be applied by the Commission. The 
Commissioners will have to assure themselves that imports 
represent a substantial cause or threat of injury, and not just 
one of a multitude of equal causes or threats of injury. 43/ 

42/ Even if the data for 1983 do not convince one that imports were an 
important cause of serious injury, surely they present compelling evidence of 
an important cause of threat of serious injury. By 1983, the domestic 
processors' inventory overhang problem was ended. Shipments increased 
significantly, and processors realized significant cost savings with respect 
to raw product, labor, capacity-related operating costs, and significantly 
lower interest rates. Yet both net sales and operating profits declined. 
Examined against this cleaner slate of alternative causes, the role of imports 
stands out in high relief. The highly competitive cost structure of the 
imports is exerting substantial downward pressure on the prices of the 
domestically-produced product. · 

43/ See S. Rep. No. 1298, 93rd Cong., 2d Sess·. 91974) at 120-21. 
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In sum, the domestic industry is facing a dire situation into which 

it has suddenly been cast. It needs time to adjust. If mythical 

helicopters were to drop processing plants and fish on a neighbor of the 

United States with extremely low wage rates, a flood of imports would 

certainly ensue. Few would argue that any serious injury caused by such 

increased imports would not be remediable under Section 201. The Act is 

written exactly for such rapid ~hanges in competitive advantage. The 

circumstances of this case are analogous, and the industry merits relief. 

IV. Relief: Adjustment Assistance 

Conunissioners are not required to conunent on the subject of relief when 

the Conunission majority has made a negative determination. In this instance, 

I believe some brief conunents are in order because the relief appropriate for 

the American tuna industry is unlike that which I have recommended in any 

previous investigation under section 201. The facts of this case are 

tai~or-made for the trade adjustment assistance provisions of the statute. 

Given the substantial labor cost advantages of some of the leading 

foreign suppliers of canned tuna, and the fact that labor costs are a critical 

cost component in this high-volume, low profit margin canned tuna industry, it 

is clear that domestic processors face a long-term fundamental competitive 

disadvantage. With the exception of the lowest-cost locations in American 

Samoa and, to a lesser extent, Puerto Rico, a substantial volume of imported 

canned tuna is priced less than the cost of much domestic production. 

Furthermore, I am not persuaded that any of the various plans offered by 

petitioners would allow the industry to meet the fundamental and irreversible 

competitive advantage posed by imports .. Rather, a temporary tariff increase 
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. would si~ly delay the i,nevitable shifting· of production· to foreign 

locations. 44/ It wou,ld do. little ·to arrest the .irreversible decline of 

production and fish landings in California. Even if .temporary import relief 

were gra~ted, it would be.just .that--temporary. 

The close of the California plants will mark. the' end of an· era for 

Califo~i.a, the century-old \lO~ o.f the tun!il processing industry and the U.S. 

tuna fleet. It also will mat"k,..the e:nd of a lifestyle for many· fishermen and 

their .families~ 45/ lbe Commissiol) cannot ·recotranend import relief· based upon 
. ' . 

sentiment or sympathy alone. ,But it can recommend needed assistance· for the 

victims of economic forces beyond their control. Therefore, had the majority 

voted affirmatively, I would have recommended trade adjustment assistance as 

the:·appropriate.remedy. 46/ First; 1;1nlike in most cases; firm·adjustment 
. .· . ~ -

assista~ce would )~e~ a m~ningful infusion ·of .financial assistance to 

individual purse seiners, .allowing them to refinance, lower their fixed costs 

44/ See EC-H-291 (July 24, 1984) at 4; Section 202(c) discussion at 2-3. 
45/ Hundreds of smaller tuna boats that are not purse seiners and are 

limited to fishing off the coast of California will be the most severely hit 
by the sudden closings of the California plants because, unlike the larger 
purse seiners, they do not have the flexibility to adjust to new fisheries or 
to supply new sources of demand. 

46/ In this type of situation, adjustment assistance is in theory a more 
direct and precise form of relief than tariffs or quotas, and one that imposes 
less cost on consumers and the overall economy. It has been suggested that it 
is either naive or cynical to recommend adjustment assistance given the 
problems that exist with respect to funding limitations, and the difficulties 
firms and workers have experienced.with respect to qualifying for it. For 
example, I understand that vessels may not be eligible for assistance because 
they themselves may not have detailed records of sales. However, given that 
other parties, such as processors or the ATSA group, may have such records and 
that this record is replete with solid secondary evidence of individual 
vessel's financial condition, more flexibility in the certification process 
may be appropriate. , 

Section 201 clearly directs the Commission to recommend adjustment 
assistance when the facts of the case warrant it. If sufficient adjustment· 
assistance is not available, that is a pQlicy matter for Congress and the 
Executive Branch to resolve. I see no purpose in ignoring our responsibility 
to make the recommendation. 
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and survive. 47/ ln addition, it would have enabled the purse seine fleet to 

adjust to changing conditions by internationalizing, i.e., by supplying 

processors that have or will shift to foreign locations. 48/ 

Second, assistance for the boats would indirectly aid the processors who 

have significant financial interests in the boats. 

Third, and, in human terms, perhaps the most important, worker adjustment 

assistance could help the thousands of unemployed, relatively unskilled, 

cannery workers in California weath8r abrupt job dislocations caused by 

imports in an area that already suffers double-digit unemployment. 

~I For example, an exporter testified that processors in Thailand, a 
leading exporting country that does not have a major purse seine fleet, would 
be interested in sour~ing their raw product from U.S. flag vessels. Tr. at 98. 

48/ Firm adjustment assistance is limited to a maximum of $1 million in 
loans, and $3 million in loan guarantees per corporation. For many 
manufacturing firms, this is often a negligible amount. However, since many 
tuna vessels are individually incorporated, this amount of adjustment' 
assistance could actMally be an effective remedy. 
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INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATION 

Introduction 

On February 15, 1984, the U.S. International Trade Cornmission received a 
petition filed on behalf of the United States Tuna Foundation; CHB Foods Inc.; 
the American Tuna Boat Association; the United Industrial Workers, AFL-CIO; 
the Fishermen's Union of America, AFL-CLO; and the Fishermen's Union, ILWU, 
Local No. 33, requesting relief from imports of canned tuna under section 201 
of the Trade Act of 1974. The petitioners requested an increase in the rate 
of duty for canned tuna, not in oil, to 35 percent ad valorem for 5 years. 
The Commission instituted investigation No. TA-201-53 (effective February 15, 
1984) to determine whether tuna fish in airt°ight containers, prepared or 
preserved in any manner, not in oil, provided for in items 112.30 and 112.34 
of the Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS), and tuna fish in airtight 
containers, prepared or preserved in any manner, in oil, provided for in TSUS 
item 112.90 are being imported into the United States in such increased 
quantities as to be a substantial cause of serious injury, or the threat 
thereof, to the domestic indus~ry producing articles.like or directly 
competitive with the imported articles. 

Notice of the Commission's institution of investigation and of the public 
hearing to be held in connection therewith was given by posting copies of the 
notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Tr~de Cornmission, 
Washington, D.C., and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of 
March 7, 1984 (49 F.R. 8501). !I The public pearing was held in con~ection 
with this investigation on June 5, 1984, in the Commission's hearing room. 

The Trade Act of 1974 directs the Cornmi_ssion to complete its 
investigation under section .201 at the earliest practicable time, but not 
later than 6 months after the· filing of the petition. In this case, the final 
report to the President is scheduled to be transmitted on August 15, 1984. 

The Product 

Description and uses 

This investigation covers processed tuna, prepared or preserved in any 
manner, in airtight containers, commonly referred to· as canned tuna. 'l,./ All 
of the canned tuna (domestically produced or imported) sold in the·united 
States may contain only the species of fish designated as tuna by the Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA). JI The most common species of tuna used in 

!I A copy of the Commission• s notice is presented in app. A'. 
~I Although imports of fresh, chilled, or frozen tuna are not covered by the 

TSUS items ·defining the scope of this investigation such, raw tuna (both 
domestically landed and imported) impacts the canned tuna industry; therefore, 
data are presented on landings, imports, and prices of raw tuna in this. report. 

JI As set forth in 21 CFR 161.90. 
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domestically produced and imported canned tuna are albacore, skipjack, 
yellowfin, euthynnus, and tongol. 11 

Canned tuna is packed in water, olive oil, edible vegetable oils, 
vegetable broth, or other ingredients as set forth in the FDA regulations and 
flavored with salt (some is packed salt free). The product under 
investigation is prepared in the forms of pack designated as: (1) solid (a 
segment of the loin placed in the can with the cut ends parallel to the ends 
of the can); ~/ (2) chunk (a mixture of pieces of tuna in which the original 
muscle structure is retained, but not less than 50 percent of the weight of 
the pressed contents of a container is retained on a 1/2-inch-mesh screen); 
(3) flake (a mixture of pieces ~f tuna as set forth above for chunk pack, but 
in which more than 50 percent of the weight of the pressed contents of a 
container will pass through a 1/2-inch-mesh screen); or (4) grated (a mixture 
of discrete, uniform-sized particles of tuna that will pass through a 
1/2-inch-mesh screen, but which do not constitute a paste). Any of the 
aforementioned forms of pack may be smoked. 

The color designations for the forms of pack are (1) white Ca color 
designation limited only to albacore--a premium-priced tuna which currently 
accounts for an estimated 20 percent of domestic production and 12 percent of 
the imports); (2) light (a color designation which applies to most of the 
remaining 80 percent of domestic production and 88 percent of the imports); 
(3) dark; and (4) blended (a color designation applied .only to a mixture of 
tuna flakes of which not less than 20 percent by weight consists of either 
white or light tuna and the remainder consists of dark tuna). Canned tuna 
bearing the color designations dark and blended is relatively unimportant in 
the U.S. market. 

About one-fifth of the U.S. tuna pack is in the solid form, nearly 
four-fifths is in chunk form, and the remainder (about 1 percent) is in flaked 
or grated form. Albacore constitutes most of the solid pack tuna, and most 
albacore is in solid pack• Although data are not available, it is believed 
that somewhat less than 20 percent of the imported tuna is in solid pack form 
and virtually all of the remainder is in chunk form. 

Tuna is packed in so-called retail-size cans (i.e., cans generally having 
net weights of 3 to 3-1/2 ounces, or of 7 ounces if in solid pack}/, 6-1/2 
ounces if chunk, and 6 ounces if flaked or grated) and in institutional size 
cans (mostly cans having net weights of 66-1/2 ounces, but some weighing 13 
ounces). Although both domestic and imported tuna is in retail- and 

!I Euthynnus (black skipjack) and tongol species of tuna are used only in 
imported canned tuna from Thailand. Euthynnus is considered a substandard 
product which demands a discounted price, and tongol is a high-quality tuna 
that receives a premium price. 

'/;/ A piece of the loin may be added if necessary to fill the container, or 
layers of the loin may be used if the can contains more than 1 pound net 
content. . 

11 Star-Kist recently began to pack solid white, canned tuna in a 6-1/2 
ounce container. Industry sources informed the Commission that the rest of ... 
the tuna industry will be forced to follow Star-Kist•s lead in reducing the 
amount of white tuna in a retail-size container to 6-1/2 ounces. 
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institutional-size cans, questionnaire data show that domestic tuna 
predominates in the retail-size cans, and imported tuna predominates in 
institutional-size cans. Imported tuna {in water) is used mostly in the 
institutional trade {for restaurants, hotels, and so forth), followed by the 
private-label trade {chainstore brands), and, to some degree, in the highly 
prized advertised brand trade {e.g., Star-Kist Empress, Geisha, or Chicken of 
the Sea). Domestic canned tuna--both in oil and in water--is used mostly in 
advertised brands, followed by private-label brands, and in institutional 
containers. According to information submitted at the hearing, many 
institutional users of canned tuna prefer the imported product because of its 
consistent quality, better drained weight {more fish per can after the water 
is removed), lighter color, and better flavor. In addition, it was testified 
that imported canned tuna contains only a single species of tuna per can 
(tongol, yellowfin, or skipjack), whereas the domestic product often contains 
a.blend of various species. 11 

Methods of production 

U.S. processors purchase either domestically landed or imported raw 
tuna. As the fish are needed for canning, they are unloaded from the vessels' 
wells {sometimes they are placed in freezer storage) and thawed with water. 
If they are imported, the fish are unloaded from refrigerated containers of 
the cargo vessels and are then thawed. £1 They are then eviscerated {by 
h~nd), loaded on trays which are stacked on movable shelf racks, and wheeled 
into the first cooker, which can handle several thousand pounds of fish at a 
time. After the first cooking (45 minutes to 3 hours, depending largely on 
the size and type of fish), the fish are loaded onto long conveyor belts, each 
of wnich carries the fish to production workers at the fillet tables. 

These workers remove the skin and separate the loin fillets from the 
skeleton. They then separate the white {or light) meat used for human 
consumption from the red meat used for pet food. 11 {The skin, bones, and 
viscera are converted into fish meal--used mostly as a protein supplement for 
poultry feed). The meat for human consumption is then packed with water or 
oil in hermetically sealed tin cans (utilizing a recently invented; highly 
automated canning process) and subjected to a second cooking called retort 
(cooking for 2 to 4 hours), which sterilizes the meat. After this cooking, 
the cans of tuna are cooled, labeled, packed, and stored or moved into the 
market distribution system. · 

Methods of harvesting tuna 

Approximately 97 percent of the U.S. catch of tuna, called tropical tuna 
(skipjack, yellowfin, bluefin, and bigeye), is landed by the purse seine 
fleet. !I The remaining 3 percent of the U.S. catch consists of albacore, 

11 Transcript of the hearing, pp. 256-258. 
£1 Albacore is usually imported in refrigerated containers. 
11 These production workers, called tuna cleaners, are the lowest paid 

workers in the plant (currently about* * * per hour in California, * * * per 
·hour in Puerto Rico, and * * * per hour in American Samoa) . · 

11 Letter submitted by the American Tunaboat Association, June 2, 1984 .. 
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which is landed by approximately 600 baitboats (pole, line, and line· bait 
vessels) which fish mostly off the coast of California. !I The 125 U.S. purse 
seine vessels belonging to the American Tunaboat Association, which make up 
most of such vessels in the United States, are petitioners in this 
investigation. ~/ Together, the baitboats and purse seine vessels number 
about 750 vessels. 

Purse seine vessels are large, well-equipped oceangoing ships that sail 
the fishing grounds of the high seas in search of tuna. ~/ They often are 
valued at $10 million to $12 million each. Largely because of their size 
(about 200 feet in length and 75 feet in width), they generally are not 
suitable for fishing for species other than tuna. The large purse seine 
vessels, called super seiners, have fish-carrying capacities which average 
about 1,200 tons, but a few range up to 1,700 tons. The vessels are equipped 
with a vast array of electronic equipment (e.g .• radar, position finders, 
depth recorders, automatic monitoring systems, satellite navigational and 
sonar systems, and radios) as well as on~. or two, helicopters. Th~ vessels 
normally carry a crew of 18, including the helicoper pilot(s). They stay at 
sea for several months at a time and often make several trips a year. 

_) 

Tuna are usually spotted by a lookout placed in the "crow's nest" which 
is high above the main deck of the vessel, or by a helicopter launched from 
the vessel. Their location is determined by porpoises swimming above them, 
sonar detection, the surface disturbances they make, or more recently-
particularly in the newly developed fisheries of the western.Pacific~-by the 
use of fish-aggregating devices (debris placed in the water which norma~ly 
attracts the fish). · · · 

When tuna are spotted, a skiff (a large diesel-powered workboat) is 
launched off the vessei and begins encircling the fish with a nylon net that 
is about 1 mile long and 300 feet deep. !I Motorboats, .also launched from the· 
vessel, begin herding the fish (and the porpoises which are swimming above 
them) toward the closing net. As the fish are herded within the confines of 
the net, the skiff and tpe seiner come together, thus closing the circle of 
the net. Cable along t~~ bottom of the net is drawn and the "purse" is 
closed, thus trapping th~ tuna and porpoises within the closed net. A back 
down maneuvering of the vessel, combined with the use of a special apron built 
into one part of the seine, permits porpoises to slip over the top of the 
seine and escape into the sea. By the use of hydraulic equipment, the fish 
are removed from the closed _seine with a "brail" net and put into the vessel's 
storage wells; almost immediately they are frozen in a brine solution. The 
fish are then shipped to the dock of the cannery. ~/ 

l/ Transcript of the hearing, p. 122. 
~I Baitboat operators·are not among the petitioners, although they expressed 

their support of the petition in a letter dated June 14, 1984. The 
petitioners that operate boats are the purse seine vessel owners. 

i1 The U.S. fleet was characterized at the hearing as the most modern tuna 
fleet in the world. Transcript of the hearing, p. 165. 

!/ Because of a deeper thermoline (cold-water layer) in the western Pacific, 
faster sinking nets, some 700 feet deep, have been developed-for use in_ that 
area.· . 

21 Sometimes the fish are transshipped, i.e., taken to receiving points on 
.the high seas where they are loaded into refrigerated containers which are 
shipped on cargo vessels. 
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U.S. Customs Treatment 

The current U.S. rates of duty applicable to imports of canned tuna are 
as shown in table 1: l/ 

TSUS 
item No. 

112.30 

112.34 

112.90 

Table 1.--Canned tuna: Current U.S. rates of duty 

Commodity 

Fish, prepared or preserved in any manner, 
not in oil, in airtight containers: 

Tuna: 
In containers weighing with their contents: 

not over 15 pounds each, and not the 
product of any insular possession of the: 
United States, for an aggregate quantity: 
entered in any calendar year not to 
exceed 20 percent of the U.S. pack 
of canned tuna during the immediately 
preceding calendar year, as reported by 
the National Marine Fisheries Service---: 

Other-------------------------------------: 

Fish prepared or preserved in any manner, 
in oil, in airtight containers: 

TUna----------~---------------~--~----------: 

Col. 1 
rate 

of duty 

63 ad 
val. 

12.53 ad 
val. 

353 ad 
val. 

.. 

Col. 2 
rate 

of duty 

253 ad 
val. 

2~3 ad 
val. 

453 ad 
val. 

l/ In accordance with general headnote 3(a) of the TSUSA, imports of canned 
tuna fish from U.S. insular possessions (e.g., American Samoa, Guam, or the 
Virgin Islands) are free of duty. 

Note.--The rates of duty in col. 1 are most-favored-nation CMFN) rates and 
are applicable to imported products from all countries except those Communist 
countries and areas enumerated in general headnote 3(f) of the TSUSA. The 
rates of duty in col. 2 apply to imported products from those Communist 
countries and areas enumerated in general headnote 3(f) of ·the TSUSA. None of 
the products considered here have been granted preferential tariff treatment 
under the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP). 

Historical tariff background 

Tuna canned in oil was originally. dutiable at 30 percent ad valorem under 
the Tariff Act of 1~30 as "Fish, prepared or preserved in any manner, if 
packed in oil or in oil and ether substances." In 1934, as the result of a 
Presidential proclamation under sectio~ 36 of the Tariff Act (the cost
equalfzation provision) 1 the rate of duty on such tuna was increased ·to ·.45 
percent ad valorem. The rate was reduced to 22.5 percent ad valorem in 
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1943 pursuant to a trade agreement with Mexico, but upon termination of that 
agreement, the rate reverted to 45 percent ad valorem in January 1951. 
Pursuant to a concession (initially negotiated with Japan) in the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), the rate on tuna canned in oil was 
reduced to 35 percent ad valorem effective September 10, 1955. That rate is 
the one currently in effect (TSUS item 112.90). 

Imports of canned tuna were unimportant when the Tariff Act of 1930 was 
enacted, but canned tuna in oil became the principal form in which tuna was 
imported until the duty was increased in 1951. In that year, imports of tuna 
not canned in oil (principally tuna in brine, now tuna in water) became of 
commercial importance for the f~rst time. Within a short period, imports of 
canned tuna in wa"ter constituted virtually all of the imports of canned tuna, 
and they have remained the predominant type of tuna imported. Such tuna was 
dutiable at 25 percent ad valorem under the Tariff Act of 1930 as "Fish, 
prepared or preserved in any manner, if in airtight containers weighing with 
their contents not more than 15 pounds each (except fish packed in oil or in 
oil and other substances)." The rate on this tuna, i.e .• tuna not canned in 
oil, was reduced to 15.5 percent ad valorem pursuant to a trade agreement with 
Iceland effective November 1943. !I A concession on this product was included 
in the GATTI effective September 10, 1955, in negotiations with Japan, whereby 
the ad valorem duty rate of 12.5 percent was bound against increase. Also, a 
reservation, made a part of this concession, included limiting the reduced 
rate to imports in any calendar year not in excess of 20 percent of the U.S. 
pack of canned tuna during the immediately preceding calendar year, as 
reported by the Fish and Wildlife Service (now the National Marine Fisheries 
Service). Effective April 14, 1956, the concession on canned tuna, not in 
oil, was withdrawn from the agreement with Iceland, but the 1955 GATT 
concession negotiated with Japan remained in effect. Thus, the 1955 GATT 
reservation was invoked effective April 14, 1956, whereupon imports not in 
excess of 20 percent of the preceding year's U.S. pack became dutiable by 
Presidential proclamation at the concession rate of 12.5 percent ad valorem, 
and those in excess of that quantity were dutiable at the statutory rate of 25 
percent ad valorem. 

As a result of concessions granted by the United States in the sixth 
round of trade negotiations under the GATT (Kennedy round), the duty rate of 
12.5 percent ad valorem on imports of canned tuna not in excess of 20 percent 
of the preceding year's U.S. pack (now classified under TSUS item 112.30) was 
reduced in five annual stages to 6 percent ad valorem, and the rate of duty on 
such imports in excess of 20 percent of the pack (now classified under TSUS 
item 112.34) was also reduced to 12.5 percent ad valorem. ~/ These final 
rates of duty became effective January 1, 1972, and, as shown on page A-5, 
they currently remain in effect. 

!I The rate of duty of 12.5 percent ad valorem was initially negotiated 
under a GATT concession with the Republic of China (Taiwan) effective May 22, 
1948. This concession was withdrawn, effective Jan. 26, 1952, after the 
withdrawal of Taiwan as a contracting party to the GATT. The 12.5 percent 
rate continued in effect, however, by reason of the agreement with Iceland. 

~I Canned tuna which is the product of U.S. insular possessions and which is 
free of duty is not included by the National Karine Fisheries Service as part 
of the U.S. pack. However, Public Law 97-466, enacted Jan. 12, 1983, excludes 
canned tuna from such possessions from the so-called quota quantity. 
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The tariff-rate quota on imported canned tuna 

As previously mentioned, imports of canned tuna in water are subject to a 
tariff-rate quota. Imports not in excess of 20 percent of the preceding 
year's U.S. pack are dutiable at 6 percent ad valorem; those imports in excess 
of the "quota" are dutiable at a rate of 12.5 percent ad valoreJ:!l. Tuna canned 
in American Samoa by U.S. producers (Star-Kist and Van Camp) is not counted as 
part of the U.S. pack. Yet, for purposes of 201 investigations, the products 
produced in American Samoa are part of the relevant U.S. industry. !I The 
respondents in this investigation have claimed that, under current conditions, 
the quota quantity ultimately will shrink in absolute terms because of the 
U.S. industry's decision to shift production to American Samoa while closing 
plants in California and reducin.g production capacity in Puerto Rico. Van 
Camp has recently reduced its plant capacity in Puerto Rico and closed its San 
Diego cannery on July 1, 1984. 'J:/ Thus, the U.S. pack for quota purposes in 
1985 and subsequent years will be reduced as production shifts to the insular 
possessions. 

As shown in table 2, the tariff-rate quota for imported canned tuna in 
water declined by 29 percent during 1979-84. 

Table 2.--Canned tuna not in oil: U.S. imports, .tariff-rate quotas, and 
imports under and over the quota, 1979-84 

Year· 

i979-· ____ :__~--: 
1980----------: 
1981-----------: 
1982----------: 
1983----------: 
1984----------: 

Quota 

(In thousands of pounds) 

125,813 
109,074 
104,355 
109,742 

91,904 
89,699 

Under quota 

!I 

82,202 
109,074 

76,683 
92,759 
91,904 

Over quota 

5,064 

28,304 

!I As of July 10, 1984. the quota was 95 percent filled (85,984,490 pounds). 

·source: U.S. Customs Service, NHFS, Fisheries of the United States, p. 50. 

As shown in the following tabulation, the tariff-rate quota for imported 
canned tuna, as estimated from ITC questionnaire responses from this 
investigation is greater for 1983 and 1984 than the official tariff-rate 
quota. . In 1983 the quota closed on August 9th, ·and in 1984 the quota closed 

·on July 16th. 

!I PL 98-67, Aug. 5, 1983 (the Carribea~ Basin Economic Recovery Act). Also 
see Tr. _pp. 148-149. 

~I Van Camp has also announced that it will tempora~ily close its American 
Samoa plant (as of Aug. 1, 1984) in order to modernize the plant and increase 
its production capacity. 
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Quota 
(1,000 pounds) 

1980------------------- *** 
1981------------------- *** 
1982-----------~-~----- *** 
1983------------------- *** 
1984------------------- *** 

Government Regulations !/ 

Imports of canned tuna are subject to inspection by the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
(formerly Health, Education, and Welfare) at the time of entry to determine if 
the products are in compliance with the provisions of.the Federal ·Food, Drug, 
and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 301 et. seq.). FDA inspectors sample the imports 
of canned tuna at random for examination of conditions that might be inju~lous 
to human health such as decomposition, adulteration, defective cans, improper 
labeling, and noncompliance with the FDA standards of identity for canned tuna 
as set forth in 21 CFR 161.190. In response to allegations concerning the 
quality of imports of canned tuna by the Rational Marine Fisheries Service, 
three domestic tuna firms, and the Tuna Research Foiindatiori, the FDA reported 
in February, 1984, t~t it had reviewed its data on imported canned tuna for 
the last 2 fiscal years and that the data did not indicate any current' major 
quality problems with the product. Hence, the FDA stated that it did not 
consider a survey of the quality of imported canned tuna as being warranted. 

In accordance wit~ section 304 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 
1304), the containers of canned tuna imported into the United States are 
required to be marked s9 as to indicate to the ultimate U.S. purchaser the 
name of the country of origin of the tuna. The country-of-origin marking 
regulations, administ~red by the U.S. customs Service, are found in 19 CFR 
1304. 

U.S. processors of canned tuna 

The FDA, on a random sample basis, routinely inspects all canned tuna 
offered for marketing in the United States in order to insure that it complies 
with the provisions for health, wholesomeness, labeling, and so forth as 
provided for in the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. As part of its 
operating procedures, the FDA inspects all U.S. tuna plants, including those 
in ·American Samoa, every 12 to 18 months for health and sanitary purposes. 
Foreign plants normally are inspected only upon request or in response to 
development of specific problems. ·FDA inspections of foreign plants are few. 
However, because low-acid or acidified canned foods support the growth of 
botulism, all foreign and domestic processors of such foods, including.those 
that process canned tuna, must register the1r establishments with the FDA. 

!/·The tax benefits .for the U.S. canneries in Puerto Rico and America Samoa 
are shown in app. B. 
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The foreign processors (like domestic processors) must file acceptable 
thermal-heat-processing procedures with the FDA as set forth i.n 21 CFR 108. 

_Thus, all of the foreign processors, in effect, meet the equivalent 
manufacturing, processing, and packaging requirements as do the U.S. 
processors. The canned products of unregistered establishmenbs are not 
allowed to be marketed in the United States by the FD~. In addition to all 
six U.S. tuna-processing firms being duly registered with the FDA, 
approximately 100 foreign firms are also currently registered . 

.. Under the Cannery Inspection Law of the State of California, tuna-canning 
operations in California are inspected during each day of operation. This 
State system involves inspection of the canning process from the time the fish 
is unloaded from the boat until it is canned and ready for distribution. The 
industry pays two-thirds of the cost of this inspection; the California State 
Treasury pays the remaining third. The cost of this inspection system to tuna 
canners in California amounted to about $200,000 in FY 1983. In addition, 
some tuna canneries voluntarily pay the U.S. Department of Commerce .to inspect 
their product and facilities in order to display on their cans the "U.S. Grade" 
and the "Packed Under Federal Inspection" marks. These marks signify qualitr 
designations, as determined by Federal inspectors, as well as factors such as 
cleanliness, safety, wholesomeness, and good manufacturing practice 
requirements. 

The U.S. tuna-canning industry, like most other U.S. industries, is 
subject to the General Industries Safety Orders of the Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration (OSHA). In California. the State in which the. 
continental U.S. tuna industry is located. the Federal OSHA regulations are 

'administered by the OSHA program of the State with monitoring by the Federal 
Government. These OSHA regulations affecting the tuna industry involve the 
use of safety guards on equipment. machinery and conveyor systems that are 
potentially dangerous if touched with human hands, metal gloves in areas where· 
sharp knives are used, hard hats. and noise control. Data are not available 
on the costs of OSHA regulations to the tuna industry, but industry sources 

_have suggested that compliance with OSHA regulations has mostly been 
accomplished, and. therefore. current compliance costs are relatively small. 

The tuna-processing industry is also subject to regulations of the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) concerning matters such as air quality 
control and waste water discharge. According to a recent survey of canned 
tuna processors, the Tuna Research Foundation recently reported that the 
estimated environmental and environment-related steam production costs per ton 
of raw fish processed in the continental United States in 1983 totaled $56.00 
per ton, of which $35.00 was for steam (rules associated with low-sulfur fuel 
and air pollution), and $21.00 was for all other environmental costs. The 
comp~rable 1983 costs for fish processed in Puerto Rico totaled $18.50 per 
ton, of which $12.00 was for steam and $6.50 was for all other costs. For 
fish processe~ in American Samoa the costs totaled $31.00 per· ton. of which 
$26.00 was for steam and $5.00 was for all other costs. 

Fishing boats 

In the 1970's many enviromentalist groups became alarmed at the high rate 
of porpoise fatalities incurred in tuna fishing. In response to this probtem 
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Congress adopted The Marine Manunal Protection Act of 1972 (MKPA) (16 U.S.C. 
1361-1407), which provides procedures for reducing to a rate approaching zero 
the mortality and injury rate of certain marine manunals, including porpoises. 
Compliance with the regulations has resulted in U.S. tuna vessels modifying 
their operations through use of the best .equipment and techniques available to 
preserve the porpoise population. The largest cost to the U.S. fleet for 
compliance with the MKPA regulations is estimated to have occurred in early 
1977, when the fleet lost income of some $40 million to $50 million because of 
delays in fishing, as permits had not yet been issued to fish under the MKPA 
regulations. !/ Provision is also made under the MKPA regulations for the 
embargo of tuna products from countries not in substantial compliance with the 
regulations. Currently, Mexico a~d the Soviet Union are the only countries in 
noncompliance with ·the regulations. 

Fines (penalties and seizures of tuna) collected by the National Marine 
.Fisheries Service (NMFS) in cases settled which involved violations of the 

MMPA regulations by U.S. vessels have totaled about $100,000 since 1976. The 
NMFS currently anticipates collecting another $100,000 to $200,000 from cases 
still pending which involve. violations of the MKPA regulations. 

Government Benefits to U.S. Tuna Fishermen 

Over the past decade, tuna vessels have received virtually no funding 
under Government-sponsored programs, as the Administrator, National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration, U.S. Department of Conunerce, in 1974, 
determined that the use of Federal financial assistance programs to add vessel 
capacity to the tuna fishery would not be consistent with the wise use of that 
fishery resource and with the development, conservation, and protection of 
that fishery (39 F.R. 2~325. July 10, 1974). £1 

The Nicholson Act and related ·laws 

Under the Nicholson Act (46 U.S.C. 251). foreign flag-fishing vessels are 
not permitted to land their catches of r~w tuna fish (except albacore from 
Canada) in U.S. ports. 11 . However. as provided for under the Nicholson Act, a 
treaty was negotiated with Canada permitting Canadian fishing vessels to land 

!I Statement by August Felando, president of the American Tuna Boat 
Association; petitioners posthearing brief. pp. 21 and 22. 

£/ Since 1970, for example, deposits in the form of tax deferrals in the 
Southwest region by tuna vessels under the Fishing Vessel Capital Construction 
Fund Program, might have totaled about $6 million; precise data are not 
available. Also, under the Saltonstall-Kennedy Act, Government grants. funded 
from U.S. duties on fishery products have been made available for fisheries 
development. including the development of tuna fisheries in the Western 
Pacific. Such grants for tuna fisheries development have amounted to an 
estimated $1.0 million per year over the pa~t decade. except in 1983, when no 
funds were allocated. since the tuna fishery in the Western Pacific was 
considered to be adequately developed. "Thus far. no fu~ding has been 
allocated to that fishery for 1984. 

11 Under the Jones Act (46 U.S.C. 883). the hull of u:s.-flag vessels must 
be U.S. built, and only U.S.-flag vessels can engage in U.S. coastal shippi~g. 
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albacore in certain U.S. ports. ·Also,· foreign-flag fishing vessels are 
permitted to land their·tuna catches in ports of U.S. insular possessions such 
as American Samoa. !I Notwithstanding the above, about one-half of the U.S. 
pack of canned tuna is from imported frozen tuna. Such tuna is normally 
transported to the continental United States <?n foreign-flag cargo vessels and 
not on the fishing vessels that catch the tuna. 

The Fishery Conservation and Management Act 
and related laws 

Concern over the depletion and overfishing of fisheries off the U.S. 
coast led to the enactment of the Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 
1976 (FCKA) (16 u.s.c. 1801). The FCMA, which became effective March 1, 1977, 
established an extented 200-mile fishing cqnservation zone (FCZ) and provided 
for exclusive jurisdiction of the United States over this zone under a new 

.. fisheries -management program. Because tuna· are highly migratory, the United 
States does not consider them as being protected under the 200-mile FCZ. 
Beginning in 1974, most other nations, particularly those having tuna 
resources, considered the management (and fishing) of tuna as being included 
within their 200 mile FCZ's, rather than the previously recognized 12-mile 
zone .. The ~nited States, however, continued to observe the 12-mile limit. 
These other nations, in addition to extending their fishing limits to 200. 
miles and subsequently improving their tuna catch, required tuna vessels 
fishing within their 200-mile limit to obtain licenses for such fishing 
operations. Failure of U.S. vessels to acquire ·licenses for fishing for tuna 
or to negotiate fishing arrangements has resulted in seizures of a number of 
U.S. vessels fishing within the· 200-mile zone of many foreign countries and 
subsequent fines for the vessels' release. Fines generally have been 
equivalent to the value of the fish on board the vessel. Upon payment of the 
fines and subsequent release of the vessel, claims are filed with the 
Department of State under the Fishermans Protective Act of 1967 (22 u.s.c. 
197l) •' and the ·state Department reimburses the vessels for the amount of the 
fines. Under the Fishermen's Guaranty Fund, administered by the National 
Karine Fisheries Service, vessels also are reimbursed, from a virtually self
sufficient insurance fund for part of certain losses such as tieup time, loss 
of gear, and·so forth resulting from seizures. Thus, tuna vessels are. 
reimbursed for most of the· losses they might incu.r. from seizures. ~I The 
Department of State~s data on seizures, detentions, and fines of U.S. tuna 
vessels during 1979-83 are shown iri table 3. · 

!/ Transcript of the hearing, p. 170. 
z1 In the petitioners posthearing brief. (p. 24) it was stated that Foreign 

seizures and fines of tuna vessels cannot have been cause of serious injury to 
the domestic tuna industry because the number of seizures has fallen 
dramaticaly since 1980 and because vessel owners are routinely compensated for 
fines paid under Section 3 and Section 7 of the Fishermen's Protective Act. 
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Table 3.--u.s.-flag tuna vessel seizures and 
their fines, 1979-83 

Year and country 
of seizures 

.. . 

1979: 
Costa Rica-------: 
Peru-------------: 
Mexico~----------: 

Canada-----------: 
Venezuela--------: 

1980: 
Costa Rica-------: 
Mexico-----------: 

Ecuador----------: 
Peru-------------: 

1981: 
Ecudaor----------: 
Mexico-----------: 

1982: 
Mexico-----------: 
Papua (New 

Guinea)--------: 
Colombia---------: 

1983: 
Costa Rica-------: 
Mexico-----------: 

Vessels 
seized 
l!Jumber 

4 
9 
2 

19 
1 

2 
15 

10 
3 

2 
5 

3 

1 
1 

1 
1 

. . . 

. . 

Fine 

$526,139 
567,355 

111,526 
2~326 

380,213 
1,937,837 

4,521,853 
2,652,708 

Remarks 

All vessels released with no 
fine. 

8 vessels released with. no 
fine. 

20 1 vessel detained with no fine. 
1,244,012 1 vessel detained with no fine. 

500,000 2 vessels released· with no 
fine. 

280,000 
75,000 

500,000 
200,000.: 

Source: Compiled from data provided by the U.S. Department of State. 

Under the provis~9~s of section 205 of the FCHA, foreign seizures of U.S. 
vessels invariably re~ult in the prohibition of imports, by the United States 
from the country of seizure, of all fish and fish products of tl~e fishery 
involved. In recent years, the United States has embargoed imports of tuna 
from Canada, Peru, Ecuador, Costa Rica, and Mexico because of tuna vessel 
seizures. As a result of various agreements with those countri~s, however, 
tuna and tuna products are currently embargoed only from Mexico~ 
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The U.S. Industry 

U.S. processors 

Six U.S. processors of canned tuna currently account for the vast 
majority of U.S. production. !/ The nam:es and the locations of their 
processing facilities, the 1983 production of each processing facility, and 
the share of total production accounted for by each such facility are as shown 
in table 4. 

Star-Kist.--Star-Kist is a wholly owned subsidiary of H. J. Heinz Co., 
Pittsburgh, Pa., and is the largest domestic processor of canned tuna, 
accounting for * * * percent of domestic shipments in 1983. Red meat tuna for 
pet food is produced * * *· Although sales of canned tuna for human 
consumption represent * * * percent of * * * processing plants' sales, the pet 
food accounts for * * * percent of Star-Kist's profits on its tuna operations. 

Currently Star-Kist's Mayaguez, P.R., plant is the*** tuna-processing 
plant * * * production capacity; its total capacity amounts to * * * pounds 
and it employs * * * workers. ~/ In 1960, Star-Kist's Mayaguez plant prodJced 
* * * pounds of tuna and employed * * * workers. * * *· 

Star-Kist and its parent, H.J. Heinz Co., own five tuna-processing 
plants outside the United States. The names and locations of the plants are 
as follows: 

(1) Compania Pesquera Estrella 
del Peru, S.A. 
Lima, Peru 

(2) Establisement Paul 
Paulet, SA. 
Douarnez, France 

(3) Pioneer Food Cannery Ltd. 
Temu, Ghana 

(4) Star-Kist Canada, Inc. 
st. Andrews, New Brunswick, Canada 

(5) 'Green Seas Division 
H. J. Heinz Co. of Australia, 
New South Wales, Australia 

j" In 1982 ·~nd 1983, Star-Kist (USA) imported * * * of canned tuna from 
* * *· Inl980, Star-Kist imported*** of carined tuna*** from the 
* * * According to industry sources, Star-Kist is in the process of setting 
up a joint· ventur~ with Dong Won Co., for canned tuna in Pusan, Republic of 

!I * * *: . 
z1·End-of-period capacity of Star-Kist's Mayaguez, P.R., plant. 
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Table 4.--canned tuna: U.S. production, by firms, 1983 

Firm 

(1) Star-Kist Foods, Inc. 
(Star-Kist); 

Terminal Island, Calif., 
(a subsidiary of H. J. 

. Heinz, Co., Pittsburgh, 
Pa.) 

(2) Van Camp Seafood Division 
(Van Camp); 

Ralston Purina Co. 
St. Louis, Ko. ?:_/ 

(3) Bumble Bee Seafoods Division 
(Bumble Bee): 

San Diego, Calif., 
(a division of Castle & 
Cook, Inc., San Franciso, 
Calif.) 

(4) C.H.B. Foods-Pan Pacific 
-Fisheries (C.H.B.); 

Terminal Island, Calif. 

(5) Neptune Packing Corp. 
(Neptune); White Plans, 
N.Y. (a subsidiary of 
Mitsui (U.S.A.), 

New York, N.Y. 

(6) Mitsubishi Foods Inc. 
(Mitsubishi); 
Delmar, Calif. 

: . 

U.S. processing plants 
1983 

produc-: 
ti on 

(1,000 
:pounds) 

(a) Terminal Island, 
Calif---------------: 

(b) Kayaquez, P.R---------: 
(c) Pago Pago, American 

*** 
*** 

Share 
of 

total 

Percent 

*** 
*** 

Samoa---------------=~---*-*_*....;. ______ *_*_* 
Subtotal, all Star

Kist plants---------: *** *** 

: (a) San Diego, Calif------: 
(b) Pago Pago, American 

*** *** 

Samoa---------------: *** *** 
(c) Ponce, P.R------------: _____ *_*_*....;. ______ *_*_* 

Subtotal, all Van Camp: 
plants-----~--------: *** *** 

(a) Kayaguez, P.R~--------: *** *** 
(b) Honolulu Ha-----------: *** *** ________ ..:.__ ______ _ 

(a) 

(a) 

Subtotal, all Bumble 
Bee plants----------: 

Terminal ·Island, Calif: 
Calif---------------: 

subtotal, C.H.B-------: 

Kayaguez, P.R---------: 
Subtotal, Nept4ne-----: 

*** *** 

*** *** 
*** *** 

*** *** 
*** *** 

(a) Ponce, P .R------------ : _____ *_*_*....;.. _____ *_*_* 
Subtotal, Mitsubishi--: _____ *_*_*....;.-----*-*-* 

(a subsidiary of Mitsubishi: 
Corp., Tokyo, Japan) Total, all U.S. pro-: 

·plants------------:625,569 100.0 

!/ There are two minor processors of canned tuna. The Mormon Church cans 
tuna 3 or 4 times a year in a privately owned church cannery in San Diego, 
Calif. The cannery uses volunteer labor and produces canned tuna for 
distribution to Mormon Church members. The Mormon Church also buys generic 
tuna (* * *) from U.S. processors for its charitable food programs. The Lazio 
Fish Co., Eureka, Calif., also operates a small cannery, which is used mostly 
for salmon. According to the National Karine Fisheries Service, these 2 small 
processors together account for less than 1 percent of total U.S. production 
of canned tuna. 

~/ Prior to 1981, the management of Van Camp was headquartered in San Diego, 
Calif.; it was moved to st. Louis, Ko., in 1981 in conjunction with a 111ajor 
reorganization of Ralston Purina's operations. 
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Korea. ~/ The Korean canned tuna would be exclusively for export to the 
United States. Besides its domestic and foreign tuna canneries, Star-Kist 
owns varying amounts of interest in approximately * * * U.S.-flag purse seine 
vessels. * * * of these boats are owned outright, and * * * of the boats are 
50 percent owned by Star-Kist. The company also owns interests in foreign 
tuna boats in Ghana, Panama, and Venezula. Recently, Star-Kist divested 
itself of its Papua, New Guinea, tuna-fishing operation. 11 

Van Camp.--Van Camp is the * * * U.S. processor of canned tuna, 
accounting for approximately * * * percent of domestic shipments in 1983 
(compared with*** percent in 1979). Van Camp's share of the U.S. market 
* * * following a major company reorganization in 1981, which involved the 
firing of its sales brokers for canned tuna, replacing them with the Ralston 
Purina pet food sales personnel, and moving the Van Camp management from San 
Diego, Calif., to Ralston Purina's headquarters in St. Louis, Mo. £1 The 
president of Van Camp at the time, Richard Atchison, left the company to 
launch Mitsubishi's U.S. tuna-processing operations; many other Van Camp 
executives joined Bumble Bee. 

Van Camp sold one of its Terminal Island plants to Star-Kist in 1976 and 
sold its other Terminal Island plant to C.H.B. in 1979. During the same 
period, it opened a newly built cannery in San Diego, Calif. The San Diego 
plan~ is reported to be the most modern and efficient cannery in the world. 
On April 11, 1984, Ralston Purina announced that it planned to close the San 
Diego plant indefinitely, as of July 1, 1984, and the plant was subsequently 
closed. Van Camp will be closing its American Samoa plant in August 1984 for 
renovation and expansion of production capacity. In order to maintain its 
supply of canned tuna, on * * *• Van Camp contracted with* * *• * * *• * * *• 
for ~mports of * * * canned tuna in * * * The contract calls for deliveries 
* * *· 11 The price will be * * * Van Camp has an * * *· 

Van Camp also contracted with * * *• * * *• * * *• for delivery * * * 
canned tuna, C* * *) * * *· !I The price per case is * * *· Furthermore, 
should the U.S. industry receive import relief in this investigation, * * *· 

Besides its tuna-processing plants, Van Camp owns approximately* * * 
tuna-fishing vessels, mostly purse seiners. It is currently trying to divest 
itself of the boats and has set up a boat divestment reserve of * * * dollars. 

* * * 

l/ Submission in the official record. The Korean newspaper article and 
verified translation was submitted by counsel for the respondents. Star-Kist 
denied that any contract had been signed * * * * * 
* * ~ * 

£1 Star-Kist * * * for this divesiture. 
i1 Interview with***• Ralston Purina.Co., Apr. 5, 1984. 
!I * * * 
~I * * * 
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Bumble Bee.--Bumble Bee, an operating division of Castle & Cooke, Inc., 
San Francisco, Calif., is the*** U.S. processor of canned· tuna, accounting 
for * * * percent of domestic shipments in 1983. * * *· The company stated 
that it did not agree with the conclusion of the petition * * *· !I Bumble 
Bee estimates that U.S. processors were paying approximate!~* * * for raw 
tuna from the U.S.-flag vessels, * * *· According to counsel for the domestic 
industry, Bumble Bee * * * . Bumble Bee * * *· 'l:.I In June 1984, Castle & 
Cooke announced that it was divesting itself of Bumble Bee Seafoods. The 
current management of Bumble Bee is attempting to purchase the company. Also 
* * * and * * * (* * *> have indicated an interest in purchasing the Bumble 
Bee tuna operations. 

In 1979, Bumble Bee closed its Astoria, Oreg., plant and purchased the 
Westgate cannery in San Diego. The San Diego plant was closed in June 1982; 
at the same time, Bumble Bee decided to divest itself of * * * tuna boats. 
The company's new strategy is * * *· On * * *• ·aumble Bee contracted with 
* * * , * * * to supply * * * canned tuna in * * * containers und~r the * * * 
The contract called for * * *· The price is to be approximately * * * per 
case. Bumble Bee has retained the right to * * *· -

Other processors.--The other three major U.S. processors--C.H.B., 
Neptune, and Kitsubishi--together accounted for * * * percent of domestic 
shipments in 1983. C.H.B., * * *• is a publicly held corporation and has only 
one plant; it is located at Terminal Island, Calif. C.H.B. also owns * * * 
purse seine vessels, * * * of which are tied up and are currently.· for sale. 
The company's tuna division produces canned tuna almost exclusively for the 
private-label market. C.H.B. informed the C0111Jl\ission staff that * ·* *~ i1 

Neptune, a wholly owned subsidiary of Mitsui (USA), Hew York, N.Y., was 
founded in 1961 by HelsQn Rockefeller as the Inter Basic Economy Corp. Mitsui 
acquired the company in June 1973. In 1982 and 1983, * * *• * * *• * * *• 
together accounted for* * * percent of Neptune's shipments. Neptune recently 
* * *· Mitsubishi was the * * * U.S. importer of canned tuna before it 
acquired the SUn-Harbor-Caribe tuna cannery in Puerto Rico from the Westgate 
Corp. in October 1981. ';rhe Mitsubishi brand label .. Three-Diamonds" * * *· 

U.S. importers 

Canned tuna is imported into the United States by approximately 180 
importers. However, 10 importers together account for approximately * * * 
percent of total imports of canned tuna. The names and locatio~ of these 
importers are as follows: 

!I Bumble Bee's only public statement o_n the petition is "that Bumble Bee 
does not agree with all the statements and conclu.sions in the petition." 

'l:.I Commission staff meeting with Tim McCarthy, Vice president of Bumble Bee, 
June,6, 1984. 

it Trancript of the. hearing, pp. 54 and 55. 
!I In 1982, C.H.B. negotiated actively for * * * 
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Firms 

(1) * * * 
* * * 

(2) * * * 
* * * 

(3) * * * * * * 

(4) * * * 
* * * 

(5) * * * 
* * * 

(6) * * * 
* * * 

(7) * * * 
* * * 

(8) * * * 
* * * 

(9) * * * 
* * * 

(10) * * * 
* *· * 

Kost of the large, importers are large, established firms that deal in a 
number of food products other than tuna. A few of these firms also export 
food products other than tuna. * * *• also market large quantities of 
domestic canned tuna, usually retail-size canned tuna in water. * * * 
purchases white meat tuna in water from*** (***pounds in 1983), * * *; 
* * * purchased from * * * retail- and institutional-sized canned tuna in 
water(*** pounds in 1983); and*** purchases canned.tuna in water from 
* * * (***pounds in 1982). However, all importers except*** sell 
predominantly imported canned tuna to nonrelated customers. 

Kost of the large importers have well-organized sales forces and a 
network of brokers in major U.S. cities; they call on buyers to sell tuna and 
other food products. Although about 60 percent of imported. canned tuna is 
sold to the institutional market, the fastest growing segment for imported 
canned tuna is the private-label market (in retail-size containers), which 
accounts for about 20 percP.nt of the imports. Buyers for large supermarket 
chains use imports for part of their private-label tuna. This enables the 
buyer to use the imports as a wedge "in securing more favorable prices·. from the 
domestic processors. Although the advertised brand market is dominated by 
domestic processors, imported canned tuna also competes in that market. For 
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example "·Deep Blue" (Carnerican), 1/ "Empress" (SSC), and "Geisha" (Nozaki) 
have developed strong customer loyalties in certain limited geographic areas. 
In 1982 and 1983 * * * imported its * * * fcom Australia and its * * * label 
from Canada.· Mitsubishi ;'Three Diamonds" label was successfully introduced as 
an import and then was converted to a domestic label. In total, nearly 20 
percent of the imports are marketed under advertised brand labels. £1 

U.S. importers have also introduced the tongol specie of tuna into the 
United States. Tongol is generally caught in or near the Gulf of Siam, off 
Thailand. Tongol tuna usually weigh only 5 to 6 pounds each, but its white 
color ·and excellent texture make it quite similar to albacore. In Europe and 
Canada, regulations allow tongol to be labeled as white meat- tuna. However, 
in the United States tongol must be labeled as light-meat tuna. Many 
institutional buyers prefer tongol, because their customers are able to use it 
instead of the more costly albacore. Also, several private-label buyers for 
supennarkets have switched to the imported tongol product. 

U.S. importers have also introduced the Euthynnus specie of tuna to the 
United States. Euthynnus tuna usually weigh 5 to 6 pounds and are commonly 
called "Black Skipjack" because of their darker color and sour taste. * * * 
have stopped selling Euthynnus, * * * tuna product and * * * experienced. 
customer complaints. * * * (the * * * importer) and other importers, however, 
have marketed the product, which can be used by customers who prefer price 
over quality. 

SSC * * * , the largest U.S. importer during 1979-83, accounting for 
* * * percent of total U.S. imports of canned tuna during the period. SSC is 
a wholly owned subsidiary of Mitsui & Co., U.S.A. Inc., New York, N.Y., which 
acquired the company in July 1971, * * *· * * *· 11 Mitsui also owns the 
* * * U.S. processor, Neptune. * * * introduced Japanese canned tuna in water 
to the U.S. market in the early 1950's. Originally U.S. importers imported 
the canned tuna in water as part of a barter agreement with Japan (in exchange 
.for rice and other products). The*** also purchases large amounts of 
canned tuna from U.S. processors (* * *). These purchases amounted to*** 

.. pounds in 1982 and * * * pounds in. 1983. · 

U.S. tuna-fishing fleet 

The American Tunaboat Association is a copetitioner in this 
investigation. Counsel for the'domestic industry has argued that since the 
tuna fleet is so intimately tied to the U.S. processors (by outright 
ownership, partial ownerships, loan guarantees, and advance trip expenses), 
the relevent industry in tQis investigation is an. integrated:U.S. tuna 

l/ The "Deep Blue" label was marketed predominantly in the Baltimore and 
Washington, D.C., area by the Giant supermarket chain. 

£1 Star-Kist imports of canned tuna * * *· 
11 On Dec. 7, 1970, Dr. McDuffy of New York issued a medical report claiming 

that there was an.excessive level of mercury in canned tuna. Consumers 
stopped buying the product, which caused financial problems for U.S. 
processors and importers .. 
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industry of processors and the U.S.-flag purse seine tuna fleet. 1/ However, 
the respondents disagree and cite the fact that the type of end product, 
facilities and methods of production preclude the inclusion of the tuna boats 
within the domestic industry . 

. As previously mentioned, about 97 percent of the U.S. tuna catch of 
tropical tuna is landed by the purse seine fleet. The purse seine fleet is 
under constant change because of additions, sales of older vessels to 
foreign~flag tuna boat operators, losses at sea, and mortgage foreclosures. 

Athough the total U.S. purse seine fleet has remained within a range of 
103 to 140 vessels during the pas~ 20 years, the capacity of the fleet has 
increased dramatically as older boats were retired and new boats built. In 
1964, the fleet numbered 116 vessels and had a capacity of 77 million pounds. 
Ten years later, in l974, the fleet had grown to 136 vessels with a capacity 
of 210 million pounds (an increase of 172 percent for tlle 10-year period). At 
the start of 1984, the fleet was down to 125 vessels with a capacity of 254 
million pounds (a capacity increase of 21 percent for the 10-year period). £1 
Thus, the fleet experienced its greatest growth period in terms of capacity 
from 1964 to 1974. * * * 

From 1979 to 1983, 25 new purse seiners were built and added to the 
fleet; 15 vessels were transfered (from other fishing operations) to the fleet 
from 1981 to 1983. All of the new vessels and most of the transfers consisted 
of "super" purse seiners (each generally having carrying capacities of 1,200 
tons (2.4 million pounds) or more). The cost of these new vessels ranged from 
$7 million to $10 million each. A majority of the vessels reportedly have 
variable mortgages rates, with es.calations based on the prime rate. Thus, the 
intere.st on these boats has been subject to extraordinary fluctuations during 
1979-83 (the prime rate reached as high as 22 percent during the period). II 

Trip expenses (i.e. fuel, food, and equipment) for a 1,200-ton purse 
.seiner (which may run as high as $400, 000 per 100-day trip) increased rapidly 
during the late 1970's and early 1980's. Tuna boat owners have encountered 
skyrocketing fuel costs and, at the same time, a switch in fishing areas to 

!I Star-Kist currently has interests ranging from outright ownership to a 
percentage ownership in * * * purse seine tuna boats. Van Camp at one time 
owned or had a partnership in * * * vessels before it began to divest itself 
of the boats. Similarly, Bumble Bee owned * * * boats and C.H.B. owned 
***boats, (see U.S. processors section). Transcript of the hearing, pp. 41 
and 42. 

£! The American Tuna Boat Association informed the 
1984, that the U.S. purse seine fleet is down to .117 
have been sold to foreign flags since Jan. 1, 1984. 
have been "tied-up" (inactivated) by their owners. 

Commission on May 30, 
vessels. Eight vessels 
Currently, 30 vessels 

ll In hearings before the subconunittee on·Fisheries and Wildlife 
Conservation and the Environment of the Committee on Merchant Marine and 
Fisheries, House of Representatives, on H.R. 3806, Sept. 20 and 
Nov. 10 ,· 1983, Mr. August Felando, president of the American Tunaboat 
Association, stated that the replacement value of the tuna purse seine fleet 
would be approximately $1 billion. The recorded mortgage indebtedness of the 
fleet is $425 million, of which about $100 million was in the fonn of demand 
notes; actual indebtedness was much larger, according to Mr. Felando. 
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the Western Pacific. l/ In 1980, only 7 or 8 U.S.-flag purse seiners fished 
in the Western Pacific, but in 1982 the number increased to 25 to 30 boats, 
and in 1983, 60 U.S.-flag vessels, about one-half of the fleet, were reported 
to be fishing in the Western Pacific. In 1983, the U.S. catch in the Western 
Pacific surpassed the U.S. catch in the Eastern Pacific. During 1980-83, the 
U.S. catch in the Western Pacific increased from 28 million to 340 million , 
pounds. 

The crews of the U.S.-flag vessels are largely composed of non-U.S. 
citizens. Only the officers of the boats must be U.S. citizens. Currently 
most of the crews of the U.S.-flag vessels are from Central America. * * * 

Channels of distribution 

Domestically produced canned tuna is marketed by either salespersons of 
the domestic producers or by independent food brokers. Canned tuna produced 
iri Puerto Rico and California is shipped directly from the cannery to 
purchaser. Tuna canned in American Samoa is * * * before entering the 
distribution chain. Advertised brands of canned tuna are ~sually sold and 
delivered directly to supermarket chains. Private-label brands are also 
shipped directly to the customers. Retail brands are also sold di~ectly to 
large food distributors which then resell the product to smaller grocery 
stores and other food stores. Domestically canned tuna in institu~ional 
containers is sold either to wholesale distributors or directly to large 
purchasers such as hospitals, school districts, and so forth. 

Imported canned tuna for the most part is sent directly to the purchaser 
· after clearing U.S. cust.oms at the port of entry. Very few importers maintain 
warehoused inventory. The majority of imported tuna is sold to food 
wholesaler/distributors. These businesses concentrate their sales in the food 
service industries, such as restaurants, cafeterias, and so forth. A growing 
portion of imported ~anned tuna is now entering the private-label retail 
market. In most cases, the product is first contracted for and then shipped 
direct to the customer from the country of export. A more detailed 
distribution of canned tuna, by types,· appears later in this report. 

The Question of Increased Imports 
Canned tuna 

As shown in the following tabulation aqd in table 5, total U.S. imports 
of canned tuna increased each year during 1979-83, from 53.million pounds in 
1979 to 122 million pounds in 1983, or by 128 percent: 

!I Fishing yields for.tuna in the eastern Pacific began to decline in 1980. 
Some.claim that "El Nino" (the periodic warming of the waters of the Eastern 
Pacific) caused the tuna to relocate to the Western Pacific. Other 
authorities claim that "El Nino" only forced the tuna to swim deeper. 
Economics and the discovery of the western f isbing grounds caused the shift of 
tuna boats ·to the Western Pacific. Also, there are fewer porpoises in the 
Western Pacific than in the Eastern Pacific. This reportedly makes tuna 
fishing easier in the Western Pacific.· In any event, many authorities now 
agree. that "El Nino" is· subsiding, and fishing yields in the Eastern Pacific 
are increasing again. 
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Canned Canned 
Year in oil in water Total 

(1,000 (1,000 (1,000 
pounds) pounds) pounds) 

1979------------ 627 53,077 53, 704 
1980------------ 446 63,107 63,553 
1981------------- 268 70,583 70,852 
1982--·---------- 213 87,365 87,579 
1983------------ 197 ·122,132 122,329 
January-March--

1983---------- 44 38,497 38,541 
1984----...;. _____ 46 33,890 33,936 

Ninty-eight percent or more of imported canned tuna is packed in water 
because of the relatively high rate of duty (35 percent ad valorem) on 
canned tuna in oil. Imports of canned tuna in oil declined by 69 percent 
during 1979-83. 

Imports of canned tuna in water increased from 53 million pounds in 1979 
to 122 million pounds in 1983, or by 130 percent. However, in January-March 
1984, such imports in water declined by 12 percent from the level reported in 
the corresponding period of 1983. Thailand is currently th~ largest supplier 
of canned tuna in water, accounting for 33 percent of such imports in 1983·. 
In January-March 1984, imports of canned tuna in water, from Thailand 
increased by 86 percent over the level achieved in the corresponding period of 
198_3, but imports from nearly all ~ther sources declined. Imports from 
Thailand will probably continue to increase during the next few years because 
of * * *· The unit values of canned tuna in water from Thailand declined from 
$1.49 per pound in 1981 to $1.08 per pound in 1983 and $1.02 per pound in 
January-March 1984 (table 6). The primary reason for this decline in unit 
values was the declining prices for raw tuna in 1982 and 1983. 

Imports of canned tuna in water from the Philippines also increased 
significantly during 1979-83, from 7 million pounds in 1979 to 32 million 
pounds in 1983. However, in January-March 1984, imports from the Philippines 
declined by 51 percent from the level achieved in the corresponding period of 
1983. * * * The * * * imports in 1980 accounted for * * * percent of the 
Philippine's exports to the United States. According to leading canned tuna 
importers, dealing with the Philippines became * * * and * * * and * * * 
Thus, * * * of * * *· 

Prior to 1981, Japan was the largest U.S. source of imported canned tuna 
in water. U.S. imports from Japan declined from 28 million pounds in 1979 to 
20 million pounds in 1983. Such imports continued to decline in January-March 
1984 compared with those in the corresponding period of 1983·. In 1979, Japan 
accounted for 53. percent of total u. s. imports. but by 1983. Japan's share had 
declined to 17 per:cent. 
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Table 5.--Canned tuna in oil or water: U.S. imports for consumption, by 
principal sources, 1979-83, January-March 1983, and Janury-March 198.4 

January-Karch--
Source 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

1983 1984 

Quantity (1,000 pounds) 

Thailand-----------: 4,844 6,405 10,315 18,667 39,930 9,155 17,024 
Philippines--------: 6,998 13,777 21,451 27,631 32,018 9,638 4,676 
.Japan------.----------: 28,366 24,794 21,271 26,481 20,387 7,741 5,662 
Taiwan--------------: 12,282 15,947 15,771 10,704 18,710 5,901 5,597 
Malaysia-----------: 292 66.: 696 755 3,083 770 407 
Australia----------: 0 0 58 1,930 2,799 2,194 0 
Indonesia----------: ·. 0 0 146 595 2,634 870 436 
Canada-~-----------: 0 !I 0 2 2,106 2,019 0 
Singapore----------: 0 28 65 120 332 115 29 
Spain--------------: 336 146 170 120 133 30 33 
All other--------'--:~--~5~8~5'--'-__,.~2~·~3~9~1---'-----~9~0=8......:...: ____ =5~73~~---=-19~9::......:"----~1~0~8~------~7~1 

Total----------:~5~3~·~7~0~4'--'-__ 6~3~·~5=5=3___,____..7~0~·~8=5=2......:...__;:8~7-·=5~79~:......::1~2~2~·=33~1=--="--=3=8~.5~4~1:........:. __ ~3~3~·~9~3=6 

Value (1,000 dollars) 

Thailand-----------: $ 5,135 $ 8,875 $15,400 $22,711 $43,259 $10,632 
Philippines-----:---: 7,319 20,043 30,504 31,085 32,291 9,899 
Japan--------------: 37,055 42,015 36,453 38,561 24,643 9,686 
Taiwan-------------: 14,103 23,316 24,631 14,366 22,772 • 7,081 
Malaysia-----------: 314 76 1,230 1,242 4,068 1,169 
Australia----------: 105 3,451 3,684 2,919 
Indonesia--·:...-------: 209 699 2,679 895 
Canada-------------: i.1 5 2, 986 2, 861 •. 

$17,369 
4,325 
6,32i 
6,80! 

5n 

430 

Singapore----------: 38 91 141 386 141 31 
Spain--------------: 501 367 402 300 : 268 : 61 55 
All other----------=~--~6~4~5'--'---~2~·~5~2~3---'---~1~·=3=3=3......:... __ --~7=86~.....:...---=-28=7:......:"----~1~3~2~------=1~1=0 

Total----------:..,__;6~5~·~0~7~1-=---=9~7~·~25~4.:........:~1~10~·~3~5=8-=-~1~1~3~·=34~7:._:~1=37~·~3~2~4....:...__;;4~5~·~4~75~--~3~6~·~0~2:2 

Unit value Cp.er pound) 

Thailand-----------: $1.06 $1.39 $1.49 $1.22 $1.08 $1.16 
Philippines--------: 1.05 1.45 1.42 1.13 1.01 1.03 
Japan--------------: 1.31 1.69 1.71 1.46 1.21 1.25 
Taiwan--:-:----------: 1. 15 1. 46 .1. 56 1. 34 1. 22 1. 20 
Malaysia-----------: 1.08 1.14 1.77 1.64 1.32 1.52 
Australia---------'-: 1. 80 1. 79 : 1. 32 1. 33 

· Indonesia-----------: 1. 43 1.18 1: 1. 02 1. 03 
Canada-------------: 1. 84 2. 52 1. 42. 1. 42 

$1.02 
.92 

1.12 
1.22 
1.41 

.99 

Singapore----------: 1.36 1.41 1.18 1.16 1.22 1.07 
Spain--------------: 1.49 2.52 2.36 2.50 2.02 2.04 1.67 
All other----------:~__,l~·~l~0~~-·~1~·~0~6~ . ..:._--~1~·~4~7~----=1~·~37~~--~l~.4~4.:........: __ ___..l~.~2~2:.......:. ____ ~l~.~5~4 

Average--------: 1.21 1.53 1.56. 1.29 1.12 1.18 1.06 

!I Less than 500 pounds. 
ZI Less than $500. 

Source: Compiled from statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce. 
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Table 6.--Canned tuna in water: U.S. imports for consumption, by principal 
sources_, 19.79-83, January-Karch 1983, and January-March 1984 

January-Karch--
·-Source 1979 1980 1981 1982 .1983 

1983' 1984 -

Quantity (1,000 pounds) 

Thailand---:---------: 4, 785 6, 405 10, 315 18, 652 39; 930 9, 155 17, 024 
p_hilippines---..:----: 6. 998 - 13. 77~ 21, 451 27, 630 32. 018 9, 638 4. 6 76 
Japan--:....:. __________ :_. 28.358 24.794 21,271 26,473 20.387 7,741 5,662 
Taiwan-------------: 12.282 15.947 15,765 10,704 18.707 5,901 5,597 
Malaysia-----------: 292 66 696 755 3.083 770 407 
Austra,l.ia----------: 0 0 58 : 1. 930 2, 799 · · 2, 194 O 
Indonesia----------:-: o o 146 595 2.634 870 436 
Canada------...:------: 0 0 0 1 2.104 2.018 O 
Singapore-------~--: 0 28 65 120 332 115 29 
Republic of Korea--: . 27 127 31 49 : 68 : 59 20 
All other-----...:----:~~-3~3-4__._~~1~·~9~6~4---~~~7~85 ___ .__~__._45_6..._.~~~7~1---.~~----3~5_._~~~~3=8 

Total---------:...:~5_3~·-0~7~7__.___._6~3~·~1~0~7--~·---7_o_.~5~83------~8~7~·~36~5--..-.......;1=2=2~.1~3~2---~~38....._,4~9~7---~~3~3~·~8~9~0 

Value (1,000 dollars) 

Thailand-------~---: $ 5.104 $ 8,875 $15.400 $22,691 $43,259 $10,632 
Philippines--------: 7.319 20.043 30.504 31,082 · 32.291 9.899 
Japan--------------: 37.045 42.015 36.452 38.547 24.643 9.686 
Taiwan---------:--:----: 14.103 23,316 24.620 14,366 22.767 7.081 
Malaysia---:---------: 314 76 1.230 1.242 4,068 1.169 
Australia----------: 105 3.451 3,684 2.919 
Indonesia----------: 209 699 2,679 895 
Canada--------:_-----: 3 2 ;982 : 2, 861 

$17.369 
4,325 
6,322 
6,808 

572 

430 

Singapore----------: 38 91 141 386 141 31 
Republic of Korea--: 49 189 58 79 69 60 23 
All other----------:~~-3_9~6----~-2~·~1~3~4---~~l_,=1=1~3---~~5~5~3---~~~7~7__._~~~4~0---~~~~5=2 

Total----------:~6~4~·~3~3~0_.____.9~6~·~6~8~5---~l~0-9_,~7~8~3---~1~1=2~·~85_3..._.-.......;1~3~6~,9~0~6---~~45~·-3~8~3---~~3~5~·~9~3=1 

Unit value (per pound) 

Thailand~----------: $1.01 $1.39 $1.49 .. $1.22 $1.08 : $1.16 
Philippines---:_----: 1.05 1.45 1.42 1.12 1.01 1.03 
Japan...:~------~----~: 1.31 1.69 1.71 1.46 1.21 1.25 
Taiwan-------:-------: 1.15 1.46 1.56 1.34 1.22 1.20 
Malaysia-~---------: 1.08 1.14 1.77 1.65 1.32 1.52 
Australia----"'."-----: 1.-80 1. 79 i. 32 1. 33 
Indonesia----------: : 1.43·: 1.18 1.02· 1.03 
Canada::__:__~----------: 3. 00 1. 42 1. 42 

$1.02 
0.92 
1.12 
1.22 
1.41 

0.99 

siri~~pore----------: 1.36 1.41 1.18 1.16 1;23 1.07 
Republic of Korea-..:.: 1.81 1.48 1.86 1.61 1.02 1.02 1.15 
All other----------: 1.19 1.09 1.42 1.21 1.08 1.14 1.37 

~~~-------~-----------~~-----=----~--"'~=-"--~-="-~--'-~--"=--::::..:-_;__~--==-=-='-'-

' Average-----'----: 1. 21 1. 53 1. 56 1. 29 .. 1.12 1.18 1. 06 

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department.of.Commerce. 
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The fourth largest source of U.S. imports of canned tuna in water·is 
Taiwan. Imports from Taiwan increased irregularly from 12.3 million pounds in 
1979 to 18.7 million pounds in 1983. In January-March 1984, imports from 
Taiwan declined marginally compared with the level acheived in the correspond
ing period of 1983. From 1979 through 1981, * * * accounted for large amounts 
of canned tuna imports from Taiwan. * * * share of Taiwan exports to the 
United States was * * * percent in 1979, * * * percent in 1980, and * * * 
percent in 1_981. 

Other significant exporters of canned tuna in water to the United States, 
based on import statistics for 1983, were Malaysia, Australia, Indonesia, and 
Canada. Of· the aforementioned countries, exports from Australia and Canada 
were by * * * 

During 1979-83, among the U.S. * * * imported * * * of canned tuna in 
water. * * * stopped importing significant quantities of canned tuna in water 
in 1982, when it * * *· * * *· 

Imports of canned tuna in water * * * during i979-83 are shown in the 
· following tabulation: 

* * * imports of 
canned tuna in water 

(1,000 pounds) 
Share of total U.S. imports 

(percent) 

1979-------------- *** *** 
1980-------------- *** *** 
1981-------------~ *** *** 
1982--------·.:._____ *** *** 
1983------~------- *** *** 

* * * 1981 in order to * * *· * * *· * * *· 

* * * * * *· 

Imports of raw tuna 

Virtually all U.S. imports of raw tuna are entered in fresh, chilled, or.· 
frozen (mostly frozen) form; some are entered as tuna loins, which are 
semiprocessed (but uncooked) tuna. As previously mentioned, the vast majority 
of raw albacore is imported. such imports declined irregularly from 179 
million pounds in 1979 to 115 million pounds in 1983. However, in 
January-March 1984, imports of albacore were 64 percent higher than the level 
achieved in the corresponding period of 1983 (table 7). Unit values for 
imi>orted albacore increased rapidly from 68 cents per pound in 197.9 to $1.01 
per pound in 1981, but then fell sharply to 67 cents per pound in 1983. Japan 
and Taiwan are.the largest exporters of albacore to the United States. 
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... ·• 

Imports of raw tuna species collectively called light-meat tuna increased 
from 453 million pounds in 1979 to 477 million pounds ·in 1981, but then fell 
sharply to 340 and 324 million pounds, in 1982 and 1983, respectively 
(table 8). In 1983, for the first time since 1976, U.S. processors used more 
domestically caught raw light-meat tuna than imports. Unit values of imports 
of·raw light:-meat tuna increased from 32 cents per pound in 1979, to 54 cents 
per pound in 1981, bu.t then fell sharply to 40 cents per pound in 1983. Over 
the 1979-83 period, Japan has been the largest exporter of raw light-meat tuna 
to the Unit,ed ,states,_ followed by Ghana, France, Brazil, and Panama. 

Ratios of imports to production 

The increase in the quantity of imports of canned tuna over the 5-year 
period has resulted in an increase in imports relative to domestic 
production. The ratio of imports of canned tuna in oil and water increased 
sharj>ly, from 8.8 percent in 1979 to 19.5 percent in 1983, as shown .in the 
following tabulation: 

Period 

1979--------.:..-
1980-------_:_ __ 
.1981----:--~---

1982---'--.,------
1983---------
January-March--

1983-'-'------
1984--------

Imports 
(million pounds) 

54 
64 
71. 
88 

122 

39 
34. 

production 
(million pounds) 

617 
640 
649 
569 
626 

143 
166 

Ratio of 
imports to production 

(percent) 

8.8 
10.0 
10.9 
15.5 
19.5 

27 .3. 
20.5 

Imports of canned tuna in water declined slightly as a share of domestic 
production, from 21.5 percent in 1979 -to 19.9 percent in 1981, but then 
increased dramatically to 24.8 percent in 1982 and 32.1 percent in 1983, as 
sho!'ffi in the following tabulation. · 

Period Imports 
(millio·n pounds) 

1979--~-.:.._____ 53 
1980---------- 63 
1981---------- 71 
1982---------- 87 
l983---------- 122 
January-March--

1983-------- 38 
1984~~------ . 34 

U.S. 
production 

(million pounds) 

246 
306 
357 
351 
380 

84 
100 

Ratio of 
imports to production 

(percent) 

21.5 
20.6 
19.9 
24.B 
32.1 

45.2 
34.0 
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Table 7.-Fresh, chilled or frozen white meat (albacore) tuna: 1f U.S. imports for 

consumption, by principal sources, 1979-83, January-March 1983, and January-4'1arch 
1984 

Source 

Japan------
Ta iwan 
French Indian 

Ocean Areas-----: 
Republic of Korea_:_: 
Singapore---·-· 
Canary Is lands---": · 
Vanuatu (New : 

1979 

45,298 
37,827 

906 
48,999 
5,546 

0 

1980 

35,816 
21,122 

6,913 : 
8,630 
5,520 

0 : 

1981 1982 1983 

Quantity (l,000 pounds) 

33 ,017 
33,269 

2,983 
4,780 
5,912 

0 

42,616 
54,868 

6,366 
1,940 
3,980 

779 

45,651 
35,659 

7,203 
4,947 
4,228 
3,507 

January-March-

1983 

7,347 
9,533 

2,109 
378 
339 

0 

1984 

18,146 
8,374 

1,339 
287 

3,845 
0 

Hebrides) 10,650 10,427 8,745 1,914 2,427 2,427 O 
·Azores------- 0 0 0 0 1,852 O O 
France--------: 0 0 · 0 5,476 1,589 1,589 0 
Brazil-··-·-.. -· 392 224 249 1,218 1,239 45 156 
All other--·-.-·-.. --: __ 29~1._1_5_5 __ 3_8~,._7_5_4 __ 3_7_,_6_2_4 __ 2_5~,_9_8_7 ___ 6.._,_58_4 ___ 1_,3_5 ..... 5 ___ 9~,._0_4 __ 2 

Total_ !l----....... -:_1_7_8_,_7_7_4 __ 1_2_7~,_4_0_6 __ 1_2_6~,_5_79...____.1._4 .... 5.._,"""14_4 ........ ____ 1 __ 1 ___ 4._,8 ..... 8""'6'--"-2-..5 ..... ,"'"'1=2=2"-'-__ 4"""'1:..&,...;;;1 .... 8"""8 

Japan 
Taiwan------· 
French Indian 

Ocean Areas-----: 
Republic of Korea-: 
s i ngapore-·-.... -·---·-·: 
Canary Islands--: 
Vanuatu (New 

Hebrides)----: 
Azores 
France 
Bra~i.l---·--·-·---

A 11 other-·-----.. 
Total !/----·---: 

Japan------
Ta iwan-···----
French Indian 

Ocean Areas----: 
Republic of Korea-: 
Singapore---... 
Canary Islands--: 
Vanuatu (New 

Hebrides)---
Azores------
France-----
Braz i 1-----
Al l other---

Average, all 
countries·--: 

$34,545 
17,255 

181 
37,468 
4,200 

8,52.4 

78 
19,349 

121, 601 

$0.76 
. 46 

.20 

. 76 

. 76 

. 80 .. 

.20 

.66 

.68 

$33,868 
16,682 

3,850 
7,945 
5, 107 

9,759 

187 
37,696 

115,094 

$0.95 
. 79 • . 

.56 

.92 

.93 

.94 

.83 

.97 

.90 

11 Does not include tuna loins. 

Valµe (l,000 dollars) 

$36,142 
31, 694 

2,650 
5,883 
6,573 

9,140 

272 
35,597 

127,951 

$40, 156 
. 49, 132 

5,729 
1,634 
3,787 

908 

2,091 

5, 191 
1,068 

24,745 
134,441 

$30,414 
23,272 . 

4,628 
3,494 
2,925 
2,076 

2,148 
1,155 
1, 576 

946 
3,911 

76,545 

Unit value (per pound) ~/ 

$1.09 
.95 

.89 
1.23 
1.11 

1.05 

1.09 
0.95 

1.01 

$0.94 
.90 

.90 

.84 

.95 
1.17 

1.09 

.95 

.88 
.. 95 

.93 

$0.67 
.65 

.64 

.71 

.69 

.59 

.89 

.62 

.99 

.76 

.59 

.67 

~/ Because of rounding,. figures may not add to to totals shown. 

$5,094 
6,238 

1,572 
340 
234 

2,148 

1,576 
27 

808 
18,037 

$0.69 
.65 

.75 

.90 

.69 

.89 

.99 

.. 60 

.60 

., 72 

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce. 

$13,580 
6,4d 

803 
236 

3,084 

107 
6,731 

30,954 

$0.75 
. 77 

.60 

.82 

.80 

.69 

.74 

.75 
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Table 8.--Fresh, chilled, or frozen light-meat tuna: !/ U.S. imports for consumption, 
by principal soui:ces, 1979-83, January-~arch 1983, and January-March 1984 

. ·Source 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

Quantity c1,ooo pounds) 

: 
Japan-----"7----:----: 70,662 122,480 75,134 44,739 60,640 
Ghana----~~--------: 8,233 12 ,689. .• 26,098 29,351 46,789 
France-------------: 8,891 24,109.:. 43,795 47,039 35,653 
Brazii-------------: 477 10,234 13,610 29,916 28,587 
P~nama-------------: 55 •. 680 35 t 719 31,520 47,830 .. 24,893 
Republic of Korea--: 16 ,222 15,337 26,139 10,424 22,011 
Venezuela----------: 11,169 8,955 21,982 21,198 20,630 
Philippines--------: 58 ,525 60,441 51,983 15,029 13 ,440 
Taiwan-----------'.'"-: 6,329 1,340 2,765 .. 5,729 11,717 : 
~ndonesia----------: 1,185 14,_236 11, 753 8,596 9,457 
All other----------:. 215,503 159,335 171, 939 80,059 50,376 

Total---------..:: 452.875 464,875 476 I 718 339,909 324,193 

Value (1,000 dollars) 

Japan-:_-_ _: __________ : $18,932 $62,623.: $38,608 ... $19,126 $21,850 
Ghana--------:_ ____ _:: 1,688 4,984 .12,930 14,911 19,232 
France--:--~.---------: l,6H .. 10,231 24,141· 24,543 14,546 
Brazil---~---~-----: 210 5,019 7,169 14,641 11,199 
Panama-----~-------: 22,744 18,799 18,271 25,833 11,124 
Republic of Korea--: 3,433 5 ,615 12,6 77 5,262 8,384 
Venezuela-·---------: 2, 711 .3 ,069 .. 12,794 10,940 8,708 
Philippines--~~-----: 21,371 31,903 30,094 5,512 3,704 
Taiwan-------------: 1,558 945 1,942 3,731 .• '6,374 
Indonesia----------: 357 8,043 6,427 3,359 3,353 
All other----------: 70.171 75.014 94.575 39,411 19,708 

Total----------: 144.787 226,245 259.627 167,269 128,181 

Unit value (cents ·per pound) 

. . . . : 
Japan-----~--~---:---: 27 51 51 43 : 36 
Ghana--------------: 21 39 50 51 41 
France-------------: 18 42 . . 55 52 .. 41 
Brazil-------------: 44 49 53 49 39 
Panama-------------: 41 53 58 54 45 
Republic of Korea--: 21 37 49 50 38 
Venezuela----------: 24 34 58 52 42 
Philippines--------: 37 53 58 37 28 
Taiwan-----------·--: 25 71 70 65 54 
Indonesia----------: 30 57 55·: 39 35 
All other----------: 33 47 55 49 39 

-Average----..:---: 32 49 54 49 40 

!I Does not include tuna loins. 

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of 

January-March--

1983 

10,900 
13,313 
17 ,554 

7,398 
5,635 
4,808 
3, 712 
1,597 
1,016 
1,213 

11,833 
78,979 

$ 4,399 
5,701 
7,191 
2,849 
2,871 
1,633 
1,574 

462 
993 
404 

4,260 
32,337 

40 
43 
41 
38 
51 
34 
42 
29 
98 
33 
36 
41 

Commerce .. 

1984 

4,920 
3,298 

20,451 
4,560 

11,591 
3,647 
4,397 
3,679 
4,602 

327 
15,682 
77!154 

$1, 710 
1,345 
7,785 
1,704 
4,218 
1,331 
1,841 
1, 115 
2,621 

75 
6 .611 

30,356 

35 
41 
38 
37 
36 
36 
42 
30 
57 
23 
42 
39 
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In the posthearing brief submitted on behalf of the Association Food 
Industries. Inc •• Tuna Group. and so forth. {pp. 8 and 9) the respondents 
argued that if the tuna-harvesting and processing sectors are viewed as an 
integrated industry. then the Conunission should consider the combined imports 
of canned and raw tuna. and such imports declined during 1979-83. The 
following tabulation shows the combined imports of.canned tuna and raw tuna 
during 1979-83 {in thousands of pounds): 

Period 

1979--------------------------~ 

1980~---~---------------------: 
1981--------------------------: 
1982--------------------------: 
1983--------------------------: 
January-Karch--

1983------------------------: 
1984------------------------: 

Canned tuna 

53.704 
.63.553 

70.852 
87.579 

122.329 

38.541 • 
33.936 

Raw tuna 

631.649 
592.263 
603.295 
485.053 
439.059 

104.101 
118.342 

Total 

685.353 
655.816 
674.147 
572 .632 
561.388 

142.642 
152.278 

The respondents stated that the U.S. tuna fleets• share of t~e U.S. raw tuna 
market has increased conunensurate with the drop ·in imports raw tuna. l/ 
Furthermore. counsel on behalf of the Philippines pointed out· that well over 
one-half of the tuna used for processing in the United States has been from' 
foreign sources. ~/ 

The Question of Serious Injury to the Domestic Industry 

U.S. production. capacity, and capacity 
utilization 

Total U.S. production of canned tuna increased fr.om 617 million pounds in 
. 1979 to 649 million pounds in 1981 but then fell sharply in 1982 to 

569 million pounds. In 1983. the peak year for imports. production rebounded 
to 626 million pounds. and in January~March 1984. production increased by 16 
percent over that reported in the corresponding period.of 1983 {table 9). 

!I Barnett and Alasia posthearing brief. p. 92. 
~I Harris. Crestkoff. and Berg.posthearing brief. p. 6. 
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Table 9.--Canned tuna: U.S. production, ·capacity, and capacity utilization, 
by firms and by·types, 1979-1983, January-March 1983, and January~March 
1984 

Production Capacity -Period· and firm .. Capacity : utilization In water. '. In oil Total 

-----------1.000 pounds-------- -------Percent------
1979: 

Star-Kist--------.:..-: *** *** *** *** : *** 
Van Camp-----------: *** *** *** 1<** : *** 
Bumble Bee---------: *** *** *** 1C'k* *** 
C.H.B~.:..~---~-------: *** **.* •. *** *** *** 
Neptune------------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Mitsubishi---------: *** *** ***· *** *** 

Total~-----------: 246,258 371,197 617,455 888,507 : 69.5 
1980: : 

Star-Kist----------: *** *** *1<* *** 1<1<* 

Van Camp-----------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Bumble Bee---------: *** *** *** *** *** 
C.H.B------------~-: *** *** *** *** *** 
Neptune------------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Mitsubishi---------: *** *** *** *** *** 

Total--~--------.:..: 306,450 333,450 639,900 976,394 65.5 
1981: . 

Star-Kist~---------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Van Camp~----------: , *** *** *** *** *** 
Bumble Bee-------:..-: *** *** *** *** *** 
C.H.B-~------~-----: *** *** *** *** *** 
Neptune:...-'-----------: *** *** . . *** *** : *** 
Mitsubishi---~----'--: *** *** *** *** *** 

Total-.:..---~----~-: ·357 ~493 291,526 649,019 990,296 65.5 
1982: 

Star-Kist----------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Van Camp-----------: *** *** *** *** *** 
~umble·Bee---------: *** *** *** *** *** 
C.H.B--------------: *** *** . *** *** *** 
Neptune------------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Mitsubishi---------: *** *** *** *** ·• *** 

Total--~~--------: ·351,473 217, 178'. 568,651 •983. 960 .. 57 .8 

See footnote at end of table. 
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Table 9.--Canned tuna: U.S. production, capacity, and capacity utilization, 
by firms and by types, 1979-83, J,anu·ary-March 1983, and January-Karch 
1984--Continued 

Production Capacity Period and firm Capacity 
In water In oil Total :utilization 

. 
-----------1,000 pounds-.:.. ______ -------Percent------

1983: 
star-Kist----------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Van Camp-----------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Bumble Bee-----:..---: *** *** *** '*** *** 
C.H.B--------------: *** *** *** *** *** 

. Hep tune-----:---:--..:-'--:-: *** ~** *** *** *** 
Mitsubishi---------: *** *** *** *** *** 

Total----~-------: . 380 ,422 245~147 625,569 863. 716 72.4 
January-Karch 1983: 

Star-Kist----------: *** *** *** .. *** *** 
Van CaDlp-----------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Bumble Bee~--------: *** *** .. *** *** *** . 
C.H.B.-------------: *** *** *** '*** *** 
Heptune----------·.:.....:: *** *~* •*** *** *** 
Mitsubishi---------: *** *** *** *** *** 

Tot~l~---------~-: 83,873 59~ 170. 143,043 211,806 67.5 
January-March 1984: 

Star-Kist----------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Van CaDlp-----------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Bumble Bee-·--------: *** *** *** *** *** 
C.H.B--------------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Heptune------------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Mitsubishi---------: *** *** *** *** *** 

Total------------: 100,426 66 ,031 166,457 221,304 75.2 

.!/ * * *· 
Source: Compiled from·data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 

U.S. International Trade Conunission. 

During 1979-83, U.S. production of canned tuna in water grew by 
54 percent, but production of canned tuna in oil fell by 34 percent. Of the 
six major U.S. processors, * * * (table 9). 

U.S. production in American Samoa increased by almost * * * percent, and 
production in Puerto Rico increased by * * * percent during 1979-83, but 
production in California declined by almost * * * percent during the same 
period (table 10). In 1980., California canneries accounted for*** percent 
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Table 10.--Canned tuna: U.S. production, by production areas, and 
by firms, .!I 1979-83 

~In thousands of 2oundsl 

Firm California Hawaii Puerto 
American 

Rico Samoa Total 

1979: 
Star-Kist------.: *** *** *** *** *** . 
Van Camp-------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Bumble Bee '!:../--: *** *** *** *** *** 
C.H.B----------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Neptune--------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Mitsubishi-----: *** *** *** *** *** 

Total--------: *** *** *** *** 617,455 
1~80: 

Star-Kist-----..:.: *** *** *** *** *** 
Van Camp-------: *** *** : *** *** *** 
Bumble Be·e-·----: *** *** *** *** *** 
C.H.B----------:: *** *** *** *** *** 
Neptune---~----: *** *** *** *** *** 
Mitsubishi-----: *** *** *** *** *** 

Total--------: *** *** *** *** 639,900 
19"81: 

Star-Kist--:----: *** *** *** *** *** 
Van Camp-:------: *** *** *** *** *** 
~mble Bee-----: *** *** *** *** *** 
C.H.B----------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Nei>tune--------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Mitsubishi-----: *** *** *** *** *** 

Total--------: *** *** *** *** 649,019 
1982: 

Star-Kist------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Van Camp-------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Bumble Bee--·---: *** *** *** *** *** 
C.H.B----------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Neptune--------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Mitsubishi-----: *** *** *** *** *** 

Total--------: *** *** *** *** 568,651 
1983: 

Star-Kist------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Van Camp-------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Bumble Bee------: *** *** *** *** *** 
C.H.B----------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Neptune--------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Mitsubishi-----: *** *** *** *** *** 

Total---------: *** *** *** *** 625,569 

!I Data for Star-Kist, Van Camp and Bumble Bee are based on estimates. 
'!:..I In 1979 Bumble Bee produced * * * pounds of canned tuna in its Astoria, 

Oreg., plant, which closed that year. 

11 * * *· 
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 

U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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of total U.S. production. However in 1983, the California canneries accounted 
for only * * * percent of U.S. production, and Puerto Rico and American Samoa 
accounted for * * * and * * * percent, respectively. 

The decline in industrywide production in 1982 followed.a buildup in 
inventories of canned tuna in late 1981; According to testimony in the 
hearing, the U.S. processors reduced their production in 1982 in order to work 
off their inventories. !I Furthermore, Bumble Bee began * * *· Van Camp also 
experienced*** of its Ponce, P.R., plant. The plant was closed for 
extensive·renovation in 1983. * * * 

According to industry sources, the shift of production to American Samoa 
is due to its proximity to the Western Pacific tuna fisheries, where catches 
are considerably higher, labor and production costs are lower, and tax 
incentives make production more profitable. i1 In August 1984, Van Camp wili 
temporarily close its American Samoa facilities for * * * in order to 
modernize, renovate, and increase its production capacity. The plant is 
scheduled to reopen * * *· On July 1, 1984, Van Camp closed its San Diego 
processing plant. II * * * During the period that Van Camp's American Samoa 
plant is undergoing renovation, the company will supplement it's ~anned tuna 
requirements with canned tuna * * *· !I 

Total U.S. production capacity increased by 14.3 percent during 1979-81, 
reaching 1 billion pounds in 1981 (table 11). However, in 1982, despite the 
startup of Mitsubishi's Ponce, P.R. plant, industrywide production capacity 
declined and continued to decline in 1983. The decline in production capacity 
was due primarily to the closing of Bumble Bee's San Diego plant in June 1982 
and the temporary closing of Van Camp's Ponce plant in 1983. ~I The closing 
of one of CHB's two Los Angeles plants * * * on production or production 
capacity. C.H.B. informed the Conunission that it * * *· Excess capacity was 
eliminated industrywide during 1982 and 1983 in response to inventory control 
programs. (See U.S. inventory section). 

Capacity utilization for the entire U.S. industry (including American 
Samoa) declined from 69.5 percent in 1979 to 57.8 percent in 1982 but then 
increased sharply to 72.4 percent in 1983. In January-Karch 1984,- capacity 
utilization for all U.S. plants increased to 75.2 percent compared with 67.5 
percent in January-Karch 1983. Star-Kist informed the Commission that in the 
first 5 months of 1984 its plants in Puerto Rico and American Samoa were 
running at a * ·* * utilization rate respectively. However, its California 
cannery is running at * * * utilization rate. 

!I Transcript of the hearing, p .. 292. 
i1 Ibid., p. 201. 
II Interview with John Baird, General Counsel of Ralston Purina Co., Van 

Camp's parent company, Kay 1, 1984. -
!I Transcript of the hearing, p. 1~2. 
~/'Bumble Bee purchased its San Diego plant for * * * in December 1979, 

operated it' for*** in 1980, and*** in 1981, but closed it in June 1982. 



Table 11.--Canned tuna: U.S. capacity and capacity utilization, by production areas and by firms, 1979-83 

California Hawaii Puerto Rico 
:· 

American Samoa Total 
Firm and year 

Ca acit : {;apSCity - : Ca acit : Capacity . : Ca aci~ Capacity .. ·ca acit 
p Y :utilization: P Y :utilization: p Y :utilization: · p y 

: Capacity . : Capacity. : Capacity 
:utilization: ,:utilization 

1979: 
Star-Kist------: 
Van Camp-------: 

1,uo<r--:- : 1,000 : : 1,000 : : 1,000 
pounds : Percent : pounds : Percent ,:: pounds : Percent : . , pounds 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*·** 

*** 
*** 

!·. 1,000 
Percent : ·· pounds 

***·: 
*** : 

•••• 
·*** .. 

Percent 

*** 
*** 

Bum tile Bee-----: *** : *** : *** : · *** : *** : *** : ·'· ·~** : *** : *** : *** 
C.H. B----------: *** : *** : *** : *** ·: *** : *** : .. *** : *** -: . *** :· *** 
Neptune--------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** -·: *** : *** 
Mitsubishi-----: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 

rotal--------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** ·: *** : *** : 888,507 : 69.5 
1980: 

Star-Kist------: 
Van Camp-------: 
Bumble Bee-----: 
C.H.B----------: 
Neptune--------: 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** •••• 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
·*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

Mitsubishi-----: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Total--------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : **' : . 976,394: 6s.s 

1981: : : : : : : : : 
Star-Kist------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : · *** 
Van Camp-------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Bumble Bee----: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** · : *** : *** : *** 
c:u.B-....:-------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : **" : *** : *** 
Neptune...:-------: *** : *** : *** : *** : ***' : *** ·: *** : *** 
Mitsubishi---:.-: *** : *** : *** : · *** :· *** : *** : *** : *** 

*** : 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*''* **11 
**"" 
**' 
**• 
*** 

Total------: IH : Hi : iH : HI : Hi : iH : Hi : *** : 980,296 : 65.S 
1982: : : : : : : : : : : 

Star-Kist-----: *** : *** : *** :. *** : ***·· : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Van Camp-------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Bumble Bee-----: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
C.H.B----------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Neptune-------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Mitsubishi----: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *·** : *** : *** : *** 

Total--------: *** : *** : *** : iii : iii : *** : *** : *** : 983,960 : 57.8 
1983: : : 

Star-Kist------: 
Van Camp-------: 
Bumble Bee-----: 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** : 
*** 

. *** 
*** 
*** 
*** C.H.B----------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : ***· : *** : *** : *** : *** 

Neptune--------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Mitsubishi-----: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : · *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 

Total----,.----: *** : *** : *** : *** : . *** : *** : *** : Hi : 86j,716 : 72.4 
: : : ! : ! ! : : 

1/ ln?fovember 1979 Bumble Bee closed. its Astoria, Oreg •• tuna cannery. During 1979, the Astoria plant bad a productive capacity of 
approximately * * * pounds, with a capacity utilization rate of * * * percent. 

3_/ Mitsubishi started production in Puerto Rico in October 1981. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. Internationa~. Trade Commission, and from responses to 
Commission's questions at the public hearing. 

Note.--Data for Star-Kist, Van Camp, and Bumble Bee are based on careful estimates. 

1" 
w 
w 
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U.S. producers' domestic shipments 

Total domestic shipments of canned tuna by U.S. processors declined 
steadily from 629 million pounds in 1979, to 59~ million pounds in 1982, but 
then rose to 632 million pounds in 1983, the peak year for imports. In the 
first quarter of 1984, domestic shipments were slightly above the level 
achieved in the corresponding period of 1983 (table 12). Imports also 
declined during the period. Unit values for domestic shipments increased by 
26 percent from 1979 to 1981 but then fell from $1.96 per pound in 1981 to 
to $1.65 per pound in 1983. The decline in the unit values for domestic 
shipments corresponds with the declining prices of raw tuna and large 
increases in imports of canned ~una in 1982 and 1983. 

During 1979-83, Van Camp experienced the * * * Van Camp's total 
domestic shipments fell from * * * in 1983 - a decline of * * * percent 
(table 13). In addition, Van Camp's share of domestic shipments declined from 
* * * percent in 1979 to * * * percent in 1983. In contrast, Star-Kist 
increased its share of total domestic shipments from * * * percent in 1979 to 
* * * percent in 1983. Star-Kist's domestic shipments increased irregularly 
from * * * million pounds in 1979 to * * * million pounds in 1983. 

Neptune is the only U.S. processor * * * to * * *· Heptune's share of 
domestic shipments to * * * were * * * percent in 1982 and * * * percent in 
1983. Neptune informed the Commission that these sales were * * *· !I 
Recently, Neptune * * * the "Rubinstein'' brand labei * * *· The company 
hopes to promote the Rubinstein label in 1984 and 1985. Heptune also packs 
the "Dagim Ta-Hor" kosher for Passover canned tuna. 

!I Counsel for the petitioners had claimed that these sales· were*** 
Neptune's president, Mr. Oshsino, denied this allegation. 
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Table 12.--Canned 'tuna in water or oil: U.S. processors• domestic shipments from all 
plants (including American Samoa), ·by types,· 1979-83, January-·March 1983, and 
January-March 1984 

January-March--
Product 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

1983 1984 

Quantity (1,000 pounds net weight) 

Tuna in water: 
White meat--------~-: 78,834 86,809 84,153 81,867 102,549 27,353 28,683 
Light meat----------~_i6_1_.~3-5 __ 6 _____ 2_0_0~·~8~3_5~~2-4 .... o_._9_3_9~~2~6--.5_,=26_5~_---2 ___ 8_4_,5~1~0~=~8=1-,3~1=7~-~82~,4~5~4 

Total, tuna in 
water'-----------:240,190 287,644 ., 325,092. 347,132 387,059 :108,670 111,137 

Tuna in oil: 
White meat----------: 51,288 43,613 35,443 30,987 35,604 9,215 10,040 
Light meat:_-----:-----_: ~3-3 ..... 7 .... 0_3_9---'"_2 __ 8_6~·~5_.1_1---.~2 .... 4_6_,_8.._0_7_---'"2 .... 2_0_.,_2_82~-·---2-..0_9_, 3 ..... 6_0~ ____ 6_2_, 0_6_8~-~5....,8 .... 9-7~5 

Total, tuna in · 
0 il--- _._ ______ .__: =38=8=·~3=2=7====3=3=0=·=i=2=5==:=:::2=8=2=·=2=5=1 ====2=5=1~, =26=9=====2=4=4=, 9=6=4====7=1=, 2=8=3=====6 9==, 0=1=5 

Gr~d tot~l-------:_6_28 ..... ~5_1~1---'"_6_1_7~·~7-6_8_~6-0_7_,_3_4_2_~5-9_8_,_40_1~_-6_3_2_,0_2_2~:-1_7_9_,9_5_3~_-1_so~,1_5~2 

- Value (1,000.dollars) 
·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

TUna·in water: 
White meat----------:150,091 
Light meat----------:238,246 

Total, tuna in :' 
water-----------:388,337 

Tuna in oil~ 

184,928 
358,504 

543,432 

197,816 
447,454 

645,270 

198,470 
457 ,068 

6559538 

198,810 '54,486 
445,553 :130,315 

644,363 :184,801 

55,039 
126,000 

181,039 

White meat------·----: 87,203 : 87,Q51 79,000 71,370 66,187 : 18,304 17,653 
Light meat-----------: .... 50_6 ........ 4 __ 8 __ 7 _____ ._5.._0 .... 2 ......... 5_5_4~ .. -· _4_6_5_,_1_05 ___ 3_8.._7_, _09_9~ __ 3_3_4._, 0_9_0_:_1_0_2 ._1 3_7_1 ____ 9_2_,~4 .... 1~6 

Total, tuna in 
oil--~----------;=59::3::·=6=9=0====5=8=9=·=6=0=5:::::::::::5=4=4=·=1=05=====4=5=8~·=46=9=====4=0=0=,2=7=7==:=1=2=0=,6=7=5=====1=10=·=0=6=9 

Grand total-------:982,027 :1,133,037 :1,189,375 :l,114,007 :1,044,640 305,476: 291,108 

Unit value (per pound) 

Tuna in water: 
White meat----------·: $1. 90 $2 .13 $2. 35 $2. 42 $1. 94 $i. 99 $1. 92 
Light meat-·-..,. - - - -- - - : ___ 1_.-4 .... 8 ......... __ _.1 .... __ 1 ___ 9~-----1'"'". _8.._6 ~---=1 .......... 7 2-·---__ 1 ........ 5"'""7---'" __ 1 ........... 6'"""0'"--:'----'l_. . .._5~3 

Average, tuna in 
water-----------: . 

Tuna in oil: 
1.62 1.89 1.98 1.89 1.66 1.70 1.63 

White meat----------: 1.70 2.00 2.23 2.30 1.86 1.99 1.75 
Light meat---------·-: __ 1_. __ 5_0 ____ 1_._7_5 ____ 1_._8_8 ____ 1_. _76 ____ 1_. 6_0 ___ 1_. 6_5 _____ 1 __ . __ 5 __ 7 

Average, .tuna in 

0 il------- ---- -- : ===1=·=5=3=======1=·=7=9======·=1=. =93=======1=. 8=2========1=·=6=3======1=·=6=9=======1=·=5=9 
Avet"age, all 

tuna------------: 1.56 1.83 1..96 1.86 1.65 1. 70 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the u.s. 
International Trade Commission. 

1.62 
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Table 13.--Canned tuna: Total shipments, by firms ~nd by types, 
1979-83, January-Karch 1983, and January-Karch 1984 

Period 

1979: 

White 
meat 

Tuna in water 

Light 
meat Total White 

meat 

Tuna in oil 

Light 
meat 

Total 
Total 

Star-Kist--------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Van Camp---------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Bumble Bee-------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
C.H.B------------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Neptune----------: *** *** *** *** *** : *** *** 
Mitsubishi-------: *** *** *** *** *** : · ***· .. *** 

~---------...,...-----------------------------=----------""""""------..:.:...---------Tot al - - - - - - - - - - : 78,834 :161 1 356 240 1 190 51,288 :337,039 ;j~8,327 628,517 
1980: 

Star-Kist--------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Van Camp---------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Bumble Bee-------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
C.H.B------------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Neptune----------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Mitsubishi-------:~---*-*-*__..._ ___ *-*-*--..:.------*-*-*__,.._ ___ *_*_* __ .:..-____ *_*_*__, _____ *-*-*--.:.....------*-*-* 

Total----------: 86,809 :200,835 287,644 43,613 :286,511 :330,125 61/,/69 
1981: : 

Star-Kist--------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Van Camp---------: *** *** *** *** *** · *** *** 
Bumble Bee-------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
C.H.B------------: **~ *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Neptune-----~----: *** *** *** *** *** . *** *** 
Mitsubishi-------=------*~*-*__, _____ *-*-*--.:..------*-*-*-·....:....----*-*-*--.:.....----*-*-*_..:. _____ *_*_* __ :.._ _____ *_*_*_ 

Total----------: 84,153 :240,939 325,092 35,443 :246,807 :282,251 607,342 
]Q82: 

Star-Kist---·-----: *** *** *** *** *** · *** *** 
Van Camp---------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Bumble Bee----··---: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
C.H.B------------: *~* *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Neptune----------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Mitsubishi---·----=~---*-·*-*-------*-*--*~------*-*-*--'-----*-*-*--~----*-*-*__, _____ *_*_* __ .:._ ______ *_*_* 

Total----------: 81,867 :265,265 347,132 30,987 :220,282 :251,269 598;401 
1Q83: 

Star-Kist--------: 
Van Camp---------: 
Bumble Bee-------: 
C.H.B------------: 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** *** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** *** 

Neptune----------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Mitsubishi-------=~---*-*-*-------*-*---*~------*-*-*--'-----*-*-*--~----*-*-*--='-----*-*-*---=--------*-*-* 

Total----------:102,549 :284,510 387,059 35,604 :209,360 :244,964 632,022 
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Table 13.--Canned tuna: Total shipments, by firms and by types, 
1979-83, January-March 1983, and January-March 1984--Continued 

'. .. 
Tuna in water Tuna in <>u 

.. 
,:_. .. 

Per.iod White Light : Total White Light Total 
Heat Heat . Meat Heat 

Januarr:-:Mar:ch 1983:: : 

Star-Kist-------~: *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Vari Camp;.... _ _: _____ :-: *** .. *** ***· *** *** *** 
Bumble . Bee-------: *** *** *** *** *** *** 
C.H.B------------: *** *** *** *** *** *** .. 
·Neptune-'--'------'-': *** *** : . •*** *** *** *** 
Ki tsubish:~;""----:.._.:.:: *·** *** *** *** *** *** 

Total--.:..-------·: 27,353 81,317 108,670 9,215 62,068 71,283 .. 
January-March l.984:: 

Star Kist--------: *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Van Camp---·-----·--: *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Bumble Bee----,---: *** *** *** *** *** *** 
C.H.B------------: *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Neptune----------: *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Mitsubishi-------':· *** *** *** *** *** *** 

Total----------: 28,683 82,454 .. 111,137 .10,040 58 •. 975 69;015 . . 
.. : :.; l 

Total 
Tuna 

*** 
*** 
*** . 
*** 
*** 
*** 

179,953 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

180,152 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires· of.the U.S. 
InternaLlonal Trade Commissi.on. 
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*· * * * * * * (table 14). !/ 

Table 14.--Canned tuna: Intracompany shipments from American Samoa to the 
U.S. mainland. by fintis. and their share of total domestic shipments. 
1979-83. January-March 1983, and January-March 1984 

January-March--
Firm 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

1983 1984 

Star-Ki.st 
1;000 pounds--: *** ***·: *** *** *** *** *** 

Van CaJt1p--·do----=~~-· -*~*-*-'-~~-*-*-*-'-~~-*-*-*-·~·~~-*-*-*-'-~~-*-*-*-'-~~*-*-*--.~~~*-*-* 
Total-do----: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 

Share ·of total 
domestic ship-: 
ments account-: 
ed for by 
American 
Samoa 

percent--: *** *** *** . *** *** *** 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Conunission and from official data of the U.S. 

Distribution of shipments of domestic and imported canned tuna 

Distribution of domestic shipments.--As shown in table 15, shipments of 
the processors' nationally advertised brands declined irregularly from 

*** 

445 million pounds in 1979 to 428 million pounds in 1982 but then rebounded to 
461 million pounds in 1983. The increase of 33 million pounds in 1983 
represented 63 percent of the increase registered in domestic consumption in 
1983 (see market penetration section). Imports accounted for the rest of the 
growth in domestic consumption of canned tuna. 

Private-label shipments declined from 145 million pounds in 1979 to 
125 million pounds in 1981 but then increased to 136 million pounds in 1983. 
Dom~stic shipments to the institutional market increased from 1979 to 1980 but 
then declined steadily over the next 3 years. As a share of total shipmP.nts 
the processors' nationally advertised retail brands increased from 
70.7 percent of domestic shipments in 1979 to 73 percent in 1983 and 
76.9 percent in January-March 1984. The market shares of the other categories 
declined. 

!I Both Star-Kist and Van Camp·*** 
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· TabJ:.e .15 .--Distribution. ·of shipments of V. S. -processed canned tuna: U.S. 
shipments of U.S.-processed canned tuna in retail-sized containers for 
selected categories and total shipments of canned tuna in institutional
d&ed eont11ineru, 1979-83, Janusr1-Mareh 1983, and January-March 1984 

Period 
:Processors•, :: 
:own brand 1/: 

1979--'~~-----~~------: 
1980--~--------------:· 
1981--------------~--: 

1982-----------------: 
1983----------------'-': 
January-Karch--

444,519 
437 ,895. 
441,087 
427,866 
461,316 

Pr,ivate 
label 

. . 
: Institutional : . . 

Quantity (1~000 pounds) 

144,961 
136,561 
125,001 
134,098 
135,635 

39,037 
43,313 
41,254 
36,437 
35 ,071 

Total 

628 ,517 
617,769 
607,342 
598,401 
632,022 

1983-----------.----: 132. 786 : 39., 33 7 . 7. 830 179. 953 
1984----~----------: 138,563 33,974 7,615 180,152 

======:!:::::::::::::::::=====:::::::::::::::::::=::=:===========:::::========:::::::::::::=::::::::: 
Share of total.shipments (in percent) 

1979-----------------: 70.7 23.l 6.2 100.0 
1980-----------------: 70.9 22.1 7.0 100.0 
1981-----------------: 72.6 20.6 6.8 100.0 
1982-----------------: 71.5 22.4 6.1 100.0 
1983-----------------: 73.0 21.5 5.5 100.0 
January-Karch--

1983---------------: 73~8 21.8 4.4 100.0 
1984~--------------: 76 .9 18.9 4.2 100.0 

!I Also referred to as advertised retail brands. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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Distribution of imported canned tuna.--As shown in t~ble 16, shipments of 
the importers advertised retail brand canned tuna increased from 8 million 
pounds in 1979 to 24 million pounds in 1983, or by 200 percent. In · 
January-March 1984, imported shipments in the advertised retail brand category 
fell by 82 percent from the level of shipments in the corresponding period of 
1983. Imported private-label shipments .increased from 2.3 million. pounds in 
1979 and 1980 to 17.2 million pound in 1983, or by 650 percent. The imported 
private-label shipments, as a share of total shipments of U.S. imports, 
increased from 5.7 percent in 1979 to 18.5 percent in i983. Imported 
shipments to the institutional market increased from 40.4 million pounds in 
1979 to 93.1 million pounds in 1983. As a share of total shipments of 
imported canned tuna, institutional sales pack declined from 74!1 percent in 
1979 to 55.9 percent in 1983. · 

U.S. landings 

Conanercial landings of raw tuna by U.S.-flag vessels declined.from 
508 million pounds in 1979 to 473 million pounds in 1982 but th~h increased 
sharply to 586 million pounds in 1983 as U.S. imports of raw t~~a fell. !I 

!I The petitioners' posthearing brief (at pp. 10 and 11) states that despite 
the increasing yield of thier purse seiners, the unit values. of the fish 
harvest have declined, resulting in. a drop in revenues earned. The 
Association of Food Industries, Inc., Tuna Group (posthearing brief, p. 11), 
states that the 40-percent increase in the U.S.-flag per vessel tuna harvest 
between 1982 and 1983 replaced imports as the primary source of raw tuna for 
U.S.·processing operations. * * * · 
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Table 16.--Canned tuna: Shipments of imports in retail-sized containers for 
selected categories, and total shipments of canned tuna in institutional
sized. containers, 1979-83, January-Karch 1983, and January-Karch 1984 

Period : Advertised : 
: retail brand: 

1979-----------------: 8,177 
1980~-----~----------: 13,236 

.1981-----------------: 16,929 
1982-----------------: 16,959 
1983----~------------: 23,893 
January-Karch--

1983---------------: 9,087 
1984---~-~---------: 1.630 

1979-----------------: 20.2 
1980-------------~---: 24.4 
1981---~~------------: 30.4 
198~~~---------------: 25.5': 
1983~----~-----------: . 25. 7 
January-Karch--

1983---------.------: 35.l 
1984----~~------~--: 8.9 

: 

Private
label · : Institutional ''. . . 
Quantity (1,000 pounds) 

2,292 29. 972 
2,246 38,856 
4,126 34,619 
9,928 39,590 

17 ,205 52,027 .. . 
4,586 : 12,038 

. 4,14.5 : 12.642 

Percent of total 

5.7 74.1 
4.1 71.5 
7·,4 62.3 

. 14.9 59.6 
18.5 55.9 

17 .9 46.8 
22.5 68.6 

Total 

40,441 
54,338 
55,674 
66 ,477 
93,125 

25,631 
18 ,417 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

100.0 
100.0 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in resp_onse to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Conunission. These data are from a sample covering 
between 76 and 86 percent of total imports during 1979-83. 
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As shown in the following tabulation, commercial landings in the United 
States. except landings in Puerto Rico and American Samoa, declined by 24 
percent during 1979-83, but landings in Puerto Rico and American Samoa 
increased by 113 percent (in thousands of pounds, round-weight): 

Year 

1979--~---~-----: 

1980------------: 
1981------------: 
1982------------: 
1983-------~----: 

Atlantic, Gulf, 
and Pacific coasts, 

and Hawaii 

364,476 
399,432 
341,149 
261,409 
278,692 

Puerto Rico and 
American Samoa 

143,67~ 

100,606 
148,729 
211,679 
307,298 

Total 

Source: Fisheries of the United States, April 1984, National Marine 
Fisheries Service. 

Cannery receipts 

508,152 
500,038 
489,878 
473,088 
585,990 

As shown in table 17, both U.S.-flag landings and imports of raw tuna 
received by California canneries fell from 282,000 short tons (564 million 
pounds) in 1979 to 186,000 short tons (372 million pounds) in 1983, or by 34 
percent. During the same period, landings in and imports into American Samoa 
and Hawaii increased by 41, percent from 81,000 short tons (162 million 
pounds) to 115,000 short tons (230 million pounds). Landings and imports in 
Puerto_ Rico declined slightly during 1979-83. Total U.S. cannery receipts 
increased from 1979 to 1980 but then fell by 18 percent over the next 2 years 
before increasing slightly in 1983. 

The U.S. processors reduced their purchases of the imported raw tuna 
during 1979-83 while maintaining or increasing the quantity of raw tuna landed 
by u.s.-flag vessels. In 1983, the U.S. processors' purchases of raw tuna 
from U.S.-flag vessels exceeded their purchases of imported frozen tuna. 

The world catch of raw tuna 

. The catch of raw tuna by the principal tuna-catching nations of the world 
for 1978 through 1981 (the latest year ·for which data are available) is shown 
in table 15. About 80 percent of the world catch is used for canning; the 
remainder is used for dried fish production or consumed as fresh fish. During 
1978-81, Japan was by far the largest of the tuna-catching nations, but its 
catch dropped from 1.6 billion to 1.4 billion pounds, or by 14 percent. Japan 
is the largest supplier of raw tuna to the United States. The United States 
and Japan are also the largest tuna-canning·nations (based on 1980 Food and 
Agriculture Organization (FAO) data) followed by Italy, Spain, Taiwan, and the 
Philippines. The United States, which ~ormally has imported about one-half of 
its raw tuna requirements, used about 1.2 billion pounds of raw·fish for· 
canning in 1980, nearly one-third of the world catch, whereas Japan used about 



Table 17 .--Cannery receipts of raw tuna: U.S. flag ve<isels' dumestical.Ly landed and 
imported raw tuna, by species and by cannery location, 1979-83 

(In short tons) 

Species 
1979 

U.S. flag: 
Albacore-------------: 6,913 : 
Skip jack-------------: 56,760 : 

1980 

7,691 : 
87,281 : 

I 
California 

1981 

14,102 : 
63,308 : 

Yellowfin 1/---------: 111,727 : 98,610 : 85,583 : 
Total---=----------: 175,400 : !93,582 : 162,993 : 

Imported: 2/ : : : : 
Albacore=-------~-----: 13,312 : 11,485 : 14,598 : 
Skip jack--------------: 68,490 : 77 ,413 : 50,766 : 
Yellowfin 1/----------: . 24,79l : 16,280 : 19,349 : 

Total---=-----------:-ro&,593 : 105,178 : 64,713 : 

19.82 1983 

5,099 : 9,434 : 
56,167 : 58,521 : 
79,584 : 66,703 : 

140,850 : 134,658 : 
: : 

11,115 : 5,616 : 
37,t08 : 41,450 : 

8,174 : 4,415 : 
56,397 : 51,461 : 

American Samoa/Hawaii 

1979 1980 1981 1982 

1,602 : 388 : 754 : 1,866 .: 
7,881 : 12,105 : 20,571 : 26,598.: 

658 : 1,913 : 14,534 : 13,924 ~ 
10,141.: 14,406 : 35,859 : 421388 : 

: : : : 
22,859 : 25,091 : 28,643 : 22,814 : 
32,599 : 27,231 : 21,424 : 8,729 : 
15,855 : 19,600 : 19,943 : 9,637 : 
71,313 : 72,122 : 70,010 : 41,160 : 

1983 

l,032 
54. 911 
23,297 
79,240 

17, 134 
9,182 
9,667 

35,983 
Grand total-~-------: 261,993 : 298,760 : 247,706 : 197,247 : 186,139 : 81,454 : 66,528 :105,869 : 83,568 : 115,223 

Puerto Rico : Total 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1979 1960 .. 1981 : 1982 : 1983 

U.S. flag: 
Albacore-'------------: 12 : 19 : 2 : - : 4 : 6,527 : 8,098 : 14,658 : 6,965 : 10,470 
Skipjack-------------: 29,503 : 15,781 : 13,950 : 19,669 : 41,608 : 94,144 :115,167 : 97,829 :102,454 : 155,040 
Ycllowfin 1/---------: 29,765 : 18,693 : 26,049 : 25,229 : 30,044 : 142,150 :119,216 :126,166 :118,737 : 120,044 

Total-=----------:~280 : 34,493 : 40,00l : 44,918 : 71,656 : 244,821 :242,481 :238,853 :228,156 : 285,554 
Imported: 

Albacore--------------: 52,063 : 46,149 : 44,056 : 60,670 : 50,105 
Skipjack-------------- 87,898 : 105,076 : 115,819 : 81,270 : 84,676 
Yellowfin 1/---------- 33,713 : 38,382 : 44,296 : . 32,973 : 24,250 

Total---=----------- 173,674 : 189,607 : 204,171 : !74,913 : 159,031 
Grand total--------- 232, 954: 224,100 ; 244,172 : 219,831 23o~t1s1 

88,234 
168,987 

74,359 
j51,560 

: 82,725 
:209,720 
: 74,462 
:366,907 

596,401 :609,368 

: 87,297 
:166,009 
: 83,586 
:356,894 
: 59r;747 

: 94,599 
:127,107 
: 50,764 
:272,490 
:500,646 

72,855 
135,306 

38,332 
246,495 
532;0~ 

l/ Includes bigeye, blackfin, and bluefin tuna. 
2/ Includes only imported tuna destined for U.S. canneries; excludes tuna importl!d as flakes, tuna not fit for human 

consumption, and "sushi"-grade tuna. 

Source: NOAA, NMFS, Statistics and Market News, Southwest Region. 

Note. --This data will not match national figures as reported in "Fisheries of the United States." 

:x> 
I 
~ 
w 
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220 million pounds. Thus, the FAO concludes that the serio~s weakening in 
consumer demand for canned tuna in the United States in 1980.and 1981 in 
conjunction with the then prevailing economic recession, resulted in reduced 
requirements for frozen Craw) tuna for canning and seriously affected the raw 
tuna industry worldwide. Accordingly, the FAO data show that the world catch . 
of tuna declined irregularly from 4.0 billion pounds in 1978 to 3.7 billion 
pounds in 1981, or by about 9 percent (table 18). 

Table 18.--Tuna: Catch of raw fish by the principal tuna-catching !I 
nations of the world, 1978-81 £1 

Countries 1978 1979 1980 . . . 
Japan---------------------: 1,596t130· . 1,565,266 1,582,903 . . 
United States-------------: 555,559 . . 480,603 498,240 . . 
Republic of Korea---------: 306,439 275,575 242,506 
Philippines---------~-----: 213,846 207,232 174,16~ 
Spain-------------~-------: 220,460 211,642 218,255 
Mexico-----------..;. ________ :. 57,320 70,547 74,956 
France--------------------: 165,345 141,094 158,.731 
Indonesia-----------------: 103,616 134,481 241,236 
Maldives------------------: 39,683 48,501 61, 729 
Bew Guinea----------------: 108,025 59,524 74,956 
Solomon Island------------: 37,478 52,910 48,501 
Sri Lanka-----------------: 35,274 28,660 35,274 
Eeuador-------------------: 52,910 74,956 59,524 
Australia-----------------: 26,455 24,451 30,864 
Ivory Coast---------------: 35,274 28,660 35,274 
Ghana---------------------: 8,818 . 11,023 13,228 
All other l/--------------: 467.375 341.713 359.350 

Total-----------------: 4,030,009 3,758,843 3,838,209 . . 
!I Albacore, yellowfin, skipjack, bigeye, and bluefin only. 
£1 Data for 1982 and 1983 are not available. 

1981. 

1,366,852 
489,421 
231,483 
211,642 
167 ,550 
160,936 
138,890 
134,481 
57,320 .. 52,910 
48,501 
35,274 
44,092 
39,683 
35,274 
33,069 

405.646 
3,664,045 

l/ Includes Algeria; Angolia, Comoros, Cape Verde, Libya, Mauritania, 
Mauritius, Morocco, St. Helena, Senegal, Seychelles, Republic of South Africa, 
Tanzania, Bermuda, Canada, CUlsa, Dominican Republic, Brasil, Peru, Uruguay, 
Venezuela, Pakistan, Singapore, Turkey, United Arab Emirates, Yeman Arab 
Republic, Denmark, West Germany, Italy, Malta, Norway, Poland, Portugal, 
Romania, SWeden, Yugoslavia, Cooks Island, Kiribati, New Zealand, Pacific 
Island, and Samoa. 

Source: Food and Agriculture Organiz~tion, Yearbook of Fishery Statistics. 
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U.S. processors' inventories 

Total U.S. processors' yearend inventories of canned tuna increased from 
191 million pounds in 1979 to 246 million pounds in 1981 but then declined 
over the next 2 years to 180 million pounds in 1983 (table 19). The increase 
in inventories in 1981 has been attributed to the increase in pr.ices for 
canned'tuna in 1980 and 1981 and the subsequent consumer reluctance to 
purchase the product. As table 20 shows, total inventories, as a share of 
total shipments, grew from 30 percent in 1979 to 34 percent in the following 
year, and then rose further to 41 percent in 1981. Inventories then declined 
over the next 2 years to 29 percent in 1983. 

Employment 

Industrywide employment in the United States, hours worked, and wage data 
for 1979-83 are presented in tables 21-23. Table 21 presents aggr~gate data 

·for all U.S. locations. 11 Table 22 provides breakouts of employment, hours 
worked, and average wages for operations in (1) the continental United States, 
(2) Puerto Rico, and (3) American Samoa. Table 23 presents similar.data on a 
company-by-company basis. 

Average employment and total hours worked by production and related 
workers producing canned tuna at all reporting establishments declined 
irregularly between 1979 and 1983, but total wages increased, as shown in,. 
table 21. Average employment increased from 14,668 workers in 1979, tq 14,906 
workers in 1980 and then decreased during the next 3 years to 13,397 workers 
in 1983 .. Hours wo.rked in canned tuna production declined irregularly from 
25.7 million in 1979 to 21.7 million in 1982 before recovering to 24.0 million 
in 1983. However, the 1983 employment level was 6.5 percent lower than that 
recorded in 1979. Total wages paid to production and related workers in 
tuna-processing operations increased from $110.7 million in 1979 to $127.4 
million in 1981 and then fell to $120.3 million in 1982 before rising to 
$131. 8 million in 1983. Fringe benefits paid to these workers rose steadily 
from $24.2 million in 1979 to $29.1 million in 1983. 

Although total employment and hours worked in canned tuna production have 
decreased irregularly during the 5-year period, trends have varied widely, by 
locations and by firms, as shown in tables 22 and 23. Employment in the 
continental United States and Puerto Rico declined between 1979 and 1983. 
However, employment in American Samoa increased steadily -throughout the 5-year 
period. Average employment in the continental United States increased from 
* * * workers in 1979 to * * * workers in 1980 and then declined by * * * 
percent during the next 3 years to * * * workers in 1983. · The overall decline 
in employment in Puerto Rico during the.5-year period was*** percent. The 
average number of workers decreased steadily from * * * in 1979 to * * * in 
1982 and then recovered to * * * in 1983. However, employment in 
tuna-processing operations in American Samoa rose by * * * percent, from * * * 

l/ Persons engaged in canned tuna production consistently accounted for over 
9o-p~rcent of total employment at the reporting establishments. Therefore, 
trends in total employment, hours worked, and wages paid for all operations of 
the tuna-processing establislunents consistently moved in the same direction as 
the trends for the separate canned tuna operations. 
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Table 19.--Canned tuna: U.S. processors' yearend inventories. by types 
and by firms, 1979-83 

(In thousands of pounds) 

Tuna in water Tuna in oil 

Year and firm White 
meat 

Light 
meat 

White 
meat 

Light 
meat 

Total 
Total Total 

:· 
1979: 

Star-Kist-----: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Van Camp------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Bumble Bee----: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
C.H.B---------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Neptune-------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Mitsubishi----=~~~*-*-*---=:.-.~-*-*-*~.:....~~*-*-*--=-~~-*-*-*---==--~-*-*-*~.:....~-*~*-*.....:.~~-*-*-* 

Total---~---: 33.589 45.824 79.413 ~ 24.208 87.521 :111.729 :191.142 
1980: 

Star-Kist-----: 
Van Camp---~--: 
Bumble Bee----: 
C.H.B---------: 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 
*** *** '*** 

Neptune-------: *** *** *** *** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** : 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** ·Mitsubishi----: *** *** *** *** ~~~~-----~~~---~~~~-'-~~~---''--~~~-=-~~~~--~~~ 

Total-------: 33.426 65.197 98.623 17.885 92.856 :110.741 :209.364 
1981: 

Star-Kist-----: *** *** *** *** 
Van Camp------: *** *** *** *** 
Bumble Bee----: *** *** *** *** 
C.H.B---------: *** *** *** *** 
Neptune-------: *** *** *** *** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** Mitsubishi----: *** · *** *** *** ~~~~---~~~~-=-~~~~--~~~---=~~~~-=-~~~~--~~~ 

Total-------: 36,702 93,338 :130,040 21,662 94,317 :115,979 :246,019 
1982: 

Star-Kist-----: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Van Camp------: *** . *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Bumble Bee----: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
C.H.B---------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Neptune-------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Mitsubishi----=~~~*-*-*---"=--~-*-*-*~-=-~~*-*-*--=-~~-*-*-*---"=--~-*-*-*~.:....~~*-*-*.....:.~~-*-*-* 

Total-------: 47.427 71.926 :119.353 25,188 54.934 80.122 :199.475 
1983: 

Star-Kist-----:_ 
Van Camp------: 
Bumble Bee----: 
C.H.B---------: 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** *** ~** *** 
*** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

Neptune-------: *** *** *** · : *** *** *** *** 
Hitsubishi----=~~~*-*-*---==--~-*-*-*~-=-~~*-*-*-·-=--~~*-*-*---==--~-*-*-*~.:.-~~*-*-*.....:.·~~-*-*-* 
. Total-------: 30,032 75,28~ :105.313 : 18.474 56,693 75.167 :180.4~0 

. Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questio~naires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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Table 20.--Canned tuna: ·u.s.· processc:>rs' inventories, 
by types~ as of Dec.· 31 of 1979-83 

Item 1979 1980 1981 1982 

'' 
Quantity (1,000 pounds, net weight) 

Tuna in water: 
White meat---------: 33,589 33,426 36,702 47,427 

1983 

30,032 
45 ~:824 65,197 93 .• 338 71,926 75,281 Light meat- - - - - -c- -'- :---==-"-='~~-__....:;...&.--.."'--"'-----'~--...=---------..;....;::~="--"----'-''""'""= 

Total, tuna in 
water----------: 

Tuna in oil: 
White meat---------: 

·79,413 98,623 

24,208 17,885 

130,040 119,353 105,313 

21,662.: 25,188 18,474 
87,521 92,856 94,317 54,934 56,693 Light meat---------: __ ---. ......... ~---------~------------------""""'"'--------"""-'~-----------.......-----

Total, tuna in 
111,729 110,741 115,979 80,122 75,167 oil------------: ======================================:=::::::::========== 191,142 209,364 246,019 199,475 180,480 . Grand total-- - - - - : --= ......... --=--=-------=--~""--"---------=-----"'"""-'~------"-----"-'"--------------------------

Ratio of inventories to shipments (percent) 

Tuna in water: 
White meat---------: 42.6 38.5 43.6 57 .9 29.3 
Light meat-_.:..:. _____ : 28:4 32.5 38.7 27.1 26.5 

.Total, tuna in : 
water----·------: 33.1 34.3 40.0 34.4 27.2 

Tuna in oil: 
White meat---------: 47 .2 41.0 61.1 81.3 51. 9 
Light meat--------'-": 26;0 32.A 38.2 24.9 27.1 

Total, tuna in 
. oil---:---.--'-c..:· __ :·· · 28.8 3l.5 41.1 31.9 30.7 

Grand total-·-----: 30.4 33.9 40.5 33.3 28.6 
' . 

Source: Compiled f rorn data submitted 
. 

questionnaires of the in respon.se to 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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Table 21.-Average number of workers employed in the reporting establishments 
producing canned tuna, hours worked by production and related workers for 
all products and for canned tuna, !I and wages and fringe benefits paid 
to them, 1979-83 

Location 1979 

Average number employed in the: 
reporting establishments: : 

All persons---------number--: 15,831 
Production and related------: 

workers producing-- : 
All products--------number--: 
Canned tuna-----------do----: 

15,299 
14,668 ·: 

Hours worked by production and: 
related workers 
producing--

All products---1,000 hours--: 
Canned tuna-----------do----: 

Wages paid to production and 
related workers 
producing--

All products-1,000 dollars-·-: 
Canned tuna-----------do----: 

Value of fringe benefit~ pro
vided to production and 
related workers: 

1,000 dollars--: 

27,588 
25,661 

119,774 
110,741 

24,220 

: 

1980 

16,498 

15,902 
14,906 

24,986 
23,648 

130,154 
120,458 

25,499 

1981 

15,385 

14,863 
14,581 

25,152 
23,888 

1982 

15,050 

14~556 
13,436 

23,000 
21,733 

137,451 :131,970 
127,401 :120,322 

25,936 26,470 

1983 

14,749 

14,239 
13,3S7 

25,320 
23,981 

143,100 
131,806 

29,147 

!I Includes operations ~~ the continental United States, Puerto Rico, and 
American Somoa. 

Source: Compiled from ,d~ta submitted in response to questionnail-es of the 
U.S. International Trade .Commission. 
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Table 22 . .:..-Average' emplo:Yment, hours worked. average hourly wages, and worker 
productivity, for production and related workers employed by U.S. firms in 
canned-tuna-processing operations, by areas, 1979-83 

Location 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

Production and related workers (number) 

Continental United States-----: 
Puerto Rico--~----------------: 
American Samoa---------·-------: 

Total--~------------------i 

Continental United States-----: 
Puerto Rico-~-----------------: 
Americ.an Samoa-----------------:. 

Total---~-----------------: 

Continental Uriited States and 
·Puerto Rico-------------------: 
American.Samoa----------------: 

T()t.al--------.-------------: 

*** 
*** 
*** 

14.668 

***' 
*** 
*** 

25.661 

*** 
*** 
*** 

~4.32 

.. . 

: 

*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 
·*** *** *** 

14.906 14.581 13.445 

Hours worked (thousands) 

*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 

23.648 23.888 21. 733 

Average hourly wages 11 

*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 

~5.09 ~5.33 ~5.54 

*** 
*** 
*** 

13.397 

*** 
*** 
*** 

23.981 

*** 
'*** 
. ***. 

~5.50 

Average output per worker hour (pounds) 

Continental United States and 
Puerto Rico-----------------: *** *** *** *** *** 

American Samoa----------------: *** *** *** *** *** ·• 

Total----~----------------: 22.7 26.1 26.4 24.9 24.8 

. : :· !I Fringe benefits are not included . 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 

Note.--Continental U.S. includes data for Hawaii. Because of rounding 
figures may not add to the totals shown. 
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Table 23.--Average employment, hours worked, and average hourly wages of 
production and related workers employed in canned tuna-processing 
operations in all U.S. l~cations, by firms, 1979-83 

Firm 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

Production and related workers (number) 

Star-Kist-------------: *** *** *** *** 
C.H.B---~-------------: *** *** *** *** 
Van Camp--------------: *** *** *** *** 
Neptune----------~----: *** *** *** *** 
Mitsubishi------------: 1/ *** !/ *** !I *** !I *** 
Bumble Bee--------_:.., __ : *** *** *** *** 

Total-------------: 14,668 14,906 14,581 13,445 

Hours worked (thousands) 

Star-Kist-------------: *** *** *** *** 
C.H.B-------~---------: *** *** *** *** 
Van Camp--------------: *** *** *** *** . .. 
Neptune---~-----------: *** *** *** *** 
Mitsubishi------------: !I *** !I *** *** *** 
Bumble Bee------------: *** *** *** *** 

Total-------------: 25.661 23.648 23.888 21.733 

Average hourly wages '1=/ 

Star~Kist-------------: *** *** *** *** 
C.H.B-----------------: *** *** *** *** 
van Camp--------------: *** *** *** *** 

»·Neptune---------------: *** *** 1cllc1c *** 
Mitsubishi------------: 'J/ *** 'J/ *** *** *** 
Bumble Bee------------: *** *** *** *** 

Average-----------: f4.32 f5.09 f5.33 f5.54 

!I Mitsubishi did not begin its processing operations until 1981. 
~I Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown. 
11 Fringe benefits are not included. 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

!I *** 
*** 

13,397 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

23.643 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

f5.so 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response.to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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workers .in 1979 to * * * workers in 1983. Trends in total hours worked in the 
continential United States, Puerto Rico, and American Samoa generally 
paralleled trends in average employment in those areas during 1979-83, as 
shown in table 22 . 

. Average hourly wages in all U.S. locations increased steadily between 
1979 and 1983, although actual wage levels and the extent of the increase vary 
widely for different locations. The average hourly wage rate per worker for 

-all U.S. locations increased by 27 percent, from $4.32 per hour in 1979 to 
$5.50 per hour in 1983. The hourly wage in the continential United States has 
conststently been far higher than wages in either Puerto Rico or American 
Samoa, and the differences have been increasing. !/ Between 1979 and 1983, 
wages in the continental United states increased by 37 percent, from * * * to 
* * * per hour. During this period, Puerto Rican wages increased by 
36 percent, from * * * to * * * per hour. In American Samoa, where employment 
in canned tuna production increased significantly during 1979-83, hourly wages 
rose by * * * percent, from * * * per hour in 1979 to * * * per hour in 1983. 
In 1983, the hourly wage rate in American Samoa was less than * * * of the 
continental U.S. wage level. * * *· 

Data presented in table 22 also indicate that productivity in 
tuna-canning operations, as measured by pounds of tuna processed per employee 
hour, increased irregularly by 9 percent between 1979 and 1983. The combined 

·output per worker-hour at all locations rose from 22.7 pounds in 1979 to 26.4 
pounds in 1981 and then declined during the next 2 years to 24.8 pounds in 
1983. Levels of productivity in American Samoa were lower than levels for 
combined continental U.S. and Puerto Rican operations between 1980 and 1982, 
althou~h the difference was small, as shown in table 23. 

* * * *· 

Wages have also varied widely among the six major U.S. processors, as 
shown in table 23. C.H.B., which cans tuna only in California, has 
consistently recorded * * * hourly wage levels, ranging from a low of * * * in 
1979 to a high of * * * in 1983. Wages paid by Neptune and Mitsubishi have 
generally been * * * than hourly wages paid by the other four producers, 
except in 1982, when Mitsubishi's wages averaged * * * 

11 * * * 
'!:_/ * * * 
v * * * 
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Exports 

Only * * * had significant exports of canned tuna during 1979-83. As 
shown in the following tabulation, total exports of canned tuna were over 
***pounds per year during 1981-83 (in thousands of pounds): 

January-March--
company 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

. 1983 1984 . . 
* * *------------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
* * *------------: *** *** *** . . • *** *** *** *** 
* * *------------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 

Total--------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 

* * *, * * *, and * * * are * * *'s principal export markets for canned 
tuna. 

Financial experience of U.S. processors 

Six U.S. processors of canned tuna, which accounted for almost all U.S. 
production of canned tuna in 1983, provided separate income-and loss data on 
their operations producing canned tuna for human consumption. They also 
provided data on the overall operations of their establishments in which 
canned tuna is produced. For four of the six reporting firms; net sales of 
canned tuna for human consumption accounted for over 90 percent of their 
establishment sales. The Conunission generally requests and uses total 
establishment income-and-loss data whenever the net sales of the product which 
is the subject of the investigation represent 85 percent or more of the total 
net sales of all products produced in the establishment. 

In discussions with processors, it was generally agreed that tuna for 
pets and certain other tuna products are byproducts of the production of tuna 
for human consumption. !I Fishmeal is derived from the remaining scrap of the 
tuna. From the accounting viewpoint, because of problems with respect to · 
allocating the cost of raw tuna, which is the major cost; between (1) canned 
tuna for human consumption and (2) tuna for pets, other tuna products, and 
fishmeal, the net proceeds £1 of byproducts and scrap should generally be 

!I At the hearing, counsel for the petitioners testified that pet ~ood 
operations are entirely distinct from operations which produce tuna for human 
consumption and, further, that pet. food is not sold in the same channels of 
distribution, nor is it meant for the same.end-use customers. Largely on that 
basis, it·was co~tended that pet food constitutes a very separate and distinct 
industry (transcript of the bearing~ pp. 137 and 138). It should be noted, 
however, that the raw fish is harve~ted by the same vessels, and the same 
macbinery and assembly line workers handle the fish at least until it. is 
separated into that for human consumption and that for pet food. 

£1.Het proceeds are the revenues received from the sales of byproducts less 
additional processing costs incurred to prepare byproducts to salable form. · 
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treated as reductions in the cost of the main product (tuna for human 
consumption). !I Byproducts are incidental items that accompany production of 
the major product(s). This processing would not be performed solely to 
produce the byproducts. * * *--seems to be more representative of their 
financial experience than their operation on canned tuna for human 
consumption. These data, along with data from the other two firms CC***), 
on their operations on canned tuna for human consumption) are presented in 
table 24. * * * data for canned tuna for human consumption include the pet 
food and f isluneal as a byproduct as its data represent the total operations of 
its manufacturing tuna processing plant. Mitsubishi started its Ponce, P.R. 
operations in * * * 1981, when it purchased the ongoing plant of sun Harbor 
Caribe CWestgate,Corp'). Mitsubishi's total·estabiislunent data*** 

C.H.B.'s net sales of tuna for human consumption represent about 
***percent of.total industry's net sales during 1979-83 and accounted for 
about * * * percent "of· its total establislunent s·ales in 1979 and 1980, and for 
about * * * percent during 1981-83. * * * 

Total net sales of canned tuna for all producers increased by 
27.0 percent from $1.0 billion in 1979 to $1.3 billion: in 1981 and then 
declined to $1.2 billion in 1982 and 1983 or by 11 percent. * * * 

Operating income on canned tuna operations, increased in absolute dollars 
by 9.3 percent ~rom $73.9 million in 1979 to $80.8 million· in 1980. However, 
the return on net sales remained at 7.2 percent for both of those years. ·In 
1981, operating income declined by 21.0 percent to $63.8 million, or 
4.9 percen~ of net sales, despite increasing sales. Operating income declined 
sharply to $2.3 million in 1982, W'hen it was equivalent to only 0.2 percent of 
net sales. In 1.983 U. s·. processors of. canned tuna earned . an aggregate 
operating income of $32.3 million, or·2.8 percent of net sales,-representing 
an improvement over that in 1982 but substantially below the level of 7.2 
percent experienced in 1979 and in 1980. 

The cost of goods sold, as a share of net sales, increased from about 
83 percent in 1979 to a peak of 89.1 percent in 1982, .when. the· industry 
reported a meager operating income, and then declined to 85.5 percent in 
1983. This trend in the cost of goods sold resulted in a gross profit margin 
ranging from a high of 17.7 percent in 1980 to a low of 10.9 percent in 1982. 
General, selling, and administrative expenses in relation to total net sales 
averaged about 10.1 percent during 1979-81 and then increased to 10.7 percent 
in 1982 and 11.7 percent in 1983. 

Net interest expense increased from $15.3 million (1.5 percent ~f net 
sales) in 1979 to $42.9 million (3.6 percent of net sales) in 1982 and then 
aeclineci to :j:l7.H million (2.4 percent of net sales) in 1983. Bumble Bee*** 

!/ Bumble B.ee stated in its questionnaire response--

* * * * * 
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Item 

Table 24.--Income-and-loss experience of U.S. processors on their canned tuna 
operations, by firms, accounting years 1979-83 

Trade 
sales 

'lntercompany 
: transfers 

Total 
net 

sales 
' 

Cost of 
goods 
sold 

Gro!lS 
: profit or 

(loss) · 

General, 
:selling, and:Operating 

adminis- :income or 
trative : (loss) 
expenses 

Interest 
income or 

(expenses) 
net 

--------------------------------~l,000 dollars-----------------------------------------------
1979: 

Bumble Bee 1/------------: 
C.H.B---·---=--------------: 
Neptune------------------: 
Van Camp~---------------: 

***' 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

Star-Kise------------~--: 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** *** . *** . *** 

Total or average-------: 
1980: 

lJ68-;-07iO 59,657 :l,027,697 : 852,53j 

Bumble Bee 1/------------: *** : *** ..... 
C.H.B-------=-------------: *** : *** : *** 
Neptune----:--------------: *** : *** : *** 
Van Camp-----------------: *** : *** : *** 
Star-Kiel----------------: *** : *** : *** 

.... 
*** 
*** 
*** 
••• 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

rfs,164 

*** 
••• 
*** 
*** 
*** 

Total or average-------: 1,044,027 : 71,664 :1,115,691 9n-;-861:19-1-;-530 
1981: 

Bumble Bee 1/------------: *** 
C.H.B-------=-------------: *** 
Neptune------------------: *** 

*** 
*** 
••• 

..... 
••• 
*** 

*** 
*** 
••• 

Van Camp-----~-----------: *** : *** : *** : *** 
Star-Kist----------------: *** : *** : *** : *** 

Total or average----~--: 1,226,878 : 80,602 :l,307,480 : l,112,889 
1982: 

Bumble Bee 1/------------: *** • *** • 
C.H.B-------=-------------: *** *** · 
Mitsubishi 3/-------j----: *** · *** ' 
Neptune-----=-------------: *** *** ·. 
Van Camp-----------------: *** : *** : 

*** 
*** 
••• ••• 
••• 

: 

Star-Kist 4/-------------: *** : *** : *** : *** . 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

194,'"591 

••• 
*** 
*** 
*** 
• •• 
• •• 

Total or-average-------: 1,116,128 : 85,965 :1,202,093 : 1,071,367 ·--
1983: : : : . 

uu,-126 

Bumble Bee l/~----------: *** • *** • *** 
C.H.B-------=-------------: *** • *** • *** 
Kitsubisht--------------·-: *** • *** • *** 

.. 

Neptune------------------: *** • *** • 

••• 
••• 
*** 
*** 
*** 

***·: 
Van Camp-----------------: *** : *** : . ••• 
Star-Kist 3/-----------.,.-: *** : *** : *** : *** . ••• 

Total or-average-------: 1,036,963 : 121,040 : l,lSB,003: 990,434 ··-J.01,569 

·See footnotes ·at end of table. 

: 
***·: *** : *** 
*** : *** : *** 
*** : *** : *** 
*** : *** : *** 
*** : *** : *** 

Uff,224 : 73,940 : (15,332) 
: : 

*** ·: *** : *** 
*** : *** : *** 
*** : *** : *** 
*** : *** : *** 
*** : ***·: *** 

117 ,047 : 80,783 : (19,935) 
: : 

*** : *** : *** 
*** : *** : *** 
*** : *** : *** 
*** : *** : *** 
*** : *** : *** 

no, 79s : 63,796 : (39,098) 
: : 

*** : *** : *** 
*** : *** : *** 
*** : *** : *** 
• •• : *** : *** 
*** : *** : *** 
*** : *** : *** 

ff8,407 : 2,319 : (42,943) 
: : 

••• : *** : *** 
*** : *** : *** 
*** : *** : *** 
*** : *** : *** 
*** : *** : *** 
*** : *** : *** 

135,276 : 32,293 : (27,761) 

> 
I 

Vi 
~ 
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Table 24.--Income-and-loss experience of U.S. processors on their canned tuna 
operations, by firm, accountit1g years 1979-83-;'-Continued 

·! 

: cas·h flow :Net income :Depreciation ·= (deficit) 
Ratio to total net sales--

Other 
income 

{expense) 
:(loss) be- : and : from 
:fore iocome:amortization :operations 
: taxes. : · · 

General, 
:selling, and : Cost of 
:administrative: good.sold 

expenses 

Gross 
profit 

(lose) 

Pretax 
income 

·{loss) 

: Operating 
: income 
; {loss) 

-------------------1,000 dollars--------------- ------~-------------------Percent------~--------------
1979: 

Bumble Beu 1/------------: 
C.H.B.-----=-------------: 
Neptune------------------: 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
••• 

.... 
*** 
*** 

.... 
••• 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

• •• 
••• 
• •• 

••• 
*** 
*** 

Van Ca111p-----------------: *** : ••• : ••• : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Star-Kist----------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : · *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 

Total or average-------: (3,902): 54,706 : 16,561 : 71,267 : 9.9 : 83.0 : 17.o·: 5.3 : 7.2 
1980: : : : : . : : : : : 

Bumble Bee 1/------------: ••• : ••• : *** : *** : *** : *** : *•• : *** : *** 
C.H.B-------=-------------: *** : *** : *** :·: *** : *** : *** : ***· : *** : *** 
Neptune------------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** ·: *** : *** : *** : *** 
Van Camp-----------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : ••• : *** : ••• 
Star-Kist----------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 

Total or average-------: 1,004: 61,852 : 16,583: 78,435: io.5: 82.l: 17.7: 5.5: 7.2 
1981: : : : : ': : : : 

Bumble Bee 1/------------: *** : *** :: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
C.H.B-------=-------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Neptun.,------------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Van Cawp-----------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Star-Kist----------------: *** : *** : *** :. *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

Total or average-------: 3,528 : 28,226 : 18,608 : 46,834 : 10.0 : 85.l : 14.9 : 2.2 : 4.9 
1982: : : : : 

Bumble Bee 1/------------: 2/ *** : *** : *** : *** 
C.H.B-------=-------------: - *** : *** : *** : *** 
Mitsubjshi 3/------------: *** : *** : *** : *** 
Neptune-----=-------------: *** : *** : *** : *** 
Van Camp-----------------: *** : *** : *** : *** 
Star-Kist :,/-------------: *** : *** : *** : *** 

Total or-average-------: (133,692): (172,316): 17,992 : (154,324): 
1983: 

Bumble Bee 1/--~---------: 
C.H.B-------=-------------: 
Mitsubishi---------------: 
Neptune------------------: 
Van Camp-----------------: 

y *** 
*** ••• 
"*" *** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
••• 
*** 
*** 
*** 

10.7 

*** 
••• 
**" 
*** 
*** 
*** 

89.1 

••• 
••• 
••• 
••• 
••• ••• 

1.0.9 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

(14.3): 

. ... 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
0.2 

Star-Kist 4/-------------=~~~~~~-~~ ....... -....-....-~~~~...-.~~~~......,.....,..-~~~~--.-~...-~~~~~~~~~ ...... -.-~~--,..,.--....~~~,,....,.-
Total or-average-------: (11,351): (6,819): 18,107 :· 11,288: 11.7 : 85.5: 14.5 : (0.6): 2.8 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** *** 

"** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*"* 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
••• 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
••• 

*** 
*** 
*** ••• 
••• 
• •• 

'ff1'1'* 
2! • * *· 
J/ * * A 

"F,_1••., 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. Internutional Trade Commission. 

:r
~ 
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* * * * * * * * 

* * * * * * * * 

* * * * * * * * 
The industry reported a positive cash flow generated from canned tuna 

operations ranging from a low of $11.3 million in 1983 to a high of 
$78.4 million in 1980 and a negative cash flow of $154.3 million in 1982. 
Four firms reported operating losses in 1Q82, two firms, in 1983 and 1981, and 
one firm, in 1979. 

Some concern was expressed by the petitioners at the public hearing !I in 
response to the question asked by Commissioner Lodwick with respect to 
considering the activities of pet food in view of the fact that pet food is 
one of the products coming out of the canneries. The appropriate ·course for 
the Commission according to petitioners counsel would be to ailocate costs 
between pet food and tuna for human consumption rather than iooking at overall 
profitability on all product lines. Counsel for the respondents objected to 
this division of profitability, * * *· 

Hence, the income-and-loss data for U.S. producers' operations producing 
canned tuna only for human con8umption are presented in table 25. Total net 
sales of canned tuna only for human consumption, increased by 27 percent from 
$960. 7 million in 1979 to $1.2 billion in 1981 and then fell to $1.1 billion 
in 1982 and $1.07 bi.llion in 1983, an overall decline of 12.0 percent from the 
level of 1981. The trends for canned tuna for only human consumption 
operating income ratios are similar to those for canned tuna (including pet 
food) operations, (table 25), discussed earlier, increasing from $40.4 million 
(4.2 percent of net sales) in 1979 to $71.8 million (6.9 percent of net sales) 
in 1980, and then declining to $64.1 million (5.3 percent of net sales) in 
1981 and to $8.9 million (0.8 percent of net sales) in 1982. In 1983, 
operating income slightly increased to $13.5 million (1.3 percent of net · 
sales), still mucb ~elow the level of 1979 and 1980. 

!/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 137 and 138. 



Table 25.--Income-and-loee experience of U.S .. processors on their operations pruducing canned tuna 
· · for human consumptio~ only,· by firms; accounting years 1979-83 

Ite\D 
Trade 
sales 

:Intercompany 
· transfers 

Total 
net 

sales 

Cost of 
goods 
sold 

Groi;s 
:profit or 

(loss) 

General, 
:selling, and:Operating 

adminis- :income or 
crative : (loss) 
expenses 

Interest 
income or 
(expense) 

net 

1979: 
-------------------------------~--1,000-dollars-----------------------------------~-----------

Bumble Bee 1/------------: 
C.H.B---~--=-----~--------: 
Neptune Packing----------: 
Ralston Purlna-Van Camp--: 
Star-Kist----:..-----------: 

Total or average-------: 
1980; : 

•••• 
*** ••• 
***· 
*** 

*** ••• 
••• ••• 
*** 

*** 
*** • •• ••• 
*** 

1}1~22 : I 46,965 : 960,687 

*** ••• 
*** ••• 
*** 

lr3t~90-9 

*** : *** : *** 
*** : *** : *** 

-*** : *** : *** 
*** : *** : *** 

*** 
··~ ••• • •• 
*** *** . *** . *** 

f27,7f8; 87,333; 40,445: (15,160) 

Bumble Bee ~/--:..---------: *** :· *** : *** ··: "***.: *"* : *** : *** : *** 
C.H. B--------------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Neptune Packing-'---------: *** : *** : *"* : , *** : *"* : *** : *** : *** 
Ralston Purina-Van Camp--: *** : *** : *** : ·.. *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Star-Kist----------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** :· *** : *** 

Total or average-------: 980,608: 56,983 :1,037,591 : 864,265 : 173,326 : 101,477 : 71,849 : (19,266) 
1981: : : . : : : : : : 

Buuible B ... e 1/------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : ••• : *** : *** : *** 
C.H. B-------=-------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Neptune Packing----------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Ralston Purina-Van Camp--: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Star-Kist----------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : **·* : *** 

Total ur average-------: 1,154,268 : 65,737 :1,220,005 : 1,040,683 .: 179,322 : 115,217 : · 64,105 : (35,367) 
1982:· 

Bumble Bee 1/-.:.----------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
C.H. B-------=-------------: *** : *** : ••• : ·*** : *** : ***. : *** 
Mitsubishi 3/------------: · *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Neptune Packing----------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Ralston Purina-Van Camp--: *** : ***.: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Star-Kist 4/-------------: *** : *** : *** :· *** : *** : *** : *** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** ••• 

Total or-average-------: l,042,325 : 69,296 :l,lll,621 : 996,189 : 115,432 : 106,555 : 8,877 : (39,732) 
1983: : : : : : : : : 

Bumble Bee 1/------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : ·*** : *** 
C.H.»--.-----=-------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Mitsubishi---------------: *** : *** : *** : *** , "** : ••• : *** : *** 
Neptune .Packing----------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Ralston Pur lna.,-Van Camp--:.' *** : *** : *** :. *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Star-Kist 3/-------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 

Total or,...average-------: 971,310 : 101,843 :1,on·,153 : 942,210 : 130,943 : lf7,397 : 13,568 : (24,598) 

See footnotes at end of table. 

~ 
\Jl 
......i 



Table 25.--Income-and-loss experlence of U.S. processors on thel.r operatlons producing canned tuna 
for human consumption only, by firms,. accounting. years 1979-83--Continued 

Item 

1979: 

Other 
lncome or 
(expense) 

net 

:Net income 
: or (loss) 

before .. 
income 
taxes 

: Depreciation 
: and 
;amortization 

Cash flow 
of 

(deficit) 
• from 
; operations 

-------------------1,000-dolTars--------------

Ratio to total net sales--

General, 
:selling, and : Coat of 
:adminlstratlve: good·sold 

expeniies 

Gross : Pretax :operating 
. profit : lncome :income or 
;or (loss);or (loss); (loss) 

------""-------------------Percent-.--------------------

Bumble Bee 1/-----------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** *' *** 
C.H. B. _____ :: _____________ : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Neptune Packing----------: *** : *** : *** : · *** : *** : *** : ***. : *** : *** 
Ralston Purina-Van Camp--: 2/ *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Star-Kist----------------: - *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 

Totsl or average-------: (890): 24,395 : 11,799 : 36,204 : 9.1 : 86.7 : 13.3 : 2.5 : 4.2 
1980: 

Bumble Bee 1/------------: 
·C.H.B------::-------------: 
Neptune Packing----------: 
Ralston Purina-Van Camp--: 
Star-Kt st--.--------------: 

3/ 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

~·· *** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** ••• 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
•••• 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

Total or average-------:~~-1---,4~1~or.-:~~-5~3-,-9-9-3~:~~~1~2r,~4n9"5~:~-bl!-;819 : 9:-S ·s3. 3 : 16. 1 : r.-2-: - - -6-:-9 
1981: : : : : 

Bumble Bee :!_/------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** *' ••• 
C.H.B--------------------: *** : *** : *** : ***.: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Neptune Packing--.--------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Ralston Purina-Van Camp--: 2/ "*** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Star-Kist----------------: - *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : '*** : *** : *** 

Total or average-------: (l0,336): 18,402 : 14,421 : 33,633 : 9.4 : 85.3 : 14.7 : 1.5 : 5.3 
1982: 

Bumble Bee 1/---------~--: 

C.H.B------::-------------: 
Mitsubishi 4/------------: 
Neptune Packing----------: 
Ralston Purina-Van Camp--:2/ 
Star-Kist 5/-------------:-

Total or-average-------: 
1983: : 

1/ *** *** 
*** *** 

*** .. 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** : *** : *** : *** *** : .... : *** : ••• 
*** : *** : *** : *** 
*** : *** : *** : *** 

(30,813): (61,668): 13,871 : (50,099): 

Bumble Bee 1/-------------: 3/ *** : *** : *** : *** 
C.H.B------=-------------: - *** : *** : *** : *** 
Mitsubishi---------------: *** : ~** : *** : *** 
Neptune Packing·----------: *** : *** : *** : *** 
Ralston Purina-Van Camp--:2/ *** : *** : *** : *** 
Star-Kist 5/-------------:- *** : *** : *** : *** 

:· 
*** : *** : ••• :. ••• : ••• 
*** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
*** : ••• : *** : *** : ••• 
••• : *** : ••• : *** : *** 
*** : ••• : *** : ••• : *** 
*** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
9.6 : 89.6 : 10.4 : (5.5): 0.8 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
••• 

*** 
••• ••• 
~·· ••• 
• •• 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

Total or-average-------:---cf9,341): (50,393): 14,591 : (l9,__.,-=2"'8""'"4""")_: ____ L0;9 87.8 12.2 (4:7): 1.3 l,-.--.-•. 
"'2/ •• *· 
J/ • * *· ..,., * • * 
1.1 • * * 
Source: Compiled from data iiubmitted in responae to questionnaires of th,. U.S. Int • ..-natlonal TraJu Commission. 

:r-
\JI 
00 
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Investment in productive facilities 

Data provided by U.S. processors on their investment in productive 
facilities employed in the production of all products in their establishments 
and canned tuna are presented in table 26. 

Investment in their establishments within which canned tuna are produced, 
valued at original cost,· increased from $155.9 million in 1979 to 
$216.7 million in 1983, or by 39 percent. The book value of these facilities 
increased by $24.1 million during this period. Canned tuna investment 
increased by 35 percent, from $135.2 million in 1979 to $183.0 million in 
1983, valued at original cost. Tlle book value increased by $16.9 million from 
1979 to 1983. 

To provide an additional measure of profitability, the ratios of 
operating income or loss to original cost and book value of property, plant, 
and equipment are also presented in table 26. These ratios for both all 
products of the establishments and canned tuna followed the same trend as did 
the ratios ~f operating income or loss to net sales. Original cost and book 
value calculations are somewhat distorted by the time period during which the 
investments were made. 

Capital .expenditures.--All six major reporting firms furnished data 
relative to their capital expenditures for land and land improvements, 
buildings, and machinery and equipment used in the processing of all products 
of the reporting establishments and such expenditures ·employed in the 
processing of canned tuna. These data ~re presented in table 27. Overall 
establishment capital expenditures rose from $27.8 million in 1979 to 
$30.l ~illion in 1981 and then declined to $16.6 million: in 1983. * * * 
Without the capital expenditures of * * * in 1981, total capital expenditures 
reflect a downward trend each year during the period under investigation. 

Capital expenditures relative to canned tuna also peaked in 1981 in large 
part because of the investments made by * * * Such expenditures rose from 
$20.5 million in 1979, to $22.0 million in 1981, and then dropped to 
$14.l million in 1982 and $14.6 million in 1983. Except for capital 
expenditure in 1981, the majority of expenditures were for machinery and 
equipment during 1979-83. 



Table 26.--Investment in productive facilities and operating income or (loas} of U.S. processors}:_/ of canned tuna. by firms, accounting years 1979-83 

Investment ln property, plant, : - - -Operating 
and equipment : : income or (loss) Ratio of operating income or (loss} to--

Item ~p-roducts or-: canned t~na ---: Eatab-
establishment : :lisbment : Canned Establishment Canned tuna Net sales 

Original: Book : Original: Book : opera- : tuna 
cost : value : cost : value : tlons 

:Original : Book : Original : Book : Es-tsl>~canned 
cost : value : cost : value : liahment : tuna 

--------------------r;ooo-dOIIars:;....-----:._.------------ ---------------------------Percent-------------------------
1979: 

Buml>lee Bee-------------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Neptune----------------.;.-----: *** : *** : *** : *** 1 *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Van Camp-----------------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : ***- : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Ster-Kist--------------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 

Total or average---------: 155,884 : 111,610 : 135,183 : 99.095 : 67,509 : 34,0l4 : 43.3 : 60.5 : 25.2 : 34.3 : : 7.2 : . 3.9 
1980: : : : ·I 

Bumblee Bee--------------------: *** : *** : '*** :. *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Neptune------------------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : · *** : *** : *** : *** 
Van Camp-----------------------: *** : *** : *** 1 *** : *** : *** : *** : · *** : *** : *** 
Star-Kist---------------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

Total or average-----------: 172,167 : 117,791 : 147,459 : lol,977 : 79,814 : 70 1 880 : 46.4 : 67.8 : 48.l : 69.5 : 7.7 : 7.4 
J981: . 

Bumblee Bee-------------------~: 
Neplune------------------------: 
Van Camp--------------------.---: 
Star-Kiat------------•---------: 

Total or average----------~: 
1982: : 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

194--;-480 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

127,334 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

166,798 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

109,935 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 67,-2f5 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

67,534 

*** 
*** ••• 
*** 

34.6 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

52.8 
: 

*** 
·~· 
*** 
*** 

40.5 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

61.4 

. *** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
5.5 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
5.9 

Bumblee Bee--------------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *k* : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
H.ltsubishi'---------------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** :- *** : *** .: *** 
Neptune------------------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : -*** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
ilan Camp-----------------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : -- *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Star-Kist----------------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 

Total or average-----------: 211,386 : 139,061 : 178,233 : 118,918 : 5,379 : 11,937 : 2.5 : 8.6 : 6.7 : 10.0 : 0.5 : 1.2 
1983: : 

Bumblec Bee-------------.;.------: 
Mitsubishi---------------------: 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** . 

Neptune------------------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Van Camp----------------'-------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 
Star-Kist--------------------: *** : *** : *** : *** : *** 

Total or average-----------: 216,708 : 13,,736 : l82,991 1 115,974 : 32,029 

y * .~ •. 

*** *** :-
*** 
*** 
*** -· 

13,282 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** l4;ll 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

23.6 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to Queatio'nna:l,res of the U.S. J.nternational Trade Commies-ion •. 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 7.3 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

11.5 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
3.0 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 0 

~ 
0\-
0 
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Table 27.--Canned tuna: U.S. processors' capital expenditures for land 
and land improvements, building or leasehold improvements, and machinery 
and equipment, 1979-83 

Un thousands of dollars> ... 
It~ 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

All products of establish~ 
ment(s): : 
La.nd and· land improve-
. men ts--~-~----------------: 50 79 
Building and leasehold . 

improvements--------------: 2,107 3,201 .. 12,045 2,368 . 2,256 
Machinery and equipment-----: 25.663 21.291 18.024 16.894 14.316 

Total---------------------: 27,820 . 24,492 .30,069 19,341 16 ,572 
Canned tuna: !I .. : . 

Land and land improve- : 
ments---------------------: 50 79 

Building and leasehold 
improvements--------------: 1,193 2,100 11,632 2,218 1,579 

Machinery and equipment-----: 19.230 11 1 350 . 10.404 11 1 763 13.022 
Total----~----------------: 20,473 13,450 22,036 14,060 14,601 

!I Van Camp's data include * * *· 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnai~es of the 
U.S. International Trade·commission. 

Research and development expenditures.--Three U.S. processors' research 
and development expenses in connection with their canned tuna operations were 
compiled from questionnaire data and are presented in the following tabula
tion (thousands of dollars): 

Item 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

All canned tuna products------: 2,370 2,670 2,781 3,377 2,854 
Tuna in water-------------·----: 671 677 692 878 . 859 
Tuna in oil-------~-----------: 447 452 461 585 573 
Tuna otherwise· prepared-·------: 120 170 250 
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* * * * * * * 
Statements by u.s: processors on the effects of imports of canned tuna on 

their finn's growth, investment, and ability to raise capital.--Only 
Star-Kist, Bumble Bee, Mitsubishi and Neptune responded to this section of the 
que~tionnaire. U.S. processors C* * *) generally assert that imports of 
canned tuna have prevented expansion of their market shares and reduced the 
volume of sales in the private-label and institutional markets. Investments 
were made at * * *· With the recent large losses and poor cash flow, these 
firms were either unable to carry on their capital expansion programs or 
unable to obtain additional outside financing. One firm, * * * indicated that 
canned tuna imports * * * The questionnaire responses of the U.S. processors 
are presented below: 

$t~r-Kist: 

* * * * * * * 

* * * * * * * 

* * * * * * *· 

* * * * * * *· 

* * * * * * *· 

* * * * * * *· 

Neptune: 

* * * * * * 

Mitsubishi: 

* * * * * *· 

* * * * * * * 

Bumble Bee: 

* * * * * * *· 
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* * * *. * * * 

Financial experience of the U.S. purse seine fleet 

The majority of U.S. purse seine vessel operators provided separate 
income-and-loss data on their tuna-fishing operations. Commission 
questionnaires from these respondents accounted for 65 to 81 percent of the 
total U.S. purse seine fleet in 1979-83. !I All of the U.S. tuna processors 
provided income-and-loss. data on their purse seine vessels. 

Net sales of raw tuna by all of the reporting vessels increased sharply, 
from $114 million dollars in 1979 to $185 million .dollars in 1980. Thi;:; 
increase corresponds with the large increase in raw fish prices during the 
same period. The reporting vessels experienced continued increases in net 
sales of raw tuna from 1980 to 1982. However .• in 1983 net sales declined by 
6 percent from the 1982 level (table 28). 

The purse seine fleet experienced a loss before depreciation in all years 
during 1979-83 except 1980. Income before depreciation declined irregularly 
from a loss of $3.7 million in 1979 to a loss of $41 million in 1982. In 
1983, the purse seine fleet's loss was $14 million. 

The expansion of the fleet with new and bigger boats caused the capacity 
·Of the fleet to increase much more rapidly than did the number of boats. 
Sales of tuna by the fleet increased in each year from 1979 to 1982, and by 83 
percent over the 4-year period, as the number of boats increased by 
29 percent. Boat owners responding to the Commission's questionnaire reported 
that tuna sales peaked in 1982 at over $209 million and fell by over 6 percent 
in 1983 as the number of boats decreased by almost 9 percent. Income before 

.. taxes was negative in all 5 years of the investigation. Losses peaked along 
with the number of boats in 1982 at 34 percent of net sales and then fell to 
22 percent in 1983. The ratio of profit before depreciation to net sales is a 
positive 7 percent in 1980, but losses occurred in all other years, the worst 
being equal to 20 percent of net sales in i9S2; this ratio narrowed 
to 7 percent in 1983. 

Cost analysis of the U.S. purse seine fleet 

Table 29 provides an analysis of the cost structure of the U.S. purse 
seine fleet. As a share of total expenses, exclu~ing depreciation, fuel cost, 
transhipment fees (principally from the Western Pacific fishing area) and 
interest expenses show a significant upward trend. 

!I For 1982, 102 vessels reported, accounting for 81 percent of the fleet. 
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Table 28.--Fresh, chilled, or frozen tuna: Overall profit-and-loss data 
for tuna purse seiner boat owners, accounting years· 1979-83 

(In thousands of dollars) 

Item 1979 19.80 1981 1982 1983 

Net sales of tuna-------: --'1=1--4._.,-=2=2-..5-"-__.1_,8 __ 4...,, ...... 8-..3 .._7 --...__._1_,8..-.7..._. 9.-.9-..:1=---=2-..09 ......... 2=7 ..... 0--..-=19""'6""",o.;:3""'6-.5_ 
Crew cost---------------: 37,324 55,921 53,822 56,634 50,485 
Fuel cost---------------: 20,347 35,793 43,294 53,092 43,270 
Galley cost-------------: 2,466 3,605 4,328 5,324 4,600 
License fees------------: 676 934 882 1,247 1,610 
Transhipment fees-------: 53 470 614 6,836 7,419 
Repairs---------------"'--: 18,150 24,169 23,761 32,061 24,218 
Gear cost---------------: 2,150 2,910 3,845 4,375 4,672 
Insurance--------------~: 6,744 8,373 11,098 14,~82 13,350 
Helicopter--------------: 2,011 . 3,367 4,827 7 ,39~ :. 7 ,371 
Travel------------------: 1,547 2,082 2,644 3,822 3,640 
Other costs-------------: 9,987 9,923 11,785 17,049 11,051 
Administrative cost-----: 2,425 3,533 3,609 4,713 4,018 
Interest----------~-----: __ _....1=3~·~9_9_9 ______ 2=0 .... ~7..-3_7 ____ ~3-.0_. __ 58=5"""""""...___..4-..3_.1=0~0 ......... ____ 34 ........ ,9~8~1--

Total expenses excluding: 
depreciation----------: ___ 1_1_1~·~8_7~9--.___..1_7_1~·-8=1-7 ......... __..1~9-..5_.~o9_4 _______ =2-..5~0-,l_3~1 ....... -=2=10......_.,6~8-5_ 

Income before depreci-
ation Closs)----------: (3,654): 13,020 (7,103): (40,861): (14,320) 

Depreciation------------: __ __.1=2~·~3""'3""'5...._..: __ -=l-..6~,5--6~9--....;,____,;:;:;2=2..._,=11=4--....: __ ---"'2~9-·..-6-..33~·--·--.;;2_,8._.,_7=1=5-
Income before taxes 

Closs>----------------: __ <~1~5_._9 __ 89~>-=-----<-..3~,5~4-9~>-: __ <~2~9-·=2=11~>~=---<-10 __ .~4""'9~4 ..... >~=-<~4~3_. __ o3~5--> 
Number of vessels-------: 79 83 : 86 102 93 
Number of reporting 

organizations---------: 
Ratio of income or 

Closs) before depre-

56 56 56 56 56 

ciation to net sales--=~-----<_o __ ._0_3_)_: _____ 0 __ ._0_1 _______ ..._co __ .0_4~>~=-----<-.o..-..2=0~>~=-----<-o_. __ 0 ___ 1> 
Ratio of loss before 

taxes to net sales----=---~<~o_.=1_4~> ..... : __ __.c~o-. __ 02=>~=----<-..0~.1=6~>~=---~<o __ .""'3'""'4~>-= ___ c_o __ .-=2=2.&..> 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response. to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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Table 29.--Fresh, chilled or frozen tuna: Individual cost items as a share of 
total expenses before depreciation for purse seine boat owners, accounting 
years 1979-:-83 

(In percent) 

Item 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

Crew cost---------------: 31.66 32.55 27.59 22.64 23.96 
Fuel-cost---:-------------: 17.26 20.83 22.19 21.23 20.54 
Galley cost-------------: 2.09 2.10 2.22 2.13 2.18 
License fees-~----------: .57 .54 · .45 .50 .76 
Transhipment fees-------: .04 .27 .31 2.73 3.52 

·Repairs-----------------: 15.40 14.07 12.18 12.82 11.49 
Gear cost---------------: 1.82 1.69 1.97 1~75 2.22 
lnsurance---------------: 5.72 4.87 5.69 5.79 6.34 
Helicopter--------------: 1.71 1.96 2.47 2.96 3.50 
Travel------------------: 1.31 1.21 1.36 1.53 1.73 
Other costs-------------: 8.48 5.78 6.04 6.81 5.25 
Administrative cost-----: 2.06 2.06 1.85 1.88 1.91 
Interest----------------: __ ~1~1~·~8~8__,_~-=1~2~·~0~7~---=1~5~.6-8~'--~1=7~·-2~3;......;. __ 1=6~·-6-0;..... 
Total expenses excluding: 

depreciation----------:---'1~0_0_.~o~o~---1=0_0_._o_o;......;._-=10_0;::;...:..;.o_o~---"'1~0~0~.o~o"--'~~1~0~0~.~o~o-
Deprec ia tion--·-·-· - -- -- - -- - - : ____ l_..0 .... ._4 __ 6___.. ____ 9;;...."'"'6"""4....._. __ =11~. 3;;...4.........,; ___ ..... 1 ..... 1 ...... 8 ..... 5.__.....__..1_3_._6_3_ 
Number of vessels-------: 79 83 86 102 93 
Number of. reporting 

organizations-----~---: 56 : 56 56 56 

Source: .Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 

56 

Fuel cost rose from 17.3 percent of total expenses before depreciation in 
1979 to a peak of 22.2 percent of these expenses in 1981. Both the impact of 
rising fuel prices in the aftermath of the Oganization of Petroleum Exporting 
Countries (OPEC) oil embargo and the shift of many boats to Western and 
Southern Pacific fishing areas put upward pressure on fuel costs. Since fuel 
costs are variable costs, it is not surprising that they peaked in 1982, the 
year of greatest fish sales and, when the peak number of vessels (102) were 
opera~ed by the 56 responding organizations. 

The phenomenal growth in trans-shipment fees from $53,000 in 1979 to 
$7.4 million in 1983 reflects the shift in fishing grounds. In 1979, 
transhipment fees were 0.04 percent of total expenses, but by 1983, they 
amounted to over 3.5 percent of total expenses excluding depreciation. Gear 
cost, insurance, helicopter expenses, and travel expenses also increased 
significantly, with the four categories combined accounting·for 10.6 percent 
of expenses in 1979 but almost 14 percent in 1983. 

Crew cost as a share of the nondepreciation cost structure reached a high 
of 32.6 percent in 1980 and fell to a low of 22.6 percent in 1982, when total 
crew cost hit a maximum of $56.6 million. Repairs cost showed a downward 
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trend f~om 15.4 percent of costs in 1979 to a low of 11.5 percent in 1983. 
This decline reflects, in part, newer equipment providing much better service 
under increased usage and longer distances traveled to Western Pacific 
fisheries. During 1979-83, the 56 organizations acquired a combined 19 new 
1,200-ton.super seiners and one new 1,500-ton boat. Falling labor and repair 
costs reflect, in part, this significant acquisition of new equipment. 

The expansion of the purse seine fleet came at a time of rising interest 
rates, and the petitioners have testified that much of the financing was short 
term and subject to increases in the interest rate. The effect of this 
development was an increase in interest expense from $14 million in 1979 to 
over $43 million in 1982 before a decline to $35 million in 1983. The 
following tabulation shows the behavior of the prime rate as well as short
and long-term U.S. Treasury obligations during the period of the investi
gation (in percent): 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

Prime rate charged by 
banks---------------------: 12.67 15.27 18.87 14.67 10.79 

3-month U.S. Treasury 
yield---------------------: 10.04 11.51 14.0J 10.69 8.63 

10-year U.S. Treasury 
yields--------------------: 9.44 11.46 . 13.91 13.00 11.10 

Number of new tuna boats 
acquired by respondents---: 5 6 6 4 1 

Total boats reported----:: 79 83 86 102 93 

Depreciation of new boats caused the fleet's depreciation to surge from 
$12.3 million in 1979.to $28.7 million in 1983. This increasing wedge of 
depreciation expense resulted in an increasing gap between before depreciation 
income and income after depreciation but before taxes as a portion of net 
sales. Tax law allowed full depreciation in 5 years for assets placed in 
service after 1980. Table 28 indicates depreciation was greater than 
predepreciation profits for 1980, more than three times the predepreciation 
losses in 1979 and 1981, and twice the predepreciation losses in 1983. Only 
in 1982 does the predepreciation loss exceed the contribution of depreciation 
to total losses for the fleet. 

As could be expected, an increasing number of vessels have been unable to 
survive under these circumstances. According to the American Tuna Boat 
Association, 5 vessels are currently bankrupt, and 30 have been "tied up" in 
port by their owners. The tieups are often older boats of much less capacity 
than the newer super seiners and may be boats not large or reliable enough for 
extended Western Pacific fishing trips. ~ * *Detailed financial tables for 
the tuna vessels of U.S. processors and independent owners are set forth in 
appendix C. 
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The Question of Increased Imports as a Substantial cause 
of Serious Injury or the Threat ~hereof 

U.S .. consumption and the ratio of imports to consumption 
.D 

;· Total U.S. consumption of canried tuna increased irregularly during 
1979-83 from 682 million pounds in 1979 to a record 754 million pounds in 
1983, or by 10. 5 percent (table 30) . · · 

.. 
Table 30.--Canned tuna: Apparent U.S. consumption of canned tuna, 

by types, 1979-83, January-Ka~ch 1983, and January-Karch 1984 

January-March--
Product 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

1983 1984 

Quantity (1,000 pounds) 

Tuna in water----:293,267 :350~751 :395,675 :434,497 :509,191 :147,167 :145,027 
Tuna in oil------:388,954 :330,571 :282,519 :251,482 :245,161 : 71,327 : 69,061 

Total--------:682,221 :681,322 :678,194 :685,979 :754,352 :218,494 :214,088 

Ratio of imports to consumption (percent) 

Tuna in water----: 18.1 18.0 17.8 20.1 24.0 26.2 23.4 
Tuna in oil------: 0.2 0.1 0.9 0.8 o. 7 0.6 0. 7 

Total--------: 7.9 9.3 10.4 12.8 16.2 17.6 15.9 

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the Department of Commerce 
from data obtained in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International 
Trade Commission. 

During this period, U.S. consumption of canned tuna in water surpassed 
U.S. consumption of canned tuna in oil; canned tuna in water increased from 
43 percent of apparent U.S. consumption in 1979 to 68 percent in 1983. 

and 

Imported canned tuna·(in water or oil) increased its U.S. market. share 
f~om 7.9 percent in 1979 to 16.2 p.ercent in 1983. However, since the vast 
majority of imported canned tuna is in water, the petitioners in this 
investigation argue that the relevant U.S. industry for assesssing serious·. 
injury to a domestic industry is that which produces canned tuna in water. 

Imports of canned tuna in water lost market share in 1980 and 1981, as 
the U.S. industry shifted production from canned tuna in oil to canned tuna in 
water. However, in 1982 and 1983, imports took an increasingly larger share· 
of this expanding market. The ratio of imports to consumption increased to 
20.1 percent in 1982 and 24.0 percent in 1983. 

The Commission staff was able to estimate apparent U.S. consumption and 
import penet~ation in the three segments of the U.S. tuna market. However, it 
should be noted that figures for imports were based on the sample shown in 
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table 16 and then projected by percentage on the basis of total imports for 
the respective year (table 31). In two of the three segments of the U.S. tuna 
market (private-label and institutional pack), imports took an increasing 
* * * In the institutional market imports grew from a SO-percent share in 
1979 to a 66-percent share in 1983, and in the private-label.segment, imports 
grew from a 2.1-percent share in 1979 to a 14.3-percent share in 1983. The 
nationally advertised brand market segment shows import growth, but it should 
be noted that large quantities of imported canned tuna for this market segment 
in 1983 * * * Import growth in the nationally advertised brand market 
segment will increase sharply in 1984 * * *· 

Per capita U.S. consumption of canned tuna (compiled by the Rational 
Karine Fisheries Service) declined irregularly during 1979-83, as shown in the 
following tabulation: 

1979------------------------------
1980------------------------------
1981-------------~----------------

1982------------------------------
1983---------~--------------------

Quantity 
(pounds) 

3.2 
2.9 
3.1 
2.7 
3.0 

Per capita consumption of canned tuna as compiled from questionnaire ,. 
responses are as follows: 

1979--------~--------------------~ 
1980------------------------------
1981------------------------------
1982------------------------------
1983------------------------------

Quantity 
(pounds) 

3.05 
3.02 
2.98 
2.98 
3.25 

The <?1Jestion of Threat of Serious Injury 

Production of canned tuna by major U.S. suppliers 

Production of canned tuna in Thailand, the Philippines, Japati, and 
Taiwan--the countries that supplied about 90 percent of the U.S. imports in 
1983--is shown in the following tabulation for 1979-83 (in millions of pounds): 
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Table 31.--Canned tuna: U.S. producers' shipments, imports for consumption, 
and apparent U.S. consumption, by types of packaging, 1979-83 !I 

Item 1979 

U.S. producers' shipments: 
Nationally advertised 

brands----1,000 pounds--: 444,519 
Private label-------do----: 144,961 
lnstitut1onal containers 

do----: 39,037 
Total-------------do----: 628,517 

Imports: !I 
Nationally advertised 

brands----1,.000 pounds--: 
Private label-------do----: 
Ins·titutional containers 

10,848 • 
3,061 

1980 

437,095 
136,561 . . . 

1981 

441,087 
125 ,001 -: 

43,313 41,254 
617,769 607,342 

15,506 
2,606 

21,517 
5,214 

.1982 

427,866 
134,098 

1983 

461,316 
135,635 

36,437 35,071 
598,401 • 632,022 

22,333 
13 .·049 

31,439 
22,630 

do----:__.3_9~·~7~9_5 ___ ~_4_5_.4~4-1 ........... ~4~4~·~1~2=1----~~5~2-,1~9~7--~6~8~·~2~6~0 
Total~------------do----: 53,704 63,553 70,852 ; 87,579 122,329 

Appa:rent ii.$. consumption: : 
Nationaliy advertised 
· brands-----1,000 pounds-·-: 
Pri~ate label--~----do----: 
Institutional containers 

455,367 
148,022 

do----: 78,832 
T~tal~---~~---~---do----: 682,221 

Ratio of imports to consump-: 
tion: 

Nationally advertised 
brands_.:..--------percent--: 2. 4 

Private label-------do----: 2.1 
Institutional contai.ners 

453,401 
139,167 

88,754 
681,322 

3.4 
1.9 

462,604 
130,215 

85,375 
: 678,194 

450,199 
147,147 

88,634 
685,980 

5.0 
8.9 

492,785 
158,265 

103,331 
754. 351 

6.4 
14.3 

do----:~ ........ 5~0~·~5---~~-5~1~·=2----~--.5~1~·~7---~~~5~8~.9--~~~66__....l 
Total-------------do----: 7.9 9.3 10.5 12.8 16.2 

!/ Data by types of packing are based on .staff estimates and projections. 

~ource: Compiled from.data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
:u.s. International Trade Conunission and estimates based on questionnaires 
sampling of u.s. importers. 

~.~ .. 
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Country 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

Thailand------------ *** *** *** *** *** 
Philippines .'!/------ *** *** *** *** *** 
Japan-- - ------------· *** *** *** *** *** 
Taiwan-------------- *** *** *** *** *** 

Total----------- 251 268 302 336 376 

!I Only 2 firms reporting. 

Source: supplemental imformation submitted to the ITC in response to staff 
requests made at the hearing. 

Japan 

Production of canned tuna in Japan, currently the third largest U.S. 
supplier of canned tuna, increased from * * * million pounds in 1979 (* * * 
percent of capacity) to * * * million pounds {* * * percent of capacity) in 
1983, or by * * * percent. The share of Japan's production exported to the 
United States declined from * * * percent in 1980 to * * * percent in 1983. 
Nearly * * * percent of the tuna canned in Japan has been consumed in Japan in 
recent years. 

The number of purse seiners in Japan increased from * * * in 1979 and 
i980 to * * * in 1982 and 1983. During 1979-83 the number of longline boats 
declined irregularly from * * * to * * *, and the number of pole boats 
declined steadily from * * * to * * *· Packers neither own nor have financial 
inte~ests in Japanese tuna boats. There are * * * packers of tuna in Japan; 
only * * * has been in operation less than 10 years. The average cost of 
production for a case (48 cans of 6.5 ounces) of chunk light tuna was* * * in 
1982 and * * * in 1983. The average wage rate for cannery workers in Japan 
was * * * per hour in 1983. 

Taiwan 

Production of canned tuna in Taiwan, currently the fourth largest U.S. 
supplier, increased from * * * million pounds in 1979 to * * * million pounds 
in 1980 but then declined irregularly to * * * million pounds in 1983. During 
1979-83, production ranged from* * * percent of capacity in 1980 and 1983 to 
* * * percent of capacity in 1982. The share of Taiwan's production exported 
to the United States increased from about * * * percent in 1979 to * * * 
percent in 1983. The number of tuna canneries i_n Taiwan declined from * * * 
in 1979 to * * * in 1983, mostly reflecting discontinued packer operations. 
The average wage rate for cannery workers in Taiwan increased rrom.·* **cents 
per hour in 1979 to * * * cents per hour in 1983. 

Thailand 

As shown in the following tabulation, production of canned tuna in 
Thailand increased from*** million pounds in 1979 to** *·million pounds 
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in 1983 .. Production capacity increased from * * * million pounds in 1979 to 
* * * million pounds in 1983; capacity utilization in 1983 was * * * percent. 

Year Production 
(l,000 pounds) 

1979---------------- *** 
1980---------------- *** 
1981---------------- *** 
· 1982---------------- *** 
1983---------------- *** 

Capacity 
(l,000 pounds) 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

Capacity 
utilization 
(percent) 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 

. Thailand currently has * * * canned tuna processors and * * * operating 
canneries. The four largest Thai processors are Seagold Group, Thai Union, 
Unicord and SAFCOL. Together these four companies accounted for 
approximately 85 percent of canned tuna production in Thailand in 1983. The 
average wage rate for cannery workers in Thailand is** *.to*** cents per 
hour. The Commission received cost of production data from two of the largest 
tuna processors in Thailand, Thai Union and SAFCOL. Thai Union reported that 
its cost of production for a case of 48 cans (6.S ounces each) of light-meat 
tuna declined from* * * in 1981 to * * * in 1982 and * * * in 1983. SAFCOL 
reported its cost of production at * * * in 1981, * * * in 1982, and * * * in 
1983. 

As shown in the following tabulation, the canned tuna exports from 
Thailand to the United States were mostly of the local Thai tuna species of 
tongo_l and euthynnus during 1979-83 (in percent): 

Year 
Tongol 

1979---------------------- *** 
1980---------------------- *** 
1981---------------------- *** 
1982---------------------- *** 
1983---------------------- *** 

Philippines 

Buthynnus 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

Skip jack 

There are currently seven companies engaged in the production of canned 
tuna in the Philippines. Production of canned tuna by these firms increased 
from * * * million pounds in 1980 to * * * million pounds in 1982 and 1983. 
In 1982 approximately*-** percent of the canned tuna produced in the 
Philippines was exported to the United States, and in 1983 exports to the 
United States rose to * * * percent of total production. Production capacity 
information submitted by the Phillipines * * * 
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Raw fish costs 

As shown in table 32, raw fish costs for the U.S. processors increased 
from 1979 to 1981 but then declined substantially over the next 2 years. Tuna 
processors in Thailand were using mostly lower priced tongot and euthynnus for 
the entire 1979-83 period. These two species of tuna have lower prices 
because of their relatively small size and lower recovery rate during 
processing. The recovery rate for tongol and euthynnus is approximately 25 to 
30 percent, but the recovery rate for skipjack and yellowfin averages about 
40 percent. Both the Philippines and Japan also experienced lower raw fish 
costs than the U.S. producers for skipjack and yellowfin tuna in 1982 and 1983. 

Prices 

This section first discusses prices of raw tuna and retail prices of tuna 
and tuna substitutes, such as chicken and hamburger. It then examines average 
prices charged by processors and importers on sales of different categories of 
canned tuna to distributors, retailers, and institutional users. 

According to purchases and sellers of processed tuna, prices within 
specific proudct classifications vary depending upon the country of origin and 
the species of tuna packed in the can. Because of this high degree of product 
differentiation, absolute price comparisons are not possible among aggregate 
measures of tuna products. Thus, price indexes, rather than absolute prices, 
are provided to facilitate comparison of trends in producers and importer 
prices. Indexes of prices paid by purchases are also discussed. ·11 

Prices of tuna at all stages of distribution and processing have 
generally moved in the same direction during recent years. Raw tuna prices 
rose in 1974-81 and then declined through 1983. Similarly, prices of 
processed tuna increased in 1979-81 and then declined through January-March 
1984. This pricing p~ttern held for tuna canned by both domestic.and foreign 
firms. 

Raw tuna prices.--Ex-vessel prices in California for albacore, skipjack, 
and yellowfin tuna for 1974-83 are presented in figure 1 and table 33. Prices 
of White-meat (albacore) tuna have been substantially higher than the prices 
of the other two categories of tuna. However, prices of all three categories 
have usually moved in the same direction from year to year. They increased 
during most years in the 1970's but declined during the 1980's. The price of 
albacore climbed from $719 per short ton in 1974 to $1,880 per short ton in 
1981 and then fell to $1,393 per short ton in 1982. It ~eclined by an 
additional 9 percent to $1,268 per short ton in 1983. The price of yellowfin 
doubled between 1974 and 1980 from $575 to $1,180 per short ton. It remained 

·at.that level in 1981 and then declined during the next 2 years to.an average 
of $1,043 per short ton in 1983. The price per short ton of skipjack rose 
from $542 in 1974 to $1,063 in 1980 and then decreased sharply over the next 3 
years to $791 in ~983. · 

!/See app. E for·additional discussion of prices and the results of the 
questionnaire survey of domestic processors and importers. 



Table 32.--Fresh, Chilled on Frozen Tuna: Prices paid for fresh, chilled or frozen raw tu!ta by specie and by country of origin 1979-1983 

U.S. Landings..:Cal~ 
'~ .. 

Thailand Philippines Japan 
'year 

Albacore : .Yellowfin: Skip jack 
: > ; : Euthynnus: Tongol Skipjack :Yellowfin: Skipjack~Yellowfin: AlJ?acore Skip jack 

1979--------------~--------: $1,286 : :$863 : $728 : *** : *** : *** : .... : .... : *** : *** : *** 
1980---~-------------------: 1,659 1:,150 : 1,063 : *** : *** : *** : "'*"' : *** : *** : *** : *** 
1981----.-------------------: 1,880 : , 1,180 : 1,040 : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *"'* 
1982-----------------------: 1,393 : 1,123 : 967 : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** : *** .. *** 
·1983-----------------------: 1,268 : 1,,043 : 791 ' *** . *** . *** ' *** ' *** . *** ' *** ' *** 

: : : 
Source: U.S. prices are compiled from data of National Marine Fisheries Service. Oat~· for Thailand, Philippines and Japan was aubmittea-by 

counsel for the respondent Barnett and Alesia. 

r 

~ 
~ 
~ 
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Figure 1.~Prices of raw tuna: Ex-vessel prices of 
California Landings, 1.974-83 

Dollars per short ton 
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Source·: Compiled from National Marine Fisheries Service data.· 
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Table 33.--Raw tuna: Ex-vessel prices for California 

Year 

1974-------------------: 
1975-------------------: 
1976-------------------: 
1977~---~--------------: 

1978-------------------: 
19 7 9---.,----------·------: 
1980-------------------: 
"1981--------------~----: 
1982~--------------~---: 
1983------------~------: 

landings, by types, 1974-83 · 

(Per short ton) 

Albacore Skip jack Yellowfin 

$719 $542 
654 461 
917 534 

1,160 710 
1,220 766 
1,286 728 
1,659 1,063 
1,880 1,040 
1,393 967 
1,268 791 

$575 
526 
591 
740 
836 
863 

1,180 
1,180 
1,123 
1,043 

Source: Prices for 1974-76 were obtained from the National Marine Fisheries 
Service Statistical Digest. Prices for 1977-83 are preliminary data from Data 
Management and Statistics, National Marine Fisheries Service . . 

Retail prices.--It is a commonly held view that retail prices of canned 
tuna are significantly influenced by prices of other important high-protein 
products such as hamburger and chicken. l/ According to this view, an 
increase in the price of hamburger or chicken would lead to an increased 
demand for tuna and higher tuna prices. Similarly, a decline in the price of 
hamburger or chicken would result in reduced demand for tuna and a tendency 
toward lower tuna prices. 

Quarterly comparisons between retail prices of canned tuna and retail 
prices of hamburger and chicken for 1980-83 are presented in figure 2 and 
table 34. The data show that the price of tuna increased from $2.19 per pound 
in January-March 1980 to $2.57 per pound in January-March 198·1. It remained 
above $2.50 per pound throughout 1981, and then declined steadily during the 
next 2 years to $2.19 per pound in October-December 1983. The price of 
chicken moved in the same direction as the price of tuna during parts of the 
4~year period. It increased from $1.31 per pound in January-March 1980 to 
$1.48 per pound in October-December of that year, a period.in which the price 
of tuna was increasing. The price of chicken decreased in 1982, as the price 
of canned tuna was also declining. However, chicken prices increased 
significantly in 1983, but the.price of canned tuna continued to fall. The 
price of hamburger did not move closely with the price of tuna during 1980 and 
1981. During nruch of this period it fluctuated ·irregularly between $1.78 and 
$1.86 per pound. However, the decline in hamburger prices from $1.79 per 

, · pound in January--March 1982 to $1. 68 in October-December 1983 accompanied the 
decline in canned tuna prices that occurred during this period. 

ll This approach was taken in a study of the tuna industry prepared by Paine, 
Weber, Kitchell, and Hutchins, Inc. , that was published in February 1984 .. 
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Processors' and importers' prices.--Quarterly prices of canned tuna were 
requested from processors and importers for January 1979-Karch 1984 for a wide 
range of product categories. The questionnaires requested price data specific 
to tuna packed in oil or water and marketed as advertised brand or under 
private label. Data were obtained from 5 domestic processors,. 8 importers, 
and over 40 purchasers. Indexes of domestic processors and importers prices 
are presented in this section of the report. In addition, indexes of prices 
paid by purchasers of domestically produced and imported canned tuna are also 
provided. 

F.o.b. prices received by processors and importers of white and light 
meat tuna packed in water and sold in institutional- and retail-size 
containers are presented in tables 35 through 37. Tuna is sold in retail 
containers as either an advertised or private-label brand. The data show that 
processors' and importers' prices of light-meat tuna rose steadily throughout 
1979 and 1980 and then declined during thenext 3 years, roughly paralleling 
the trend in retail prices of raw tuna. 

The price of domestic light-meat tuna packed in water and sold in 
institutional-sized containers increased by 38 percent before peaking in 
January-Karch 1981 and then subsequently delcined by 41 percent. The price of 
the same category of tuna processed by importers peaked in October-December 
1980 before declining through January-March 1984. 

Table 36 shows that the domestic price of light-meat tuna packed in water 
and sold in advertised brand retail containers increased by 35 percent, from 
January-March 1979 to January-March 1981, and then decreased during each of 
the next 11 quarters. The price of imported light-meat tuna packed in water 
and sold in retail containers of nationally advertised brands increased by 46 
percent from January-March 1979 to October-December 1980. Prices then fell 
through October-December 1983 but increased again in the January-March 1984. 

Table 37 shows a very similar pattern of domestic and foreign prices of 
light meat tuna canned in water and sold in retail-sized containers of 
private-label brands. The domestic price increased by 49 percent. and peaked 
in October-December 1980 and was then followed by a decline. The price of 
imported tuna did not peak until January-March 1981 and then declined for the 
remainder of the period. 

Prices reported by purchasers.--Indexes of net purchase prices paid by 
customers for both imported and domestic canned tuna, by types of containers, 
are presented in table 38 through 40. Prices of both domestic and imported 
canned tuna packed in water and sold in retail-sized containers of private
lable brands declined during 1982 and 1983 (table 38). Domestic prices of 
white and light meat tuna fell ~Y 24 and 10 percent, respectively. Import 
prices fell by 20 and 17 percent, respectively. 
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Figure 2.-Prices of canned tuna and substitutes: Retail prices of canned 
: t4na, , ~hicke.n, :and hamburger, by· quarters~ .1980-8 3 

Dollars per pound 
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Source:· Compiled from data published ·by the U.S. Department of Labor. 
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. Table 34. --Canned tuna• chicken• ·and hamburger: Retail prices 
by quarters. 1980-83 

Period 

1980: 
Janua~y-March--------: 
April-June------~----: 

July-September-------: 
October-December-----: 

19.81: 
January-March--------: 
April-June---------'--: 
July-September----~--: 

October-December-----: 
1982: 

Ja~uary-March--------: 

April-June-----------: 
July-September-------: 
October-December-----: 

1983: 
January-March------- .. --: 
~pril-June-----------: 
July-September-------: 
October-December-----: 

(Per pound) 

Canned tuna Chicken Hamburger 

$2.19 $1.31 
2.28 1.27 
2.43 1.41 
2.52 1.48 

2.57 1.47 
2.56 1.46 
2.52 1.53 
2.57 1.48 

2.51 1.51 
2.50 1.49 
2.46 1.49 
2.41 1.46 

2.38 1.45 
2.37 1.45 
2.29 1.55 
2.19 1.60 

Source: . Compiled from data published by the U.S. Department of Labor. 

·' ~· .. 

$1.84 
1.81 
1.83 
1.86 

1.84 
1. 78 
1. 79 
1.80 

1. 79 
1. 79 
1. 77 
1. 75 

1. 76 
1. 77 
1. 71 
1.68 



Table 35.--Canned white and light meat tuna in w~ter and oil, packed in institutional-sized containers: Weighted
average net selling price indexes of imported and domestic merchandise, by types and by quarters, 
January 1979-March 1984 

(January-March 1979=100) 

White meat, chunk, in water Light meat, chunk, in water 
Period 

1979: 
January-March------: 
April-June---------: 
July-September-----: 
October-December---: 

1980: 
January-March------: 
April-June---------: 
July~September-----: 

October-December---: 
1981: 

.January-March------: 
April-June-----~--~: 

July-September~----: 

October-December---: 
1982.: 

January-March------: 
April-June---------: 
July-September-----: 
October-December---: 

1983: 
January-March---~--: 

April-June---------: 
July-September-----: 
October-December---: 

1984: January-March--: 

Average 
U.S. price 

100 
90 
92 

104 

108 
109 
110 
117 

127 
128 
124 
124 

118 
109 
100 

93 

86 
80 
81 
86 
85 

Average 
import price 

100 
97 

104 
111 

116 
116 
121 
124 

133 
135 
136 
140 

137 
129. : 
123 
111 

103 
97 
98 

101 :· 
99 

Average 
U.S. price 

100 
93 
98 

104 

114 
132· 
134 
136 

138 
127 
121 
113 

109 
105 

98 
94 

91 
90 
87 
86 
82 

·Average 
import pdce 

100 
100 
103 
112 

124 
137 
144 
145 

139 
136 
128 
122 

116 
107 
102 
101 

98 
96 
91 
94 
90 

Light meat, chunk, in oil 

Average 
U.S. price 

100 
92 
92 
96 

112 
118 
124 
130 

129 
129 
128 
128 

122 
116 
105. 
102 

99 
94 
96 

101 
110 

Average 
import price 

Source:~Compiled from data~suomftted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission. 

~ 
-...J. 
\.0 



Table'36.~-Ganned white and light meat tuna in water and oil, packed in retail-sized containers, nationally 
advertised brands: Weighted-average net selling price indexes of imported and domestic merchandise, by types and 
by quarters, January 1979-March 1984 

(January-March 1979=100) . . 
White meat, chunk, in water 

. 
Light meat, chunk, in water ; Light meat, chunk, in oil 

Period . : 
Average : Average : Average . Average . Average : Average . . 

U.S. price . import price : U.S. price : import price : U.S. price : import price . . . . . 
: : 

1979: . : : : : : . 
January-March------: 100 : 100 : 100 : 100 : 100 
April-June---------: 99 : 112 : 100 : 102 : 100 
July-September-----:· 102 : 102 :· 105 : 109 : 105 
October-December--~: 104 : 106 : 108 : 113 : 107 

1980: 
January-March~--~--: 102 : 116 : 116 : . 120 : 116 
April-June---------: 117 : 114 : 121 : 125 : 120 : . 
July-September-----: ·118 : 117 : 129 : 133 : 130 : 
October-December---: 120 : 122 : 132 : 146 : 133 

1981: 
.January-March------: 128 : 132 : 135 : 142 : 135 
April-June-----~---: 131 : 138 : 143 : 140 : 133 
July-September----~: 130 : 137 : 133 : 137 : 134 
October-December---: 130 : 136 : 130 : ·129 : 130 

1982: : . . : . . 
.January-March------: 138 : 1jo : .126 : 126 : 126 
April-June---------·: 136 : 127 : 122 : 121 : 122 
July-September-----: 126 : 125 : 119 : 116 : 119 
October-December---: 126 : 118 : ' 120 : 111 : 119 

1983: 
January-March------: 114 : 108 : 116 : 108 : 116 
April~June--~------: 122 : 112 : 110 : 105 : 110 
July-September-----: 107 : 106 : 110 : 102 : 110 
October-December---: 106 : 107 : ·107 : 98 : 106 

1984: .January-March--: 104 : 105 : 107 : 109 : 107 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission. 

-> 
I 

- CX> 
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Table 37. --canned white and light meat tuna i.n water and oil, packed in retail-sized containers, private-label 
·.brands: Weighted-average net selling price indexes of imports and domestic merchandise, by .types and 

by quarters, January 1979-March 1984 

(January-March 1979~100) . 
White meat, chunk, in water : Light meat, chunk, in water 

Period 

1979: 
January-March------: 
April-June---------: 
July-September-----: 
October-December---: 

1980: .: 
January~Mar.ch~-----: 
April-June---------: 
July-September-----: 

.Average 
U.S. price 

100 : 
99 

104 
111 

Average 
import price 

100 
102 
102 
102 

Ayer age 
U.S. price 

100 
99 

116 
125 

Average 
import price 

100 
101 
101 
96 

Light meat, chunk, in oil 

Average 
U.S. price 

100 
103 
112 
118 

127 
135 
141 

Average 
import price 

> I . 
00 

October-December---: 

117 
119 
121 
130 

115 
123 
116 
123 

131 
143 
148 
149 

108 :· 
120 
130 : . 
130 142 - ._. 

1981: 
January-March------: 
April-June------~--:. 
July-September--~--: 
October-December---: 

1982: 
January-March------: 
April..,.June---------:. 
July-September-----: 
October-December---: 

1983: 
January-March-----:--: 
April-June-:--..;.-----: 
July-September-----: 
October-December---: 

1984: January-March--: 

- Not avaflaole. 

138 :. 
143 
142 
141 

135 
124 
114 
109 

104 
101 

97 
100 
101 

133 
138 
120 
133 

143 
143 
114 
111 

104 
99 

100 
96 
96 

147 
141 
139 
138 

129 
125 
118 
115 

115 
108 
110 
109 
ilo 

140 
136 
129 
127 

123 
113 
108 
108 

95 
102 

99 
98 
94 

•. ;; 
' 

140 
135 : . 
133 
q1 

125 
120 
113 
110 

i06 
102 
103 
103 . 
105 .: 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission. 

,.. 
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Table 38.--Canned white and light meat tuna in water, packed in retail-sized 
containers, private-label brands: Weighted-average net purchase indexes 
of prices paid by customers for imported and domestic canned tuna per 
container, by quarters, 1982 and 1983 

Period 

1982: 

(January-March 1980=100) 
White meat, solid, 

packed in water, case 
of 48 7-oz cans 

Average Average 
U.S. imports 

Light meat, chunk, 
packed in water, case 

of 48 6.5 oz 
Average Average 

U.S; imports 

January-March-----: 100 
98 
91 
83 

100 100 100 
April-June-------~: 
July-September----: 
October-December--: 

1983: 
January-March-----: 
April-June--------: 
July-September----: 
October-December--: 

80 
79 
78 
76 

96 99 
89 95 
91 95 

79 91 
77 90 
78 90 
80 90 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 

Table 39.--Canned white and light meat tuna in water, packed in retail-sized 
containers, nationally advertised brands: Weighted-average net purchase 
indexes of prices paid by customers for imported and domestic canned tuna 
per container, by quarters, 1982 and 1983 

Period 

1982: 
January-March-----: 
April-June--------: 
July-September----: 
October-December--: 

1983: 
January-March-----: 
April-June--------: 
July-September----: 
October-December--: 

(January~March 1982=100) 
White meat, solid, 

packed in water, case 
of 48 7-oz cans 

Average Average 
U.S. imports 

100 
95 
94 
91 

89 
89 
87 
84 

100 
100 

96 
92 

84 
81 
85 
82 

Light meat, chunk, 
packed in water, case 

of 48 6.5 oz 
Average Average 

U.S. imports 

100 
94 
93 
91 

86 
87 
84 
81 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of. the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 

95 
90 
92 

89 
84 
84 
83 

100 
97 
93 
90 

89 
85 
85 
84 
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. T~ble .~o .~-Canned white and light meat tuna in water, packed i~ 'institutional
sized containers: Weighted-average net purchase indexes of prices paid by 
customers for imported and domestic canned tuna per container, by quarters, 
1982 and 1983 

Period 
.... •. 

1982: 
January-March-----.: 
April-June--------:· 
,July-September-~--: 
October.,,.December--: 

.1983.: 
January-MarcQ-----: 
~pril;-June----""."---: 
July-September.----: 
October~December--: 

(January~March 1982=100) 
White meat, solid, 

packed in water, case 
of 6 66.5 oz cans 

Average 
U.S. 

100 
100 
·95 
92 

84 
84-
81 
86 

: 

: 

Average 
imports 

100 
94 
83 
79 

73 
78 
74 
74 

Light meat, chunk, 
packed in water, case 

of 6 66.5 oz cans 
Average Average 

u. s; imports 

100 
99 
93 
91 .. 

88 
83 
79 
81 : 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response_ to questionnaires of the 
U. s. Interna.tional Trade Commission. 

Similariy, prices of both -light and white meat tuna packed in water and sold 
in ret.ail-sized containers of ·nationally advertised brands declined from 
January-March 1982 to October-December 1983 (table 39). Domestic prices of 
white and light meat fell by 16 and 19 percent, respectively. Import prices 
fell by l8 and 16 percent, respect~veiy. . 

100 
96 
89 
90 

87 
84 

. 83 
86 

The effects of transportation costs.--This section provides information 
on the costs of shipping raw tuna from the Western Pacific to Puerto Rico and 
Los Angeles,_ shipping canned tuna from three domestic processing facilities to 
their major do~estic markets, and shipping tuna canned in foreign countries to 
the east and west coasts of the United States.· 

The cost of shipping raw tuna from the Western Pacific to Puerto Rico has 
declined substantially in 1982-84 (table 41). The transportation data are 
based on estimates by * * * year from 1982 to 1984. Although in 1982 it was 
cheaper to ship from Guam to Los Angeles rather than from Tinian or Samoa to 
Puerto Rico and cheaper in 1983 to ship from Taiw.an and Samoa to Puerto. Rico 
than from Guam to Los Angeles, these costs had become approximately equal by 
1984. 

Table 42 provides annual average freight and insurance costs required to 
deliver imports of fresh and frozen tuna from foreign countries to Puerto Rico 
and California from a wide sample based on data obtained from the Department 
of Commerce. Transportation costs are typically lower for delivery. to San 
Juan than to Los Angeles. 
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Table 41.--Raw tuna: Processors' cost per ton of landed raw product delivered 
to Los Angeles and Puerto Rico from Guam, Tinian, and Samoa, 1982-84 

(Per ton) 

Period Guam to 
Los Angeles 

Tinian to 
Puerto Rico 

Samoa to 
Puerto Rico 

Apr. 1, 1982---------~-------: 
Apr. 1, 1983-----------------: 
Apr. 1, 1984-----------------: 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

Source: Star-Kist Foods. 

The cost of shipping domestic canned tuna also varies. Table 43 
indicates that for 1982 and 1983, the transportation cost to the United States 
of tuna processed in Puerto Rico is less than that of tuna processe4 in 
Samoa. However, the cost of shipping processed tuna from Samoa is decreasing 
over time, but the cost of shipping from Puerto Rico is increasing over time. 
For example, in 1982 it cost * * * per case to ship tuna canned from Samoa to 
Los Angeles. By 1984 this cost fell to * * *· Conversely, in 19~2 it cost 
* * * per case to ship tuna canned from Puerto Rico to New York, and by 1984 
the cost had risen to * * *· 

The transportation costs of shipping canned tuna to the east and west 
coasts of the United States from Japan, Taiwan, and Thailand are shown in 
table 44. The shipping costs of supplying tuna to both the east and west 
coasts have decreased in 1979-1984. For each of the three countries it is 
more expensive to ship to the east than to the west coast. 

Table 42.--Raw tuna: U.S. processors' freight and insurance costs for U.S. 
imports of fresh and frozen tuna into San Juan, P.R. and Los Angeles, 
Calif., 1982-84 

Period 

1982-------------------------: 
1983-------------~-----------: 

1984 (January-April)---------: 

(Per short ton) 

San Juan 

*** 
*** 
*** 

Los Angeles 

Source: Economic Consulting Services, Inc., from the U.S. Department of 
Conunerce Import Data, IA245X and IK145X. 

*** 
*** 
*** 
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Table 43.--Domestic Canned tuna: Cost of transporting canned tuna 
from processing facilities to selected U.S. markets, 1982-84 

(Per case of 48 cans of 6.5 ounces) 

Samoa to-- Puerto Rico to-- :Los Angeles to--
Period 

: Los :Chicago: Denver :Ch. : 
:Angeles: : : icago: 

New 
York 

Balti-:Chicago: Denver 
more : : 

1982----------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
1983----:------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
1984 (January-: 

March)------: *** *** *** *** . *** *** *** . .. . . 
Source: Star-Kist Foods. 

Table 44.--Imported canned tuna: Cost of transporting canned tuna 
fro~ foreign countries to U.S. east and west coasts, 1979-1984 

(Per case of 48 cans of 6.5 ounces) 

To east coast To west coast 
.Period 

Japan Taiwan Thai- Japan Taiwan Thai-. 
land !I . . land 

: 

1979----,-------: *** *** . . *** *** *** 
1980...,---------: *** *** *** *** *** 
1981-':....--------: *** *** *** *** *** 
1982---------._: *** *** *** *** 
1983----------: *** *** *** *** 
1984 (January-: 

March-------: *** *** *** - *** 

!I Excludes nonconference (spot-purchase) sales. 

Source: Barnett and Alagia, counsel for the respondents. 

*** 
*** 

*** 

!I 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
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Comparing the data in tables 43 and 44 indicates that domestic producers 
have a transportation cost advantage. In 1982 domestic producers could ship 
to the east coast from Puerto Rico for * * * per case, but it cost Japanese 
companies * * * to * * *• Taiwanese companies, * * *• and Thai companies, 
* * * In 1982 the cost to domestic firms of shipping a case of tuna 
processed in Samoa to the west coast was * * * per case, .but it cost Japanese 
companies * * * to * * *• Taiwanese companies, * * *• and Thai companies, 
* * * These differences remained approximately the same in 1984 for 
shipments to either coast. 

The QUestion Of Other Possible Causes Of The Alleged Serious Injury 
or Threat Thereof To the U.S. Industry 

The integrated industry 

In their petition the U.S. industry argued that the relevent industry in 
this investigation consists of the U.S. processors and the purse seine fleet. 
The respondents in this investigation argued that the tuna industry should not 
be considered integrated between the processors and .the purse seine fleet 
which harvests the raw tuna. The relationship traditionally between the 
processors and the purse seine fleet has been a legal contractual 
relationship, where individual vessels within the fleet sell their product, 
raw tuna, to the processors. Raw tuna is a.worldwide commodity that exists 

·within a worldwide market. Consequently, the price of raw tuna is subject to 
fluctuation of supply and demand variables. 

The financial merging of the U.S. processors and the purse seine fleet 
has caused the inability of the U.S. processors to take advantage of the 
favo~able oversupply of raw tuna during.the past 2 years. Thus, the U.S. 
purse seine fleet was a main cause for the increases in U.S. canned tuna 
prices in 1980 and 1981, which virtually invited an influx of imports. The 
alleged serious injury to the U.S. industry is a direct result of the 
processors financial ties·to the purse seine fleet. !I 

The U.S. purse seine fleet expansion by U.S. processors 

In the early 1970's, there was a shortage of raw tuna (among other 
high-protein animal food sources). Demand for canned tuna was rising, as per 
capita consumption in the U.S. increased from 2.4 pounds in 1971 to 2.9 pounds 
i~ 1972 and 3.1 pounds in 1973 and 1974. In the mid-1970's the U.S. 
processors made the decision to purchase new or used purse seine vessels in 
order to assure an adequate supply of raw tuna for the expanding U.S. market 
for canned tuna. Virtually the entire U.S. purse seine fleet was upgraded 
with new boats and modernized with new equipment. Although the total size of 
the fleet did not increase and the fleet's capacity increased by 21 percent 
(from 1979 to 1983), the debt service for the boat owners increased greatly. 
From 1979 to 1983, 25 new purse seiners were built and added to the fleet and 
15 vessels were transferred to the fleet from 1981 to 1983. Kore 
importantly, the U.S. proce~sors became owners and part owners of most of the 

!I Statements from Barnett & Alagia, counsel for the respondents, and * * *· 
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U.S. purse seine fleet. Questionnaires received from the vessels of the U.S. 
purse seine fleet indicate that during 1979-83, Van Camp owned, or had partial 
ownership, in * * * tuna vessels. Most of the Van Camp vessels were * * * 
percent owned by the company. Star-Kist had interests in over * * * tuna 
vessels; Bumble Bee had interests in * * * vessels, and C.H.B. owned * * * 
vessels. 

Changed circumstances for the U.S. fleet 

The economic picture of the 1970's changed drastically in.the 1980's. 
First, the price·of fuel increased sharply in 1979 due to price increases by 
OPEC and a temporary worldwide shortage of petrol~um. The purse seine fleet, 
pressed by increasing operational costs in 1980, secured a 26-percent increase 
in the prices they received .for raw tuna (table 33) from the U.S. processors. 
This increase wa$ passed-through by the U.S. processors to their retail · 
customers. The full effect of the price increase did not occur until late 
1981 early 1982, as the price of a can of light-meat tuna surpassed the $1 
price barrier. 

Consumers resisted the high pricing for canned tuna and reduced their 
purchases, as per.capita consumption fell to 2.7 pounds in 1982. !/ 
Supermarkets stopped advertising canned tuna as "store-specials" because the 
consumer could no longer distinguish between the old shelf price and the the 
new "special pric·e~" Inventories began to increase, reaching 246 million 
pounds as of December 31, 1981 (table 20). Everything started to fall in 1982 
as result of the ~loated inventories. U.S. processors scaled back production 
and began shipping out of inventories.: consequently, the demand for raw tuna 
fell, and prices !or the raw product fell accordingly. 

At the same tillle, "El N_ino" began to diminish the available tuna catch in 
the Eastern Pacif~c. _Both U~ S. -flag and foreign-flag vessels s~on discovered 
a new tuna fishery in the Western Pacific. Consequently, many U.S.-flag 
vessels switched their fishing grounds to the Wes~ern Pacific. As shown in 
table 45, landings by u.s~-flag vessels (of raw tuna) from the Western Pacific 
increased from 14,000 short tons in 1980 to 170,000 short tons in 1983. 
Conversely, landings of ·tuna from the Eastern Pacific declined from 224,o·oo 
short tons in 1980 to 115,000 short tons in 1983. Thus, in 1982 and 1983, the 
U.S. purse seine fleet was forced to make longer and more expensive fishing 
trips to the Western Pacific, but at the same time, the price of raw tuna was 
falling rapidly. 

The price of raw tuna was not only falling in the United States, but the 
entire worldmarket price for raw tuna was declinlng due to an oversupply 
situation. The newly discovered. tuna fishery in the Western Pacific was also 
being utilized by the foreign tuna fleets. Many of the these foreign-flag 
vessels were older U.S. tuna vessels that were sold when the U.S. fleet was 
modernized. Thus, there were more vessels harvesting tuna in a newly 

!I Industt·y .sources have. also conunented that the decline in per capita 
consumption was due to more moderately priced protein sources, such as-chicken 
and beef. Also, the recent rece_ssion reduced disposable income, and consumers 
were forced to restrict discretionary purchases .. 



Table 45.--Cannery receipts of raw tuna: U.S.-flag vessels' domestically landed and imported 
raw tuna, by species and by ocean locations of the catch, 1979-83 ll 

(In short tons) . 
Albacore . Skip jack 

Location . : . 
: 1980 

. 
~ 1982 

. . 
: 1980 : 1981 1979 : 1981 ; 1983 • 1979 . 1982 . 1983 

: . . 
: . : . : . . 

U.S. flag, albacore, 
and skipjack: : : -· . 

East Atlantic---------: 21 . 20 : 2 : - :· - : 2/ : 2,456 : 3,327 : - . 21 . 
West Atlantic---------: 'ii : - : 4 : - : 4 : 'ii : - : 108 : - . 3 . 
East Pacific----------: 'ii . 7,690 : 13,955 : 5,099 : 9,434 : 'ii :100,615 : 73,823 : 59,925 : 40,103 . 
West Pacific----------: 'ii . 388 : 897 : 1,866 : 1,032 : 21 : 12,094 : 20,571 : 42,529 : 114,913 . 
Indian----------------: 'ii : - : - : - : - : 21 . - : - : - . . 

Total---------------: 21 . 8,098 :. 14,858 : 6,965 : 10,470 : 27 :115,167 : 97,829 :102,454 : 155,040 . . 
Yellowfin 31 . Total, all species 

> I . 

U.S. flag, yellowfin and: : . . . : : : : : 00 . . . 00 
total all species: 

East Atlantic---------: 21 : 1,898 : 1, 966 : - : - : 21 . 4,376 : 5,295 : - . 21 . 
We~t Atlantic---------: 21 : 504 : 502 : 115 : 70 : 21 . 504 : 614 : 115 : 77 . 
East Pacific----------: 'ii :115,621 :109,164 : 94,594 : 65,766 : 'ii :223,926 :196,942 :159,618 : 115,303 
West Pacific----------: 'ii : 1,193 : 14,534 : 24,028 : 54,208 : 21 : 13,675 : 36,002 : 68,423 : 170,153 
Indian----------------: 21 . - : - : - : - : 'ii : - : - : - . . 

Total---------------: 21 :119,216 :126,166 :118,737 :120,044 : 21 :242,481 :238,853 :228,156 : 285,554 
: . : . . : : . . . 

See footnotes at end of tahle. 
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Table 45.--Cannery receipts of raw tuna: U.S.-flag vessels' domestically landed and imported 
raw tuna, by species and by ocea~ locations of the catch, 1979-83 1/--Continued 

(In ·short tons) 

Albacore 
Location 

Skip jack 

1979 1980 1981 . 1982 1983 1979 : 1980 1981 1982 

Imported, albacore and: 
skipjack: 

1983 

East Atlantic---------: 2/ : 14,434 : 17,105 : 19,815 : 16,935 : 2/ : 40,318 : 67,011 : 49,417 : 34,358 
West Atlantic~--------: 

· East Pacific----------: 
West Pacific----------: 
Indian---------~------: . 
Total---------------:~~-.-~~~---~~~--~~~~---...,-~--=~.__,_,__ ___ 

2/ : 15,491 : 16,894 : 21,129 : 16,127 : 2/ : 6,548 : 8,754 : 17,119 : 18,070 
21 . 78 : 22 : 48 : 243 : 2/ : 23,982 : 9,409 : 11,916 : 4,502 . 
21 : 39,164 : 47,607 : 36,760 : 24,783 : . 2/ :138,332 :101,763 : 46,892 : 75,066 
21 : 13.558 : 5.669 : 16.847 : 14.767 : 21 : 540 : 1,072 : 1,763 : . 3,312 
2/ : 82,725 : 87,297 : 94,599 : 72,855 : 2/ :209,720 :188,009 :127,107 : 135,308 . 

Yellowfin 3/ · . Total, all species 
.. . . :.t> 

Imported, yellowfin and 
: . . . . I 

total, all species 
East Atlantic---------: 
West Atlantic---------: 
East Padf ic----------: 
West Pacific----------: 
Indian--~-----~-------: 

· Total---------------: 

. : . . : : : .. . . 
2/ : 6,589 : 19,561 : 9,320 ~ 4,618 : 2/ : 61,341 :103,677 : 78,552 : 55,911 
2/ : 2,193 : 5,200 : 3,058 : 6,446 : 2/ : 24,232 : 30,848 : 41,306 : 40,643 
2/ : 30,892 : 16,039 : 19,200 : 7,492 : 2/ : 54,952 : 25,470 : 31,164 : 12,237 
21 : 34,292 : 42,478 : 18,434 : 18,814 : 2/ :211,788 :191,848 :102,086 : 118,663 
2/ : 496 : 310 : 772 : 962 : 2/ : 14,594 : 7,051 : 19,382 : 19,041 
]} : 74,462 : 83,588 : 50,784 .: 38,332 : ~/ :366,907 :358,894 :272,490 : ·246,495 . . . . . . . 

See footnotes at 'end of table. 

() 

00 
\0 



Table 45.--Cannery receipts of raw tuna: U.S.-flag vessels' domestically landed and imported 
raw tuna, by species and by ocean locations of the catch, 1979-83 !/--Continued 

Location 

U.S. flag and imported 
albacore and 
skipjack: 

East Atlantic---------: 
West Atlantic---------: 
East Pacific----------: 
West Pacific----------: 
Indian----------------: 

1979 

2/ 
'ii 
'ii 
21 
'ii 

(In short ton::;) 

Albacore 

1980 1981 1982 1983 

: 14,454 : 17,107 : 19,815 : 16,935 : 
: 15,491 : 16,898 : 21,129 : 16,131 : . 7,768 : 13,977 : 5,147 : 9,677 : . 
: 39,552 : 48,504 : 38,626 : 25,815 : 
: 13.558 : 5.669 : 16.847 : 14.767 : 

Skip jack 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

2/ : 42,776 : 70,338 : 49,417 : 34,379 
2/ : 6,548 : 8,882 : 17,119 : 18,073 
'ii :124,597 : 83,232 : 71,841 : 44,605 
'ii :150,426 :122,334 : 89,841 : 189,979 

: 540 : 
Total---------------:--~--.---~~-~-,,....;...·-~-~-,,_.~.~-~-~·~.~-~---------~·~----.--_,_ ___ ~·---------- -- -~ -

'ii 1,072 : 1,763 : 3,312 
Lf : ~U,OL~ !iUL,iJJ :1u1,Jo~ : Oj,jlJ : 27 :324,887 :285,838 :229,561 : 290,348 

U.S. flag and imported 
yellowfin and total,: 
all species: · : 

~ast Atlantic---------: 
West Atlantic---------: 
East Pacific----------: 
West Pacific----------: 

21 
21 
2/ 
'ii 

Yellowfin 3/ . 
: 

• . . 

.. . : . . 8,487 : 21,527 : 9, 320 : 4,618 : . 
: 2,697 : 5,702 : 3,173 : 6,516 : 
:146,513 :125,203 :113,794 : 73,258 : 
: 35,485 : 57,012 : 42,462 : 73,022 : 

21 : 4Q6 : ·no : 772 : 962 : 
LI :i~J,b/O :lU~,IJ~ :10~,Jli :iJ~,j/b : 

Indian-----------~----: -· 
Total---------------:--~-~·-----~-~-~-~-~-~---~-~-~-,.....,,-~-~.--~.~-~-:--::-~-~.:--~.~-~-=--=-~-~-.,..---

Total 
. . 

. : : : . 
21 : 65,717 :108,972 : 78,552 : 55,932 
'ii : 24,736 : 31,462 : 41,421 : 40, 720 
21 :278,878 :222,412 :190,782 : 127,540 
21 :225,463 :227,850 :170,509 : 288,816 
21 : 14,594 : 7,051 : 19,382 : 19,041 
27 :609,388 :597,747 :500,646 : 532,049 

l/ Includes only U.S.-·-caught tuna destined for -u.s:-canneries; excludes U.S.-caught tuna landed at foreign 
sites, U.S.-caught tuna landed at U.S. sites but destined for foreign canneries and U.S.-caught tuna destined for 
the fresh-fish market. 

2/ Not available. 
3/ Includes bigeye, blackfln, and bluefin tuna. 

Source: ·NOAA, NMFS, Statistics and Market News, Southwest Region. 

Note.--This data will not match national figures as reported in "Fisheries of the United States." 

:;i:.. 
. I 
I.e. 
0 
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·discove~ed fishery. As shown in table 8 unit values of U.S. imports of fresh, 
chilled, or f~ozen light-meat raw tuna declined from 54 cents per pound in 
1981 to 40 cents pe~ pounds· in 1983, and unit values of imports·of fresh, 
chilled, or frozen albacore (table 7) declined from $1.01 per pound in 1981 to 
$0.67 per.pound· in 1983. 

The foreign canneries were able to take advantage of the oversupply of 
raw tuna and to reduce their prices for their canned tuna. U.S. processors 

· were unable to respond totally to the oversupply situation because of their 
ownership and financial commitments to the purse seine fleet. The price paid 
by u·. S. processors for raw tuna was eventually lowered but not to the 
worldmarket level. Thus, U.S. processors were paying more for their raw tuna 
than their foreign competitors.· 
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In addition, the situation was aggravated by·~he extraordinarly high debt 
service on the boats built and acquired in.the late 1970's and early 1980's. 
As reported by the American Tuna Boat Ass.ociation in testimony at ·a 
Congressional hearing in the fall.of 1983, the U.S. purse seirte fleet 
currently has a record mortgage indebtness of $425 million, of Which 
$100 million is in the form of demand notes·-., Thus·, the U .:S. purse seine fleet 
is currently faced_ with increased "costs of production" by being forced to 
switch to the higher yield We~tem Padfic fishing grounds; declining revenues 
for raw tuna despite larger sales; and a very high debt service on the boats. 
The processors were:fo~ced to try to· prop up pr.ices in order to protect their 
financial investments in the purse seine fleet. 

As could be expected, an increasing number of smaller, less efficient, 
vessels have been unable to survive under these circumstances. According to 
the American Tuna Boat Association, 5 vessels are currently b~nkrupt and 30 
vessels, many of which are for sale, have been tied up in port by their owners. 

U .. s. P.rocessors • tuna boat losses 

The U.S. tuna processors were caught in the same advers~ condition as 
other owners of tuna vessels. However, the U.S. processors, by virtue of 
their size, have been able to take the necessary steps to minimize future 
loses from their own tuna vessels. * * * 

* * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * 

Domestic Industry's Advertising and Promotional Costs for 
the National Brand-Name Labels 

At the public hearing the respondents argued that the three major U.S. 
processors of canned tuna, Star-Kist, Van Camp, and Bumble Bee, have engaged 
in a destructive price battle for market share in the nationally advertised 
brand market. l/ Furthermore, the respondents argued that the domestic 
processors have not alleged injury in the nationally advertised retail sector 
apparently because of its predominance in that market. In the nationally 
advertised retail sector the domestic industry battles for market share with 
large advertising campaigns, store coupons, and store promotions. 

* * * 

!/ Transcript of the hearing, p. 55. 
£~Ibid., pp. 229-231. 

* * * * 
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Table 46.~-canned tuna: ·Advertising discount promotional and coupon expenses 
.of U.;S.· producers, by types, 1979-83 and January-March 1983 and 1984 

(In thousands of dollars) 

· Firjn Bame 
January-March--

1979 : 

Retail advertised: 
brand: 

Star-Kist------: *** 
Van-Camp-------: *** 
Bumble Bee-----: *** 
C.H.B----------: *** 
Neptune--------: *** 

. 1,980 1981 

*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** ·*** 

1982 1983, 
1983 1984 

*** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** 
*** *** .. . *** *** 

Hitsubishi-----:~~-*-*-*~~~~~---~~~~--~~~~--~~~~~~~~~--~~~-*** *** *** *** *** *** 
Total--------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 

Institutional 
Brand: 

Star-Kist------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Van-Camp-------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Bumble Bee------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
C.H.B----------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Neptune--------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Mitsubishi-----: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 

Total--------: *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Grand total-:----: · 17,541 22,135 24,576 22,817 26,272 9,183 6,538 . . 
!I Estimated. 
ll Hot separately reported. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 

* * * * * 
Processors Competitive Efforts 

Against Itilports 

* * 

Most of the U.S. processors of canned tuna agreed that import competition 
results primarily from the lowering of import prices in order to generate 
volume in the institutional and private-label segments of the market. !I 
These processors contended that such lowering of prices ultimately brings down 
the prices ·of tuna in the advertised brand sector of the market because of the 
customary price differences between private-label. and advertised brands. At 
the hearing it was testified by the petitioners that the willingness of retail 

!I * * * 
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customers to purchase advertised brands of tuna evaporates when the price 
spread between branded and private-label tuna is in the neighborhood of 10 
cents per can. !~ 

The processors were asked in the questionnaire to describe efforts they 
had made primarily to compete more effectively against this price-depressing 
effect of imports in the U.S. market since 1979 and to elaborate on 
circumstances surrounding their competitive efforts. Their responses, by 
company are sununarized as follows. 

At the public bearing the domestic industry addressed the five major 
areas in which the U.S. industry would be able to render itself more cost 
competitive during the period of import relief as follows: !I 

1. Processing improvements that will increase productivity and enhance 
cost efficiency; 

2. A new polyester fishing net that will ·generate greater yields of 
fish at a lower cost; 

3. Resumption of the development and implementation of navigational, 
conununications, and fish-finding· devices to reduce tunaboat costs 
and improve productivity; 

4. Development of an infrastructure in the Western P~cific; and 
5. Resumption of the refinancing of tuna boats. 

!I Transcript of the bearing, pp.· 62-63. 
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The U.S. tuna processors have targeted five stages of the processing 
··operatiOn ·for improvement that wili ·increase productivity: 

a) Automatic sizing machinery to replace the hand sorting operation. 
The automatic sizing is the first step to increasing yields from the raw tuna 
by insuring that the same size fish are processed together through the 
production line. · 

b) A temperature-sensing device that would pinpoint the exact moment 
that fish are fully thawed~ · This would replace the current process of thawing 
tuna of all sizes in large vats. Currently, the size variation of fish causes 
certain fish to: thaw faster th.an qthers. The coritinuous thawing operation 
would allow raw tuna to be butchered at the proper time. Also, it would allow 
the industry to begin automatic butchering operations. 

c) Automatic butchering machinery to replace the current hand butchering 
operation. The use of automatic butchering would lower the unit costs by 
replacing the expensive human labor 'content. 

d) Contiunous cooking and cooling machinery that will improve the 
quality of the tuna and thereby enhance the industry's yield. This would 
replace the current practice of cooking and cooling tuna in batches with other 
tuna that are more or less the same size. 

e) Improvement in the can-filling machinery to end the current problem 
of deviation in the amount of fish put into every can. 

The purse seine fleet has also targeted several areas to improve their 
fishing operations. The introduction of a polyester fishing nets would enable 
vessels to increase fishing yields, because polyester nets sink much faster 
than the conventional nylon nets now in use, and more fish would be caught. 
However, the grave financial situation of tuna fleet precludes the $300,000 
.individual investment for new polyester nets. Also precluded by the current 
financial situation of the purse seine fleet are investments in new 
conununication, navigational, and fish-finding electronic equipment. The 
period of import relief would enable the purse seine fleet to increase its 
saftey and increase its productivity by acquiring the latest electronic 
equipment. 

During a period of relief, the O.s. industry would fully develop the 
infrastru·cture for the U.S. tuna fleet in a Western Pacific base (in American 

. Samoa). A viable shipyard in American Samoa would enable u:s.-flag vessels to 
'·undergo repairs, recontruction, and overhauls at primary unloading ports. 

Currently, the U.S. vessels must travel to Singapore or Thailarid to have 
repair work aone. These repair trips incur a substantial cost for the tuna 
boats, both in terms of fuel cost and lost fishing days. 

Finally, a 5-year period of relief would create a financial environment 
for the U.S. fleet to obtain fixed-term financing under more favorable 
conditions. Also, according to the petitioners, during the period of relief, 
fish prices would recover; thus, much of debt of the U.S. fleet could be. 
retired. 

l/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 98-105. 
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In an attempt to judge whether a period of temporary import relief would 
enable U.S. producers to compete more effectively with imports, the Commission 
requested the following information in its questionnaire: 

1) What specific adjustments in your canned tuna operations would 
be made by your firm and/or its workers during the period of 
import relief? 

2) The anticipated expenditure of funds. 

3) The specific competitive advantage to be gained by the 
adjustment. 

A summary of each primary producer's response follows: 

Bumble Bee.--* * *· A complete text of Bumble Bee's questionnaire 
statement is presented in app. D. 

C.H.B •. --* * *· 

Mitsubishi.--* * *: 

* * * * * * *· 

Neptune.--* * * 

Star-Kist.--***· Details on Star-Kist's plans for*.** are presented 
in appendix D. !I 

* * * * * * * 

* * * * * * 
Van Camp.--* * * 

* * * * * * * 
The respondents have argued that the domestic industry's adjustment plans 

for a period of import relief are vague and unrealistic. The automation of 
tuna processing by the use of robotics would be unrealistic, because the costs 
would outweigh any savings. Furthermore, the respondents argue that tuna is a 
labor-intensive product that is best processed by human labor. The· importers 
also claim that except for excessive profits, the U.S. industry would not be 
in any better position to compete with imports after the period of import 
reiief. 

!/ See Star-Kist submission. 
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Federal Reglaler I Vol. 49. No. '8 I Wednesc:i .. ,,, ...... _. ·'• 1984 / Notice. ...... ·-• 
. evadable from Mr. Wud't oMce 

nbteqaent to the meetina. 
Dated: Mara 1. Uk ........... 

au./. O/fo of Woc.r Dolo Coordinotion. ............................. ............. ,.. 
INTERNATIONAL 'TRADE 
COMMISSION• . 

A~ Fonn Submmed for OUB 
Rn tow 

AGENCT: lntematlonal Trade 
CommlHIOA. 

AC'llCIC In accordance wllh the 
pnwt.lam of lhe P•perwmk Reduction 
Act o1 um (4' u.s.c. Gapter as). the 
QnnmlaftoD laaa nbmltted .• propoaal 
for lbe collection of lnfcnmation to the 
Offlc:e of MuapmeDt ud Budget for 
review. 

SUllllMT: 

PUrpw ol Jaformadaa Colledioa 
nae proposed lrJormat!on collection .. 

for ue by lhe Coauralaioa ID connection 
wllh ID•nli@•tion No. a3Z-17'3. 
Coaditio:ia of Competition Aftecdng the 
NortbeHtem U.S. Cnnmdfish ud 
&callop fndustries ill Selected Marketa. 
IDs:itutad ander tlte autharit)' of aecUon 
33Z(bJ of the Tariff Ad ol tmO Ill U.S.C. 

. U3Z(b)). . 

...... .,of Propcnat. 

.· (I) NamheroffonmauhmitRct four. 
CZJ Title of forms: Comlllia:aa of 

. Competition Affeetin8 die Nortbustern 
U.S. Crvundfiah and Scallap IDdustriu 
ID Selecte:l ~tloanalre• for 
U.S. Boat Owners. Produclln. lmpo1'era. 
ad WlloleMJen/Retail--. 

Pl TJPe of nquett aew. 
It) Fnqunq of usa: DDmaCllft'ing. 
(I) Dacrtptioa or rapoadaa.: Finm 

ID dac No:tbeaatem Uatted Slates 
IDwolwed la tba lwYutiztl. proc:eaaiq. 
llnpcwtation. ad diatribution of 
•omwd&ab ad ac:allopa. • 

(ti) &timaied Dumber of retpandenta: ,.., 
C7J E.timated total ftlllDbet of laoun 10 

complete .... fonns: 1!.mlJ. 
(8) Information ••lned hlll tbe form 

6&1 quaBfin aa ~I buineaa 
Warnilatioa will bt ao nated by the 
Ovnmiwiion aad ftDt diacloMd bl• 
• ..,..., dsat wouJd rnnl &he fndlvidu.d 
Gpfta~ of a ftnn. 

Addidao-' lalarma&ioa • t"omnteal 
~,,.,the proposed form Md 

•pporlint dacmnntl ma1 be obtained 
flom Doas Newman. lJSITC Cc.L no. 
~ Coeuneatt abou1 lhe . 

propo11l1 ahould be dire:led ~ lhe 
omc:e or lnform1tlon and l\qulatoey 
Alfaln or OMB. Allentlon: Fnndne 
PlcouJt. Deak Omcer for U.S. 
lnternallonal Trade Commi .. lon. U JOU 
uUdpate coaunebting on a form but .. 
Ind that lime to prepare commeatt will 
prwvut JOU hm nbmlttlili them 
promptly JOU thould 1dvlle OMB of 
J01ll' lllwat •• 100D •• po111ble. Coples 
of uy c:onunentt 'hould be provided t.o 
Carin !rrin (Udited States . 
lntematio1-•1 Trade Comml111lon. 701 E 

. Street NW .. WHhinato11o n.c. 2Dt38). 

luued: FebnaaJ7 m. tDM. 
· Ir order ol lbe Conmaiuion. 
s-dia.Maaoa. 
a'eawea17. 
,,f D&IMl1t .......... : ... _, 

....... CODl ... 0:4 

A~ncy fonn Sut-mltted for OMB 
Review .. 
AGDICY: lntemation;al Trade · 
Commiuicm. 
ACTIOIC ID accordance with the 
prcwiaiona of the Papttrwork Reduction 
Act of 1990 ('" U.S.C. Clapter 35). the 

·Coma:inion bu nbmltted • propo11J 
... the collection or information to the 
OUlce of Mima1e:nent iDd Budset for 
revle·11r. 

Addldoul IDlonnatloD • Co.aunut · 
Copiet of the propoaed fonn and 

1upportina documents may be obtefned 
from Palrick Magrath. (USrTC. tel No. 
~5U-0341). Comment• about the 
propo1al1 ahould be ditec:led to the 
Omce of lnlonnaUon and Rqu!atorr 
Maira of OMB. Attention: Francine 
Plroult. Deak omcer for U.S. . •" 

lnteraatSonal Trade Comml11lon (teL 
No. 202-311~1231). If you antidpate . · -: 
commeatin'ir on a form but find lhat tlnu 
ta prepare comments will prevent )'Ou 
from 1ubmJttina them prompt!)' )'OU ~ 
should advise o~m of yoW' intent aa . 

· • IOOD aa po11ible. Copies of any 
comments should be provfded IO 

: 

a.artea ErviD (United Sta tea . ·· · •.. 
lnCernallonal Trade Commfaafon. 701 £ 
Street. N.W. Waahm,ton. D.C. ZOUI).. .· 

lawed Match 1. 191C. 
ly order of lhe Commlaalon. 

Seaneda R. Muma. 
~ . 
WCOCllfmDD• 

... 
Import lnwstlgaUon; Certain Canne11 
Tune Fis... . •· 

AODCCY: International Trade 
Commiasion. 

9'1MllMY: · . AC'TICN: lmtitution of an investiaaUon 
ander cection 201 of lhe Trade Act of _ 
1874 (11 u.s.c. Z251) end 1chedwizl8 of a. 
laeariq to be belJ in connection wiah 

Pwpow of llalonnation Collectioa 

11le prop01ed Information collection ii 
far ue by the Cocu:iitaiOD in connection 

· wflh lnYHtlption No. SU-171. 
Competitive AaaeHmeat of the U.S. 
Foundry lndu1try. Instituted under tbe 
authority of section 33:(1) of the T•rift 
Act of 1930 (11 u.s.c. 1m(J)). 

lummar7 of Prapoula 

(t) Namber ol fonna 1Ubmitted: three. 
121 Tide of form: Campetitlv~ 

AaallMDt or dut u.s. Fcn:adty 
1Dduat1y Questionnaire for U.S. 
Pnducera. lmporten. and Purchaaen. 

PJ TrPe of request: aew. 
(4) frequency of use: nomecurring. 
00 Detcription of mpondent1: rar.n. 

wbida.;roduce. Import. or pun:hase 
~proclactL 

(I) Estimated number of respondents: 
1100. • 

f7J Eatimated tctal aDDlbd of boura to 
complete lhe·fo.~: ZS.50Q. 

(IJ lnlorm•tion obtained ft:)m the form 
daat qualiliea u c:mUufefttial buaineu 
IDlarm.ation will be IO waled by the 
Cmnmiaaion aad DOI di•doaed in a 
mauer that would tne•l lbe Individual 
aperationa of a Inn. 

the lnvuus11tion. 

mfflCTIR DATE Febnaary 15. 1984. 
8UMUAJtY: Following receipt of a 
petition filed on FebnaaJ)' 15. 1984. on 
behalf of the United Sta tea Tuna 
Foundation; CH.B. Foods. Inc.; the 
Ameriun Tuna Boat Association: the 
United Industrial Workers. AfL.CIO: 
6e f'ithermen·a Union of A:nerica. ~ 
CO: the Yllher.nen'a Union. U.\VU, No. 
IS: lhe Coaunf11ion imtituled 
llwntia•lion No. T.~-201-53 under 
eection :D1 of tbe Trade Act of 1914 to 
dctennine whether b&na &.ill iD airc.ight 
cont.amen. prepared or pnaeived ID any 
maaner. ut In oiL piovtded for In Uetu 
siua and 1ll.M of the Tariff Schedulea 
of the UDlted Ssat~• (1S~. and tum 
fiah ill •irtisbt contaiaen, prepared or 
prnerwd In any manner. in oil 
provided for ta TSUS item UZ.SO. are 
bein.i tmpofted into the United Sc.1 .. 11 
eud: tm::reaaed quantJtiea aa lo be a 
eub11aatUil cauae ol aeriou Injury, or 
dae lbnat lbenol lo the domestic 
tndmh')' procluc:in8 anida like or 
4irecllycompetitive with the imported 
al'tii!!l1t•. Th• r.nt111ni&•I"" - .... ---- ._ 
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determinadoa to the Ptesldent by . 
Aupal u. 1984. 
POii ~ 1NA11111ATIOM CONTAC'r. 
BU1 Schechm. lnn•tft•tor. (20%/5%3-
0300). U.S. IDtmaational Trade 
CommillJoa. WublapH1. D.C. zot34. 
.,.... D'8'fAllY ..OllUllATICNC . 
l'utldpadoa la die 1Deed1allaa 

it.ncma wlahlq to partlcfpat1 ID thf1 . 
lllvetdptloa u partfet mUll !.11 u 
•ll'J of appean.uce with tile Secretary 
ID the Commluiou. u provided la 
I 201.11 of th• Comm111ioa'1 Rala of 

.Pradfce ud Proc:echn (11CFR201.11). 
aot Jam dwl 21 up alt.U tb1 
pubUcatloo al thfa aatfc:e ID the Federal 
........ ADJ atry of appearance tiled 
after lb.at date will be refund la the . 
Oaa1rmaa. who ahal1 detcmlae whether 
ID •c:c.,t the late ent17 for sood came 
llaowa. b)' the penoa dnJriDa to file the 
etilr)'. 

Upon th= cixpfntfml ol the period for 
filiq mtri .. of appearance. the , . 
Stcretuy lhall prepare a urvica lht 
contafnina the name• and acldressea of 
au person.a. or their repreaentativH. . 
wbo are partfe1 to tho lavesttgatfon (19 
CFR 201.lt(d)J. Each doc:ument Bled by 
• party to th.fa illwatls•tfoa muat be 
aenecl on all other parttu la the 
fDnatfaadoa (u Identified b7 the 
aerrice U.t). ud a certi&C.te ol service· 
must accoinpaaf the document. Tb 
Secre1&17 will not accept a document for 
m.lna without a certiftcate of ae~ca (19 
en 20Lle(c}). 

'r.abllc a.arta1 
'the Commiaaicm will hold a publlc 

hearins la connection with thia 
1Dve1tiptlon beidmlln1 at 10:00 a.m.. on 
June S. 19M. ID the llearina Room. ~.S. . 
latematicnW Tnde Commi11ion 
BuiJc11na. 701 E Stmt NW .. ID 
Wuhlnatoa. i>.C. lequa1ta to appear at 
die heartna lhould be filed ID writfal 
witb the SecretalJ' to the Commi11fon DO 
later than the doaa ol businea• (5:15 
p.m..) on May Z1. 1SM. 

Preheadns Ptocedures 

To facilitate the h•arins proceu. It t. 
requated that penom wiahins hi... 
1ppur at th1 laearta1 submit pnhearin1 
bri.& eawuratina aad dlsc:ussin1 the 
1Mun whidl they wtola to raiH at the 
1nrinl- All arisfnal and 22 copies of 
IUCb pnhearinj brief• 1hould be 
iubau&lad lo the Secretary no later than 
he doH of bulia.,. on May 29. 19&1. 
:ontldentiahuhmiuicma should be in 
ccord:anat with the requinmentl of 
KtiQil 201.I ai me Coaunittloo·1 tWet 
I Cf'H 201.8). Coples or any prehe1rfn1 
rie/1 submitted will be made available 

• f 

far public lnipectfoa In the omce of th• 
Secnt.1'7. Ally prepared statetaenta 
aubmitted wt1l be made a part of the 
lr&D.lcrip!\ Oral pnseDtaeiona at the 
llurina allauld. to the extent po11iblo. 
be limited to llauea ralted ID the. 
~~ .. ,·· 

A ,..Uarlnl C:onlwrenc:e will ~· held 
•Mar 21; 1961. at 10:00 a.m..111 Room 
111 of the U.S. lntenaadoDAJ Trade 
Commilslml Bu.l1dina. 

Persom aot rupnaeqted by counsel 
or public offldala who have relevant 
matten to present may Ii~ t~tfmony 
Without reaud to the auge1ted • 
pnhearfnl proc:edurn oudiaed above. 
Wdtteil S11bad•eiou 

• application. camult the Commfaa(oa'a 
Rule1 of Pracdca and Proc.du.nt. Put 
201 and Part 2D8. aubparb A and a (11 
CFR Put 201 and .zoe. nbpattl A and 
ai · 
.....Man:b1.~ 
If arUr oldie Comml91loa, 

ICttr daa......._ 
S«:ntory. 
&n0-IMIS81W .... MI_, 
~CIClll8Nm•• 

(lnwldpaan Ho. U7-TA-1MJ 

Al mentioned. parties to tlm w. • 

. Import lnvalfgatSon; Certain Foam 
Eaiplugi; Ordw Na. .1 

Punuanc to mr authoritJ •• OJ1f 
AdmiDlatrative Law Judae ol th.la 

bavadptloa may m. prehearina brie& 
bJ the date ahown abo•e. Po.thearfns 
brie& JDU1t be submitted Do later than 
the dose ol buaineu oa June 1& 1984. tn 
additlcm. any penoa who baa oot . . . · 
entered u appearance u a party to the 
IDvntlaatlon may 1Ubmit a written . 
1tatement oflnfonnatloa pertinent to the 
nbfed of the iaveatisatioa Oil or before 
Jun• 1& 1S18t. A •faned orfliDal and 2Z 
copfn of each 111bmf11loa mmt be filed 
with da1 Secretary to the Com.mission. 
AD writtan aubmJufo~ except for 
coafidentlal buslne11 lnformatloa. will 
be available for public impectioa during 
reauJu buaine11 hoan (8:45 a.m. to 5:15 
p.m.) ID the Office ol the Seaetary to the 
COmmiufoa. 

Commercial ar flna.ncfal data and any 
lnlmmatloa for which caa.8dential 
treatment ls desired ahould be submitted 
HpU'lltely. n. envelope and all pages 
of aucb 1ubm.lssiou mu.st be dearly 
marked '"Confidential Bu.sinesa 
Information•. Confidential submissfoa. 
and nqueata for confidential treatment 
m111t conform with the require.menu of 
I 201.I of the Comm.laalaD'• RulH (19 
CFR 201.8). 

RemedJ 
ID tha neat that the Commission 

makes u affirmative Injury 
determin.atfou in lhil Investigation. any 
addittonal brieC. on the question of 
nrudy mmt be 1Ubmitted to the· 
SecretalJ, aa later Uwa the doso of 
bU1lnes1 on July rt. 1984. and must 
con!orm wit& the requitementa of I zot.8 
of the COliunilsion'a NIH. 
lmpec:dou ol Pedtloa 

The petition nled ID thll case 19 
available for public lnlpec:Uoa at the 
Omca ol the SecRtuy. U.S. 
lntemalional Trade Conunbaioa. 

for f\&rther lnlo.rmatioa conc1min1 the 
conducl of ch. inve1tl11Uon. heuina 
proceaa. and n&J11 of aen1ral 

· Commiuloa. I hereby destpat• 
AdmiDlatratin Law Judie Donald JC. 
Duvall u Pmldlq Officer In th.la 
IDvesUsatioa. • 
n. Secretary ahall aen• • copy of 

thi.I order apoa all parttn of record end 
1hall publhla 1t ID the F.deral Repter. 

Juuect Febnau7 Z& UM. 

. DoaUI x. n...n. 
CJUI/ ~rr1Law/utJae. 

P"AO.. IHU•flW ..... W-1 
-.....cacaJD•• 

(lnvHUgeUon No. 337-TA-tlSJ 

lmpOrt Investigation; Certain Rotary 
Wheel Prtntlng Syat•INi lnvHtJgatlon 

AGENCY: lntsmational Trade 
Com.mJsaio.a. 

AC:TtON: lnatfhltloa ol lAvesUgatlon • 
punuant 10 ti U.S.C. 1337. 

IUMMAll'r. Notice 1' henby liven that a 
coinplalDt WH filed with the U.S. . • 
lnternatlonal Trad9 Comm.isafOD on .. 
Janual")' rr. 19&1. wsder 1ectloa 337 ol . 
the Tariff Ad of 1930 (19 u.s.c. 1337), OD 
behalf of Qum• Corporation. ~ Qwn• 
Drivw. Sm Jose. Calllornla 95131. 'The 
compJaial an .... anfa1t methoda of 
complellcm aad unfair •CU ID the · 
Importation IDto the Unltad StatH ol 
c:utalD rotar7 whffl printinl 1yat1cn, or 
ID their Mle. bJ realOD of allepd 
lnfriqemenl of the clalml of U.S. Lattera 
Patent 4.118.129. Th• compbint further 
alletH that the effect or tsndenc:y d the 
ua!air method. of competition and 
unfair ldl la to dnttoy w 1ubstA1nUally 
Injure an indu1try, emct1ntly and 
economically operated. in the United 
Stat"'._ 
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• CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARING 

Those listed below appeared as witnes~es at the United States 
International Trade COnvnission's hearing: c 

Subject 

Inv. No. 

Certain Canned Tuna Fish 

TA-201-53 

Date and time: June 5, 1984 - 10:00 a.m. 

Sessions were held in connection with the investigation in 
the Hearing Roan of the United States International Trade Cam'lission, 
701 E Street, N.W., in Washington: 

Congressional appearances: _ 

Honorable Pete Wilson, United States Senator, State of California 

Honorable John B. Breaux, United States Representative, State of 
Louisiana; Chainnan, Subconmittee on Fisheries and Wildlife. 
Conservation and the Environment, Comnittee on Merchant 
Marine and Fisheries 

Honorable Duncan Hunter, United States Representative, State· of 
California 

Honorable Baltasar Corrada, Resident Conmissioner, Puerto Rico 

Honorable Fofo I.F. Sunia, Delegate, Territory of America Samoa 

Governnent appearance: 

Kevin T. Cronin, Attorney, Division of International Antitrust, 
Bureau of Competition 

Dr. Edward C. Gallick, Division of International Antitrust, 
Bureau of Econanics 

- more -



In support of the petition: 

Steptoe & Johnson--Counsel 
Washington, D.C. 

on behalf of 
.. ~,. .. 
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Un-1ted States· Tuna Foundatf on; C.H.B. Foods·,. Inc.; - . 
·The-American Tuna 'Boat Association; The United 
Industrial Workers, AFL-CIO, The Fishermen's Union 
of America, AFL-CIO; The Fishennen's Union, ILWU, No. 33 

Robert Pasarow, C.H.B. Foods 

Rf chard Beattie, Star-Kist Foods· 

Roy Scharer, Star-Kist Foods 

August Felando'; ·American' Tunaboat Assoc.iati on 

Joe Medina, Vessel CMner/Operator . 
-

George Sousa, Vessel CMner/Operator 

Manuel Silva, Vess~l ~ner/Ope_rator 

Steven Edney, AFL-CIO 
. .... :· .' 

Edward Ryan, Star-Kist Foods 
. t~') . .;; ". , . ..-: 

" . 
Harold Medina, America.n Tunaboat Association 

Lyle LaRosh, Honor Marine Cormiunications 
;. .. ;, ~ , : ... : ·. , . . - : .. ' . '· 

Bruce Malashevich, Economic Consulting Services 

Clark Chandler,, Economic Consultirig Services 

David. Burney9·Esq.:, United States Tuna Foundation 

Richard 0. tunningham ) 
Ms. Charlene Barshefsky ) 
Ms. Melinda Chandler >--OF COUNSEL 
George Meidich ) 

-·more -



In oppos1t1on to the petition: 

Barnett l Alagia--Counsel 
Washington, D.C. 

on behalf of 
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The Association of Food Industries, Inc., Tuna Group, -
The Thai Tuna Foundation Processors Association, Tuna 
Packers Association of Japan & Taiwan Canners Association 

ICF Incorporated, Washington, O.C. 

John Reilly, Principal 

Lance Graef, Project Manager 

PANEL: 

David Kastan, Senior Vice President, SSC International, 
Inc. 

Richard Sullivan, Executive Director, Association 
of Food Industries, Inc. 

Joel Abramson, Executive Vice President, 
Camerican International, Inc. 

Thomas Jembelis, Vice President, Nozak1 America, Inc. 

Jeremiah Begnal, Purchasing Manager, Rema Foods 

PANEL: 

Mory Gabrielse, Merchandising Director and Head Buyer, 
Gordon Foods Services 

Ben Olewine, III, President, Olewines 

William Rosenblum, President, J. R. Rosenblum 

Robert Willoughby, Purchasing Director, Perloff 
Brothers dba Tartan Foods 

Rog~r Drew-Bear /M"nager, SAFCOL Ho 1 dings Ltd. 

Nigel J. Hardy, Gen.eral Manager, SAFCOL (Thailand) 
Limited 

Richard A. Gladstone) 
Sydney J. Butler )--OF COUNSEL 
William S. Glading ) 

- more -



Harris, Berg & Creskoff--Counsel 
Washington, D.C. 

on behalf of 

The Government of the. Republic of the Philippines and the 
Tuna Canners Association of the Philippines, which consists 
of the following exporters of canned tuna from the Philippines: 
Century Canning Corporation; Judric Canning Corporation; Mar 
Fishing Co., Inc.; Philippine Tuna Canning Corporation; Premier 
Industrial and Development Corporation; Pure Foods Corporation; 
Sanca~o Canning Corporation and South Pacific Export Corp. 

Herbert E. Harris, II) __ OF COUNSEL 
Ms. Cheryl Ellsworth ) 
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APPENDIX B 

INCENTIVES GRANTED TO U.S. PROCESSORS TO ENCOURAGE 
PROCESSING OPERATIONS IN PUERTO RICO AND AMERICAN 
SAMOA 
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The tuna industry enjoys various tax benefits and other financial 
incentives by virtue of being located in Puerto Rico and American Samoa, which 
are U.S. possessions. 11 Pursuant to section 936 of the Internal Revenue Act 
(26 U.S.C. § 936), a domestic corporation is allowed a tax credit equal to the 
taxable income from the active conduct of a trade or business within a 
possession of the United States. £1 Thus, income derived from operations in 
Puerto Rico and American Somoa is effectively exempted from U.S. tax. 

In addition, both Puerto Rico and American Samoa provide substantial 
exemptions from their own tax laws to tuna facilities. 11 

Puerto Rico 

Tuna canneries.and commercial fishing operations that supply them qualify 
for tax exemptions of up to 90 percent of "industrial development income" for 
10 to 25 years, depending on industry location. !/ The amount of the 
exemption decreases over time, from 90 percent during the first S years to SS 
percent during years 16 to 20. The exemptions are also extendable for 10 
years at slightly lower rates. The third major tax incentive involves the 
"toll-gate" tax. Normally, when dividends paid out of income derived from 
Puerto Rican sources are repatriated to the United States, they are subject to 
a 10-percent toll-gate tax. However, if 50 percent of a company's income is 
reinvested in designated Puerto Rican assets, and withdrawn according to a 
specified schedule, such dividends will be taxed at only S percent. The funds 
have been used to finance development activity. The Puerto Rico Industrial 
Development Authority also has provided financial assistance to the tuna 
industry in the form of industrial revenue bonds which have allowed tuna 
processors and fishing boats to borrow money at low interest rates. * * * 

1/ Unless otherwise noted, the following discussion is based upon analysis 
of-the Certificates of Tax Exemption issued by the American Samoa Government 
to Star-Kist Samoa, Inc., and Samoa Packing Co. (Van Camp), respectively, a 
summary of Puerto Rico's tax incentives, and interviews conducted by Sheila 
Landers with Kr. Edward Ryan of Star-Kist and Dr. Leon Shapiro, chief adviser 
to the head of Puerto Rico's Industrial Development Corporation. 

i1 Sec. 936 applies to Guam, American Samoa, and Puerto Rico. Sec. 936 is 
derived from predecessor provisions which, in turn, are derived from sec. 21 
of the China Trade Act, 1922 (42 Stat. 849). The purpose of this provision 
was to enable U.S. corp9rations doing business in China to compete with local 
British corporations that enjoyed a similar exemption from British taxes. 

11 Taxes imposed by American Samoa against corporate income are imposed at . 
the same rate as the U.S. Government's taxes imposed on corporate income, or 
46 percent. Puerto Rico's rate is 20 percent. 

·!/Puerto Rico's Industrial Incentive Act of 1978, SS 255a(a)(80, (d)(2) and 
(e)(31). 
~I * * * 



American Samoa 

!I * * *· 
'!:./ * * * 

* * * 
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Financial Experience of the U.S. Processors' Purse Seine Fleet.---u.s. 
processors have taken varied approaches to the financial difficulties of the 
U.S. purse seine fleet. * * * 

Star-Kist.--

* * * * * * 

Van Camp.--

* * * * * *' * 

Bumble Bee.--

* * * * * * * 
C.H.B. Foods.--

* * * * * * * 
Financial Experience of Independent Tuna Purse Seine Owners 

Independent tuna purse seine boat owners experienced a small 
profit before depreciation in 1979 and 1980 followed by a one percent loss in 
1981 (table C-1). In 1982 this loss increased to 19 percent before subsiding 
to a 6 percent loss in 1983. The number of boats owned by the 28 independent 
reporting organizations increased dramatically from 23 in 1979 to 34 in 1983. 

Cost analysis of the independents shows fuel costs and interest costs as 
increasing burdens from 1979 through 1982 (table C-8). In 1983 fuel cost fell 
one percent. Interest costs dropped dramatically from 24.3 percent of costs 
to 18.0 percent of the total cost as the prime rate and short and long term 
U.S. Treasury rates continued to fall. Crew costs fell annually while repair 
costs fell irregularly over the period, lessening in part the increased burden 
of fuel and interest costs. 

Depreciation nearly doubled as a percentage of non-depreciation costs 
increasing from 9.7 in 1979 to 17.8 percent in 1983. This caused losses after 

"'•dtvc~cialion to be significantly larger than before depreciation losses· irf the 
last three years of the investigation. 

Financial Analysis for the U.S. Purse Seine Fleet.--The increased 
availability of fish from the development of the high yield western Pacific 
fishery has reduced U.S. processors concern about scarcity of fish while 
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increasing availability of modest.cost.transshipment·has reduced concern about 
the origin of the tuna. The major producers have·interests·tn'-plants in many 
areas of the world and are looking for diversified sourcing from a world 
market for tuna. They are lessening.their participation in ownership and 
operation -of v.s. flag tuna purse seine boats. * * * 

,•;, 

* * ·* * 

U.S. tuna processors became partners in boat ownership in an attempt to 
guarantee steady supplies of tuna through establishment of long term contracts 
with U;S. flag vessesls. The business environment presented few impediments 
to entry into _ turi.a harvesting thr.ough boat ownership. ' None of the bankers 
interviewed during th~ investigation had ·required sophisticated financial 
projections· or breakeven analysis in the loan making.process even as interest 
rates rose to historically high levels. Projections .about future prices and 
demand for tuna were based on extensions of '.past upward trends. 

The Economic Tax Act of 1981 provided S years of :accelerated cost 
recovery applicable to assets such as tuna boats put into service after 1980. 
The previous limit was. 12 years. In addition, new boats could take a 
10 percent tax credit while used boats were limited to a credit not to exceed 
$125,000 . 

.. Th~ fleet build-up result_ed in signlficant idle capacity and 
under-employment of purse seiners. Coupled with.rising costs of· fuel ·and' 
interest this has resulted in underutilization of boats and upward pressure on 
the cost of.production relative to rev~nues. Because of the financial linkage 
between some of the processors and some of the boat owners tuna cost of the 
processors may reflect the financial problem of the harvesting sector if 
preferential purchases were made from affiliated·boat operations . 

. : . 

* 
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Table C-1. --·F:C"esh, chilled or frozen tuna: Pt·of Lt and: lo:aJ dnta for ·1 ndepP11 
. dent tuna puC"se seine bout. owncrr;, uccount int~ yean; l 9 79 BJ 

-----------· ___ Un_Jhoul.l&Q.dli __9f l1QJ_l~an;) ________ , _____ ·---- --·--·-- .. -·-·· ... --·· 

Item 

Net sales of tuna 
1,000 thoul.lnnd

C1·ew coot- ·· --- -----·do-·· 
F'uel cost··- -·---·---·do--·· 
Galley cost· ··-·--···--do·- - ·: 
License fees- · - ··--···-do-··· 
Transhipment fees-·· - do-· 
Repairs"· - ······-·---·--·-do-- -
Gear cost·-···· ········"·----·-·do;__ -: 
Insu1·ancc- ··--·------··---·-do-··· --: 
Helicopter -·-·-·---····---do-·-·····: 
Travel-·· -------·---do-~ 
Other coats- -- -·-·-·-·-·--:-do-- -· - : 
Administrative cost···do-·- · ··: 

1979 

35,840 
13,083 

5,305 
692 
165 

4,143 
l.lJO 
2,12/ 

414 
109 

1980 

55,806 
19,640 
9,613 
l, 120 

253 

8,358 
1,615 
2,825 

845 
287 

2.546 2.546 
1.023 1,213 

1981 

58,761 
ll ,816 
12,616 
1,435 

40 7 

5,639 
1,865 
3,892 
1,015 ·. 

338 
3,282 
1,214 

1982 1983 
·-----···--'---

68,461 74,794 
19,978 18,536 
17 ,586 17,272 

l.,893 2,061 
373 807 

. 792 1,464 
7 ,563 l, 434 
2,517 2,694 
4,995 5,925 
1;601 2,018 

413 603 
2,906 4,633 
1,297 l ,514 

Interest------------do--
Total expenses excluding 

10,016 __ 4 ____ • 5 __ · 6.._4....__'-__ ..... s_. • .__6_._8 !_: ___ ____.~~ ..... ___ : __ J 9. 843 14. 282__ 

. dt:pn~c iution 
1, 000 dollon>-·· ·: ____ 35 ......... J._.O"'"'l'---'--~5--· 3._.,'""9-'-9..--6_ 

Income before 
depreciation 

1,000 dollora·· · 539 1,810 
Depreciation-·· ··-···------do-· : ___ la.-'.!}_-':'--_----'4~·-=4-"'8-=2 
Income or loss before .. 

taxes· - -·-··-·-- ····-:---~o--· . (2,816): 
Number of vessels·--·--··---··--: 23 
Number of i·eporting 
' organiz:at.lona-· - - - -·····--·-···: 28 
Ratio of income before 

depreciation to net 
sales-"' ---·--·-··--pet'CCJl.l· ···: 

Ratio of income befo1·e 
taxes to net anles 

percent····: 

0.02 

(0.08): 

. -
.• 

(2.672): 
25 

28 

0.03 

(0.05): 

59,535 

(774): (13,296): (4,455) 
8 I 55 7 __ ! __ 1!...1)_8_;. __ lla.100 

(9,331): 
28 

28 

(0.01): 

(0.16): 

(24,534): (18,555) 
31 34 

28 28 

(0.19): (0.06) 

(0. 36): (0.25) 
. . . . . . -·-·----·-------------------------

Source: Compiled ft·om data t>ubmittcd in i·r.upont><!G lu que:.;t ionnaic·c:.; of the 
U.S. International T1·adc Conuniuaion. 
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Tables C-2 through C-7 

Tables C-9 through C-14 

* * * 
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Table C--8.--Fresh. chilled, or fr·ozcn tuna: Individual cost items as a share 
of total expenses before depreciation for independent tuna pun;e 6einc boat 
owners, accounting years 1979-83 

(In ~ercent} 

Item 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

Crew cost--------percent--: 37 .06 36. 37 29.93 24.44 23.39 
Fuel cost-----------do-----: 15.03 17.80 21.19 21.51 21.79 
Galley cost---------do--· -· : 1.96 2.07 2.41 2.32 2.60 
License fees--------do-- --: .47 0.47 .68 .46 1.02 
Transshipment f ces-· --do-- .97 1.85 
Repairs·-·-·-·----------do-- ··· - : 11. 74 15.48 9.47 9.25 9.38 
Gear cost-----------do---·-: 3.20 2.99 3.13 3.08 3.40 
lnsurance-----------do----: 6.03 5.23 6.54 6.11 7 .48 
Helicopter-----------do--- -: 1.17 1.56 1. 70 1. 96 2.55 
Travel-·--··------------do----·-: .31 .53 . 5 7 .51 . 76 
Other costs---------do----: 7.21 4.72 5.51 3.55 5.85 
Administrative cost--do- -- : 2.90 2.25 2.04 1.59 1.91 
Interest-·-------------do- - -- - : 12.93 10.52 16.82 24.27 18.Q;!_ 
Total expenses excluding: ; 

depreciation---~ercent--: 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Depree iation--· --·-------do-·-·---: 9.67 8.30 14.37 13. 75 17.79 
Number of vessels----------: 23 25 28 31 34 
Number of reporting 

organizations·· - ···-- ·--·-·- --·-: 28 28 28 28 28 

Source: Compiled fl·om data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Conunission. 
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APPENDIX D 

BUMBLE BEE AND STAR~KIST'S STATMENTS 
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APPENDIX E 

QUESTIONNAIRE PRICE·DATA 
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Conversations with both sellers and purchasers indicate that there are 

multidimensional variations in canned tuna and its conditions of sale, which 

extend beyond the classifications requested in the Commission questionnaire. 

Thus,· direct comparisons of prices are difficult, especially in certain 

instances such as producer and importer prices of light meat tuna in 

institutional containers and importer and purchaser prices of the same items. 

Although these prices in particular are much more likely to suffer from a 
. . , 

variety of biases and not reflect actual prices, the results of the 

Commission's questionnaire survey are presented in tables E-1 through E-6. 

Primary.problems in·responses by all parties involve differences in 

species of fish and country of origin. Because different processors _pack 

different species, and quality and cost vary among species, price 

differentials can occur at all market levels of the product. For example, 

yellowfin and tongol light meat tuna generally command a premium over skipjack 

light meat tuna. Similarly, to the extent that certain species or qualities 

are associated with being packed in certain countries, pr-ices wi 11 vary among 

countries. For example, purchasers report that Japan typically packs the 

highest quality products, which command a premium price for a given size 

category. Some purchasers also indicated that, at least in institutional 

containers, the amount of water relative to fish varies among companies, 

creating another source for differentials in price. 

Even in the case of identical species, source, and quality of pack, price 

differentials can occur bet1.11een the prices reported by sellers and. those 

reported by the sample of pu_rchasers for two major reasons. First, some or· 
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the purchasers only reported their purchases from trading· companies, such as 

Saiki Soji, Pacific Trading Co., .and ITOH, but not from importers such as SSC 

and Nozaki. Purchasing directly from a trading company eliminates the import 

commission paid to an importi"9· company·, and ·results in a lower price paid to 
. . . ~ 

the tradi"9 company. ··Thus, these purcha.sers' pr.ices could be lower than 
'·. , . ,. -... 

average prices reported by sellers. Second, prices _typically vary inversely 

with the quantity purchased. For example, it is not at all certain that the 

sample of purchasers who retu~ned usabl~ qu~stion~aires is unbiased with 
•. 

respect to the size of purchas~. If the sa1nple· i's bi.ased to...&rds purchases of 

large quantities, the prices reported would be les:s on averag,e than the 

average price charged by sellers. Inspection of invoices provi~ed b~ parties 

indicated that purchasers. of l~rge_quantities o~. tuna sold in institutional 
,. 

containers pay lower pr:ices than purchase~~ of smaller quar;iti ties. 



Table B-1.--Canned white and light meat tuna in water and oil, packed in institutional size containers: Weighted 
averge net selling prlcea for the aales of iaported and of domestic merchandise by quarters, 
January 1979-January-1984 

(Price per contai~@~) 

Period 
Light •eat, chunk, in water : . . . : 

Average : Average : Average : Average. : Average : Average 

White •eat, chunk, in water Light meat, chunk. in oil 

U.S. e!_lc~_ ;__l_111porl__erice : U.S. _t>riC:4! ·_t I~~~~ r»r!c~ ! _ ~!@! pd~~-_; impor~rice 

1979: : : : . : 
January-March------: .42.79 : t41.SS : Ui.4a·: tll.52 ·: $l6.41 
April-June---------: l8.28 : 42.49 : 10.42.: lf.65 ; 13.67 
July-Septemb~r-----: 19.52 : 45.62': 11.84·: )2;.66 :. 13.60 
October-December---: 44.58 .: '48:67 .; 31.92 : 35.ll i 35.06 

l 980: : : : . : : 
January-March------: 46.12 : 50.66 : 11.01 : 39~14 ~ 40.90 
April-June---------: 46.93 : 50.84 : 42.97 : 43.39 : 4l.l2 
July-September-----: 47.30 : 52.92 ' 41.82 : 45.61 : 45.42 
October-December---: 50.17 : 54.15 : 44.17 : 45..76 : · 47 .43 

l 98 l:. : : : : 
January-March------·: 54.47 : 58.2.2 : 44.81 : 43.90 : 47.27 
April-June-------,--: 54.79 : 59.10 : 41.24 : 1 42.98 : 47.n • .. 
July-September-----: 53.20 : 59.41 : : · 19'.48 :·: 40.45 : 46.lJ 
October-December---: 51.23 : 61.21 : 36.89 r 38.:72 : .46.93 : - 1i' 

1982: : : : ~ . : : - ;:::; 
January-March------.: 50.71 : 59.67 : 35.65 : 36.84 : 44.71 · 0 

April-June---------: 46.69 : 56.33 : 34.lS : 33.99 : .. 42.29 ; .,.. 
July-September-----: 42 .84 : SO. 71 : U·.02 : . 32..20 r 38 .12 
October-December---: 40. 06 : 48. 72 : 10 •51 : 31.82 : · :)1. 25 

1983: : : : : 
January-March------: 36.97 : 45.05 : 29~78 ·:' 31.0l ;, ·-36.20 
April-June---------: 14.45 : 42.49 : 29,.34 : .··30.32 : 34.47 
July-September-----: 3~.81 : 42.12 : 28~29 : '28.98 : l5.l0 
October-December---:. 37.04: 44.08: 28 •. 0.8 :. 29.:16 :. 37.05 

1984: . : : •: ... : . 
January-March------: 36.68 : 43.17 : 26.69 : ·· 28.54 : 40.25 . . . . . . . . . . 
Source: Com~~le~ from data submitted in response to qu~at~onnaires of the U.S. ·International Trade Commission. 



Table ·E-2.--Canned white and light •eat tuna in water and oil, packed ln retail aiae contalnera nationally advertised 
brands: Weighted averge net selling prices · · for the aalea of iaported and of domestic merchandise 
by quarters, January 1979-January-1984 

(Price f!r container) 
i White meat. chunk, in water • Light aeat. chunk, in water Light meat, chunk. in oil 

Period Average : Average i Average- : Average : Average : Average 
_ _ _ _ ~ _ !!!_~• _(l!ic~ --~-~l.l~!~ l.l!!~~-~--~· &!___f!ic:~ _;_ !1111.l()!~ 1.»!!C:~ ; \)!_~~ l.l!!C:it : !111eort pdce 

1979: : : . . 
Jant'iary-March------: $41.88 : $38.46. : $28.45 : $25.41 : $28.41 
·April-June-~-------: 41.61 : 41.18 : 28.66 : 25.91 : 28.65 
July-September-----: 41.04 : 19.41 : 30.01 : 27 •• 79 : 29.98 
October-December---: 41.88 : 41.0l : 30.81 : 28.80 : 10.42 

1960: : . r : . 
January-March------: 42 .86 : 42 .84 : ll.U : 10.52 : 11.09 
April-June---------: 46.96 : 44.01 : 34.58 : lt .84 : 14.29 
July-September-----: 49.67 : 45.24 : 16.82 : I ll.83.: 16.94 
October-Dece~ber---: 50.39 : 47.25 : I )7 .82 : 17.24 : 17 .9 l 

1981: : : . : :· ; > . 
January-March------: 51.90 : 50.92 : 18 .41 : 16.ll : 18.48 : - I 

I-' 
April-June---------: 55. 20 : 51.45 : 18.20 : 15 .so : 17 .87 : - N .... 
July-September-----: 54. 48 : 52.96 : 18.02 : 15.02 : 18.15 
October-December---: 54.78 : 52.60 : ll .15 : 12 .80 : 17.ll 

1982:. 
. January-Harch------: n .92 : 50.0l : 15.99 : 12 .15 : . 35.91 
April-June---------: 57.28 : 48.81 : 14.89 : 30.76 : 14. 78 
July-September-----: 52.98 : 48.42°: 11.91 : 29.6) : ll.84 
October-December---: 52.83 : 45.55 : 14.16 : 28.18 : ll.96 

19Sl: 
JanJ~ry-Harch------: 47.74 : 41..17 : 11.09 : 21.60 : ll.19 
April-June---------: 47.15 : 41.11 : ll.29 : 26 .88 :, 11.52 
July-September-----: 45. ll : 40~94 : lt.14 : 26 .06 : ll.15 
October-December---: 44.76 : 41. 26 : 10.49 : 25.00 : 10.12 

1984: : 
January-March--.----: 43.91 : 40.57 : 10.~7 : 27 .84 : 30.59 

: ; 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade C0111Diuion. 



Table E-3.--Canned white and light meat tuna in water and oil, packed in retail size containers. privat~ label brandH: 
Weighted averge net selling prices for the ealee of imports and of domestic merchandiee by 

quarters, January 1979-January-1984 

(Price per container) . 

White meat, chunk, in water Light aeat. chunk. in water : Light meat, chunk, in oil 
Period Average : Average 1 Average : Average : Average : Average 

~~~~-P!l~~-; i~port pric~; ~~'· P!l~e : i~P~!t P!!~~; _ ~~@· P!l~~ __ ; i~port price 

1979: 
January-Harch------: $16. 98 : .41. 16 : h4.49 : 26.61 : $25.70 
April-June---------: 16.90 I 42.01 : 26.14 ; 26.80. : 26.41 
July-September-----: 18. 51 : 42.02 I 28.42 : 26 .81 : 28.82 
October-December---: 41.01 : 42.00 : l0.62 : 25 .61 : 10.ll 

1980: 
January-Harch------: 41.16 :· 41.44 : 12.09 : 28.15 : 12.10 
April-June-------~: 44.0l : 50 .95 : 14.91 : 11.95 : 14.81 
July-September-----: I 44.76 : 4 7 .81 : 16.14 : 14. 50 : 16.19 
October-December---: 48.08 : 50 .84 : 16 .52 : 14. 54 :. 16.56 

1981: 
January-Harch------: s l. 21 : 54 .84 : 15.99 : 

I 
17.21 : 15. 98 : > - I ; ...... April-June---------: 52.94 ·: 57.15 : 14.62 : . 16.29 : 14.70 : - N 

July-September-----: 52.51 : 49.69 : 14.01 : 14.17 : 14.07 N 

October-December---: 52.45 : 55.00 : 11.75 : ll.90 : ll.70 
1982: 

January-Harch------: 50.16 : 59.15 : 11.61 : 12.65 : 12.22 
April-June---------: 45 .96 : 59. u : 10 .58 : JO .12 : 30. 74 
July-September-----: 42.50 : 41.20 : 28.84 : 28.84 : 29.01 
October-December---: 40 .61 : 45.92 : 28 .10 : 28.79 : 28.20 

1981: 
January-Harch------: 38. 51 : 42.81 : 28.01 : 25.21 : 21.10 
April-June---------: 17.18 : 40.91 : 26.55 I 27 .08 : 26.24 
July-September-----: 15. 91 : 41.25 : 26.89 : 26.19 : 26.43 
October-December---: 36.85 : 19. 71 : 26.66 : 26 .11 : 26.31 

1984: 
January-March------: 17.21 : 19.57 : 26.81 : 24.96 : 26.87 

: : : : : 
- Data not available. · 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to queetionnairee of the U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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Table E-4.--Canned white and light meat tuna in water, packed in retail size 
containers, nationally advertised brands: Weighted average net purchase 
prices paid by customers for imported and domestic canned tuna, by quarters. 
January 1982-0ecember 1983 

(Price per container) 
White meat, solid, Light meat, chunk 

packed in water, packed in water, 
Period case of 48 7-oz. cans case of 48 6-1/2 oz. cans 

Average Aver01.ge Average Average 
U.S. imports U.S. imports 

1982! 
January-Marc $52.07 $54.60 $41. 02 $~2.97 
April-June 49.48 54.82 38.64 31.99 
July-Septembe 49.05 52.22 38.18 30.54 
October-December 47.55 49.97 •· 37.35 29.52 

1983: : 
Jq,nuary-March 46.52 45.81 35.44 29.16 
April-June 46.42 44.36 35.96 28.10 

.July-September 45.43 44.65 34.46 27.91 
.. October-Oecembe ' 43.91 49.68 33.29 27.66 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
. u.s. International Trade Commission . 

Table E-5.--canned white and light meat tuna in water, packed in retail size 
containers, private label brands: Weighted average net purchase prices 
paid by customers for imported and domestic canned tuna, by quarters, 
January 1982-0ecember 1983 

Period 

1982: 
January-Marcn-----------
Apri 1-June------------
July-September·----------
October-Oecember--------

1983: 

(Price per container) 
White meat,. solid, 

packed in water, 
case of 48 7-oz. cans 

Average Average 
U.S. imports 

$48.18 
47.41 

. 43. 94 
39.80 

$49.37 
47 . .26 
43.98 
44 .. 71 

January-March---------- 38.73 38.80 
April-June------- 38.02--: 3S.25 
July-September·------- ·37. 63 38. 62 

Light meat, chunk 
packed in water, 

case of 48 6-1/2 oz. cans 
·Average Average 

U.S. imports 

$32.03 $31. 06 
31.86 29.41 

··30, 54 28.09 
30.52 28. 63 

-""29. 29 27.67 
28.86 26.23 
28.76 26.13 
28. 81-October-Oecembgerr~-------=~:-~-33~6~.~677---7~~~3~9~.~4tt8~~~~rtt-. : 25.88 

. . . 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in· response 
U.S. International Trade-Commission. 

to 

.. 
questionnaires of the 

. --·- - ·-
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Table E-6.~Canned white and light meat tuna in water, packed in institutional 
size containers: Weighted average net purchase prices paid by customers for 
imported and domestic canned tuna, by quarters, January 1982-December 1983 

Period 

1982.: 
January-March1~----------
Apri l-June1~------------~ 
July-September·~--~-----
October-Oecember·~--------

1983: 
January-Marcn-----~-----

Apri 1-June~------~-----
July-September·~--~-----

October-Oecember·~~------

(Price per container) 
White meat, solid, 

packed in water, 
case of 48 7-oz. cans 

Average 
U.S. 

$51.53 
51.75 
48.73 
47.40 

43.54 
43.52 
41. 92 
44 .16 

Average 
imports 

$64.27 
60.10 
53.14 
51.00 

47' 10 
50.03 
47.33 
47. 34 

Light meat, chunk 
packed in water, 

case of 48 6-1/2 oz. cans 
Average Average 

U.S. imports 

$37.52 
37 .16 
35.03 
33.99 

33.02 
31.00 
29.46 
30.40 

$33.90 
32.51 
30.24 
30.46 

29.59 
28.59 
28.02 
29.08 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the· 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 




